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MEMPHIS, TENN. — SATURDAY, JANUARY 13, 1962

Local NAACP Raps Oral Roberts
"For Promoting Segregation At
His Religious Crusade Here

Price 15c

CORE Praises Southerners
For Mass Action For Freedom, •
41 Members Still In Jails

Fire Wipes Out
Orange Mound
Upholstery Shop

NEW YORK CITY — "The "We look forward to 1982
Fire destroyed the Payne
thrust for equality in the Deep with confidence that the strides
Upholstery shop, 2655 Park
South on the part of local toward freedom will be lengthave., in Orange Mound, last
groups is the most encourag- ened. CORE has opened field
Friday morning, and within
ing development of 1061" re- offices in New Orleans and in
two hours, a business that it
ported CORE'National Director Birmingham. Other offices will
had taken 28 years to estabJames Farmer.
be opened on the West Coast
lish had vanished in smoke and
debris.
"The Freedom Rides brought and in St. Louis shortly. InThe owner of the shop, locatnew hope and courage to thous- creased activity in the fields
ed at the rear of his residence,
ands of Negroes in Deep South of jobs, housing and voter rega short distance from Melrose
communities. What began as istration will bear fruit. Yet,
High school, is Walter Payne.
a daring experiment on the we remain humble before the
LAWRENCE S. WADE
part of a small interracial enormity of the task facing
He said he had no idea how
group has stimulated mass ac- America and our limited rethe blaze started.
tion in communities through- sources."
He said he had just sat
out the South.
down ,to breakfast about 8:15,
when he heard a neighbor shout
"There is also a greater feelfire.
that the building was on
ing on the part of Negroes that
INSURED
NOT
success is sure and that it is in
CHARLES L. DINKINS
Before it could be brought
our hands; that :ndividuals can
under control, fire had destroyaffect their own destiny. There
ed or ignited every piece of
is a greater realization on the
furniture in the building.
part of segregationists that inLawrence S. Wade was "Ouly that furniture which
tegration is inevitable. This is
among the 10 employees of the was brought in within the last
all to the good."
County Tax Assessor's office week was insured," he said.
41 IN JAIL
who recently completed the Mrs. Payne speculated that
Farmer warned, "Yet, these
real estate appraiser's course a compressor might have been
gains have not been without
at the University of Tennes- left on in the shop when it
their price. The 99th anniversee.
was closed on Thursday night.
sary of the Emancipation ProcWade, who was the first Ne- Payne said he could not estilamation finds 41 CORE memgro to be hired as an apprais- mate the amount of damage
bers in jail in Baton Rouge
er in the office of Assessor done to customers' furniture
where they have been since
George C. LaManna, said, collected for repairs in the last
December 15. They were ar"The real estate appraiser's week, because he did not know
Dr. Charles L. Dinkins, 41-- Before assuming the presi rested on Bill of Rights Day
course is very helpful for the hor much they valued their year-old president of 0 w en dency of Owen college on Dec.
while exercising the right nf
proper function of the job."
articles.
college, was appointed to the 1, 1959, he had served as sec- peaceful assembly and atHe started on the job in Sep- He said that in addition to board of directors of the City retary of the Department of tempting to petition for retember. He has been dealing that which was destroyed on of Memphis Hospitals at a Christian Education for the dress of grievances. Both of
with personal property which the ground floor, there were meeting of the City Commis- Sunday School Publishing these rights are guaranteed in
is assessed for personalty tax,numerous pieces in the attic sioners on Tuesday afternoon, Board of the National Baptist theory by the first amendment
which he had stored because and became the first Negro ConventioN USA, Inc., pastor to our
in business establishments.
AIRMAN OWEN
Constitution."
The personal visits Wade has their owners did not call for ever to serve in that capacity. of First Baptist church in East
"CORE
testing
teams
have
Two Memphis airmen recentAppointed to the board Nashville, and director of edubeen making is in keeping them.
been served in 85 bus termin- ly completed courses at
two
with the campaign promise Payne said that he accepted along with Dr. Dinkins was cation and assistant secretary als in 19
southern
states.
CORE
work
on
condition that ii they Dr. Owen W. Hyman, retiring of the Sunday School Publishseparate air bases in Texas and
made by LaManna who
Freedom
Riders
have
paid
the
were
not
picked up in 30 days vice president of the Univer- ing Board, and a member of
are being transferred to Air
pledged "equalization of taxes
price in blood and imprisonhe could not be respoasible for sity of Tennessee College of various other committees.
Force bases for further trainfor all taxpayers."
ment, loss of schooling and ing and for
them.
regular duty.
Medicine.
Dr. Dinkins is a member of
While talking about experijobs. CORE Itself, has already
The appointment of the two the Masons, the NAACP and
Airman Third class Clarence
ences since he has been on the /-Firemen from several staspent
over
$305,000
on
Bail
and
tions
were
required to put out men raised the membership of author of a "Manual for SunOwen, Jr., whose parents, Mr.
job five months, Wade said,
legal fees and on training, or- and
Mrs. Clarence Owen, Sr.;
"during the first period, peo- the fire and spent several the board from five to seven. day Schools,” published in ganizing,
travel
and
hospital
hours
carting
smoldering
arti- The authority to increase the 1948. He is also vice president
reside at 1935 LoPaloma st., is
ple I have called on have been
bills. CORE has gone heavily
cles.
being assigned to McGuire
number was granted last sum- of the recently organized "Om- in
very cooperative and anxious
debt to
CIVIL WAR SOLDIER
One bystander commented, mer.
nibus-100 Club, a local com- movement sustain the forward AFB, N.J., for training as a
to comply."
of
Civil
Rights
in
"There's
many
thousands
of
warehousing specialist.
SELMA NATIVE
munity service club.
Wade is married. He and his
Mississippi and in Louisiana," A
graduate of Booker T.
H. A. Gilliam, vice president His grandfather, the late Dr. he
wife are the parents of a son dollars in antiques going up in
reported.
Washington high school, he reand agency director of Uni- L. L. Burwell practiced mediand a daughter. They live at smoke."
cently
completed United States
versal Life Insurance com- cine in Selmi and found Bur1271 Effie rd.
Air Force basic military trainpany, was expected to be ap- well hospital, which is presentOther tax appraisers coming at Lackland AFB Tex.
pleting the course include:
pointed to the office, but he ly being converted into a nursThire Class Thomas
George Poole, with 86, finlet it be known that he would ing home.
Bowen, son of Mrs. Bertha
lv I9'- not accept the post if it were An aunt, the late Dr. Pau- Rited ‘Srrrir
ished with the highest average
'l's on. 1419 Onrvy is being
Christy Burnell, Willard
offered to him. He did, how- line E. Dinkins, was a medical
tillery.and cavalry. They .were Haynes. Richard Flemin g, Commissioner William Far- ever. encourage Dr. Dinkins missionary for the Baptist
(Fint in Series)
assigned to Forbes AYH, Kans.,
ris, commissioner of Public
following his graduation from
church and established the
among the first Union soldiers Mark Goddard, Elliott Webb, Works, will be the guest speak- to accept the job.
By RAY PATTERSON
an Air Force technical training
Dr. Dinkins is a relative Carrie V. Dyer Memorial hos- A command
to enter the surrendered Con- 0. P. Lawrence, Helm Cooper er when the Fourteenth Ward
•
copyright 11162
maintenance
in- course for aircraft engine meand Charles A. Wilder.
newcomer to the city of Mem- pital in Monrovia, Liberia, spection of seven
and
Richmond
Civic
Club
holds
its
regular
cities
of
federate
Memphis
One hundred a n d eighty
chanics at Sheppard AFB, Tex,
membership meeting at the phis, but his appointment to West Africa.
high schools with National DeAlhOgusand Negro soldiers served Charleston.
A Hamilton high school gradthe city was expected to prove AIDED HOSPITALS
Sarah
Brown
branch
of
the
fense
Cadet
Corps
units
was
Illbrthe Union Army during the The battlegrounds of Petersuate, he studied mechanics
satisfactory to all but the die- A brother, Dr. William B. conducted here last
YWCA
at
1044
Mississippi
blvd.,
-week
by
a
American Civil War. They took burg, Nashville, New Market
with emphasis on inspection
hard segregationists and mem- Dinkins, is practicing medicine team of eight from
the Twelfth and maintenance of
part in 52 military encounters, Heights, Olustee, Honey Hill Miss Phyllis Ann Reed, a on Tuesday night, Jan. la.
bers of the White Citizens in .Selma.
reciprocatU.S.
Army
Corps
and
all
president
were
0.
D.
Dotson,
vice
suffered a total casualty loss of and Deep Bottom were places freshman majoring in business
ing engines and aircraft sysHelping to map out policies given
Council elements.
"superior"
ratings.
of
the
club,
will
preside
in
the
68,178 and were awarded 14 where they shed their blood. administration at Bennet coltems.
A native of Selma, Ala., Dr. for a hospital will be nothing
Congressional Medals for valor The Official Records of the War lege, has returned to the cam- absence of the president, Mrs. Dinkins was educated in pri- new for Dr. Dinkins. During According to Maj. George
Robinson,
local
Callie
who
is
commander
Lentz
Stevens,
of
recent
pus
after
spending
a
They came from the North of the Rebellion bears testavate schools of that city be- his pastorate in Nashville he NDCC units, the
team of civiland South. Some were free- ment to their pert in fighting holiday vacation with her
fore entering Oberlin college served on a committee to raise ian and military
The meeting starts at 7:30 in Ohio,
experts spent
mother, Mrs. Myrtle Reed o
born, many were ex-slaves.
where he received a money for Hubbard hospital a half day at each
school, and
101 S. Parkway East.
p. m.
They served in the infantry, ar- See SOLDIERS, Page 2 ,
bachelor of arts degree with and was a member of the Me- the schools' scores
ranged from
the class of 1941, and a bache- harry Community Council.
5 to 99.4 out of a possible 100 A poem by
a Lemoyne Col„tor of divir ity degree from its He is the father of three for perfection.
lege Student, Thurmond L. Snygraduate school of theology sons, Charles, jr., a student at
The visitors inspected all der of 2299 Shasta, has
been
two years later. He holds an Hamilton high school, and weapons and other
equipment accepted by the National Pohonorary doctor of divinity de- Kenneth and Richard, in Sel- and
facilities furnished by the etry Association for publication
ma.
gree from Selma university.
U.S. Army.
in the Annual Anthology of
It was the second time that College Poetry. The poem is
the inspectors had come to entitled: "Lady Sue of GreenMemphis for an inspection. wice."
Last year two schools were Snyder, who is not enrolled
graded "excellent," and the at LeMoyne this semester beother five as superior.
cause of illness, won the United
High schools with NDCC Negro College Fund's national
programs
are
Carver,
Lester,
poetry contest last year which
LeMoyne college is giving her arms, her moon face impaostseive, her eyes Cooly re- Melrose, Booker T. Washing- resulted in a trip to New Yeirk
Memphians the opportunity m
ton, Douglass, Hamilton and City and a $300 cash award for
to hear and see the most exthe young Memphian.
The number for which she Manassas.
citing female folk singer in
is most famous is "Water
the United States.
Through special arrange- Boy," an old work song, but
nents with the William Mor- she has in her repertory some
ris Agency in New York City, 200 tunes, including "This
the college's Cultural Life Land Is Your Land," "Dark
Committee will present Folk As a Dungeon," "Great HisSinger Odetta and her guitar torical Bum" and 'Pay Day
in Bruce Hall on the night of at Coal Creek."
Her vciice was 'originally
Feb. 21.
There is already a big trained for opera. Born in
demand for tickets to this Alabama, Odetta grew up in
i-nncert which are on sale in Los Angeles and picked, up
LeMoyne's Business Office and money for her voice lessons
at Goldsmith's central ticket working in a button factory
office. Reserve seats are go- and as a maid.
ing for $2 and general ad- By the time she entered
mission is $1.50. Non-LeMoyne junior college she was a
students may purchase tickets chorister in productions of
Verdi's Requiem and Bach's
for $1.
"When I discovered folk B-Minor Mass.
In those days, she recalls,
music, I suddenly saw hoe
dreadful the world could be," "if it wasn't classical, I didn't
said the folk singer from Want it."
But one night at a party she
Los Angeles who is known
BEAUTY AND THE BREEZE ware permitted to play on IL left to right: Mesdames nor. Odessa Dickens. Helen Tarp- to her friends as Odetta Fe- hbard a group of performers
trom a San Francisco nightGordon.
swept over Pine Hill (loll The breeze Which had cooled once Scott. Frances "Sally" ley and Althea Pyles (See lious
A large, dignified woman of club sing folk songs and
goitres on Now Years Day. the course to gg degrees did Rogers, Cathleen Johnson, additional photos on page lb'
29. she faces her audience "promptly tell in love with
the dint time in the history not stop the above seven Lillian Welt*, columnist for (Staff Photo)
ODETTA
with guitar lightly cradled in the music."
the onus* that Negroes tress the course. They ere: the Tri State Defenders
The local branch NAACP, in telegram:
a telegram to the nationally "It was disturbing to note
known Evangelist, Oral Rob- in the newspaper and hear
erts, accused him of "ignoring from some in attendance that
the basic religious principal of your religious crusade at the
equality of all men," because City Auditoruim in Memphis
he was conducting a religious is being conducted on a racially
crusade at the Memphis City segregated basis in spite of the
Auditorium on a racially seg- fact that there is no city orregated basis when city ordi- dinance requiring a segregated
nance does not require segre- seating arrangement.
gated seating arrangement.
"It is bewildering that a folThe executive secretary of lower of Christ could preach
the Memphis Branch NAACP, the gospel of Christ to thousMrs. Maxine A. Smith, reveal- ands and yet, ignore the basic
ed the fact that Rev. Roberts religious principal of equality
had been sent the telegram of all men. We would like to
which requested a "public pro- hear a public pronouncement
neement concerning t h e from-you that Negroes desirous
iliation to Negroes."
of attending yoUr services will
'Following is the text of the no longer be so humiliated."

lit

Course Helps Tax
Appraisers, Says
Lawrence Wade

Negro Soldiers Participated
In War Against Rebellion

Memphis Airmen
Shioied From
Texas AF Bases

Dr. Charles L. Dinkins
Becomes First Negro To
Serve On Board

Loeal MCC Unite
r' I.,
By Army's Team

Farris To Sneak To
lath Ward

Returns To College

Poem By Memphian
To Be Published

ns

Odetta, Folk Singer, Coming,
Expect Big Crowd At Concert
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StorkStops

REAL ESTATE DIGEST

azty-

SAT

JAN. 4
Mr. and ,Mrs. Hubert Love,
Renee.
1632 S- Third; boy,
Mr and Mrs. Redchc Lockhart, 659 Clinton; girl, Sandra
C"trenna.

Mr. and Mrs. WW1. MIA
1084 Latham: girl, SOMOZA
Lynn.
Mr ad Mrs. John Henry
-My people are desteaged increased mobility introduced
AT JOHN GASTON HOSPITAL 1028 Beach; girl, Katherinae Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Clem- Vassar, 361 Boston; b o
•
DEC. 23
..ns, 435 Vance; girl, Malisha Michael.
for lack of know lodges be- by the automobile mod efficiMr. and Mrs. Elmore Eddituls,
transportation
greathas
ent
Mr.
and
BenMn.
Juitice
A
Shunda.
balker.
thou
bast
Joseph
Mr.
and Mrs.
e• u a•
rejected
592 Truss; girl, Minerva.
ly increased the practical size
BlakL.
Roy
mall;
nett,
girl
607
Mrs.
Handy
Jusand
Mr.
boy,
356W.
Jerald
Frank;
Allen.
knowledge I will else reject
JAN. 6
metropolitan areas—t h e
tine.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Har- ney, 3024 Tillman; boy, Larry Mr. and Mrs. John Lee Toles,
thee, that thou shall D• no armlyan of real estate is basiAllen.
Mr. and Mrs. James 0. San- den. 3058 Goff; girl, Laura Ann.
1328 Rayburn; girl, Tina.
priest to me: Seeing thou hard
s local problem. People
ders, 1171 Grimes; girl, La Von- Mr. and Mrs. Walter Conard, Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Butler, Mr. and Mrs. George Washforgotten the law of thy God. make real estate values; it is
Kay.
Pamela
Carnes;
girl,
2515
ell.
2454 Corry; girl, Evelyn.
ington Beauregard, 855 Mason;
I will also tweet thy chil- people for whom buildings are
Mr. and Mrs. Theola Traylor, Mr. and Mrs. Marshall Har- Mr. and Mrs. William Stucky, Apt. 183; girl, Cheri Lynn.
dren." Hosea 4 Chapter, II built. Purchasing power, total
Larry.
McDowell;
boy,
976
1615 Warford; girl, Tammy ris, 1608 Rice; boy, Marshall Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Sinknumbers, and social status o'
••rse.
Mr. and Mrs. Booker T. field. 1342 College; boy, Marlin.
Lynn.
•••
Mr. and Mrs. Andy W. Boyd,
people make for differences in
Jones, girl, Joyce Uretha.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie E. Bai- 1157 Ryder; boy, Carlton Les- Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Sanders, Mr. and Mrs. Norman Leo
When asked the question. the quality, value, and type
Nevils, 3327 Cypress; boy.
ley, 180 W. Mallory; girl, Mari- ter.
"How's the real estate busi- of improvement of real estate.
1089 St. Charles; boy, Michael Stanley
Roy.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny F. Benlyn Zenora.
ness?" the property manager Real estate principles, 461Cleveland
Is often careful to inform his Cl. A basic survey course inMr. and Mrs. Tommie Mc- son, 785 Walnut; girl. Patricia "`Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Foster, Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas, 382 Vance; boy, Cleveinterrogator that he is not con- volving the many economic, soNeil, 1330 Brown; girl, Cath- Lynn.
988 Lenow; boy, Xavier Perez.
land, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Lucius Brown, DEC. 31
cerned with the sale of prop- cial, legal, and professional aserine.
Mrs. Lacey Ne
erty, hence is not familiar with pects of real estate and the
Mr. and Mrs. Esau Washing- 1526 Barton; girt Brenda
Mr. and Mrs. Willie F. Wil- Mr. and
condition in the real estate real estate business. ProfessionMr. and Mrs. John A. Braden, son, 1385 Eloise; girl, Cheryl 970 N. Seventh; boy. IrMil)
ton, 1228 Florida; girl, Margie.
qualifications
of real estate
Lynn.
market. Yet, there is a direct al
Mr. and Mrs. Orba L. Walls, 2586 Walnut; boy. Harold Lynn. Yvonne.
relationship between what we salesmen and brokers, as well
936 LeMoyne dr.; boy, Victor Mr. and Mrs. Harry T. Mr. and Mrs. Willie Means, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Gentry,
professional
the
legal
and
know as the "real estate mar- as
Thompson, 392 Abel; girl, 1800 Hanauer; girl, Vanessa 1423 Oaklawn; boy, Zachary
Dewayne.
Keith.
ket" and the operation of in- standards required of such PLANNING SOIREE — Co- fair, sponsored by the local
Mr. and Mrs.Willie L. Reese, Tracey Ann.
Dale.
agents, will be studied.
Cicero Hull,
come property.
chairmen of the Alumni- LeMoyne Alumni Club, will 2370 Devoy; girl, Lisa Denise. DEC. 27
Mr. and Mrs. Mack H. Smith, Mr. and Mrs.
Buildings are real estate just In addition, basic real estate Faculty Soiree which will be held in the college com- DEC. 24
556 Williams; girl, Stephanie
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin G. Rob- 375
m
r
andFitzgerald;mr
Danny.
sJerryE
boy,. Ney Eunice.
as land is real estate. Renting documents and instruments in- highlight annual LeMoyne mons from 5 p. m. to 8 p. m.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman A. nson, 1400 Adelaide; girl,
Is selling just as land broker- volved in various types of real Alumni Day, Sunday, Feb.
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Pettis,
Mrs. Ann L. Weathers is pres- Moore, 235 Turley at.; boy, De- Wanda Denice.
land,
881
N.
Seventh;
boy,
age is selling, because the prop- estate transactions will be con217 Bickford, Apt. 9; boy,
bSohyel,vyResCinallarka,. Jerry Edward Jr.
Mark
Mrs.
TownThelma
club
and
Edward.
L.
of
Miss
the
ident
are
erty manager's selling (rent- sidered. Included also will be
Mr. and Mrs. James L. Myers, 103M7r.N.andSevMenrths.;
send, seated, and Miss Fran- Charts P. Roland is serving
Mr. and Mrs. Richard A. Quintin Reynolds.
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Ward,
ing) does not involve transfer a study of the many factors in- ces L. Thomas, both city as program chairman of the 752 Hobart; girl, Heddy Diane.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry F. Shann, 770
Cherokee; boy, 34,1 Walnut; boy, George Allen.
of title to a new owner: Be- volved in the operation of a
Wheeler, 718 Wells; girl, Hazel Richard Alvin Jr.
invited.
soiree.
The
teachers
public
Mr.
and
is
and
school
1860
Mrs.
gradRoosevelt
Howcause he must constantly re- real estate agency, such as
n d Mrs. Franklin
Jane.
ard, 340 Cambridge; a boy.
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Johnson, Mr. a
sell (renew) year after year, various types of listing con- uates of the college. The alMyles, 846-C Porter; girl,
Mr. and Mrs. Kalip Kim- 1065 Walker; boy, Allen Jr.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Edward
Johnthe property manager's inter- tracts, securing listings, adverson. 24 W. Colorado; a girl. mons, 715 Marble; boy, Anthony Mr. and Mrs. Anninias Car- Veronica Louise.
est in the general real estate tising, securing prospects, psyMr. and Mrs. Herman Lucas, Darnell.
ter, 1212 Woodlawn; boy, Mr. and Mrs. William Anmarket is actually greater chological aspects of real esderson, 285 Cambridge; boy,
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Wilks, 225 Anthony Rene.
4829
Malone;
girl
Demotnic
Jo.
transactions,
selling,
closing
tate
than the broker's.
Sylvester.
S. Fourth; boy, Freddie L.
Mr
and
Mr.
and
Mrs
Mrs.
Calvin
Amos
Pearl,
T.
Frank542
Recomstatements.
closing
Once the broker has made his and
Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Davis, lin. 1851 Kellner; boy, Darhl Mr. and Mrs. James Bolden,
Plum
st;
girl,
Carolyn
Beatrice.
take
preparation
to
for
mended
sale, he is finished with that
3482 Weaver rd.; girl, Angela
By BONNIE LITTLE and Mae Wray make an ideal
Wayne.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Jones, 443 Tillman; girl, Debris.
specific product, is free follow state real estate licensing extwosome.
SIMONE McANULTY
1607 Marjorie; girl, Chrisandra Mr. and Mrs. Charlie J. Mr. and Mrs. James E. Hamp- Michel.
the market wherever it may aminations.
CRUMP HOSPITAL
Hayes, 575 Walnut; a girl.
ton, 919 LeMoyne dr.; girl, AT E. H.
Annie Vann, Barbara Jack- Elise.
Sixteen assignments. Three SPOTLIGHT
lead.
DEC. 15
Mr. and Mrs. Willie L. Huery,
Whereas real estate is more hours credit. (From correspond- This week stepping into son and Erma Fluellan have Mr. and Mrs. James L. Thorn- 3329 Rochester; girl, Sharon Sandra Pemetra,
Mr. and Mrs. Albert HosIs
JAN. I
and more subject to national ence study catalogue — T h e the cool glow of limelight is been seen purchasing sleep- ton, 1165 Beachwood; boy, Lee.
Mr. and Mrs. Garfield Hill, 1518 Birdsong; son, DaNW
and international social a n d University of Tennessee Rec- George Jones. George is a ing pills (Say Faye McDay, Anton Noel.
Bernard.
you really have the power). Mr. and Mrs. Prank A. Mr. and Mrs. Obediah She- 794 N. Second; boy, Danta
economic forces; whereas the ord-1961)w
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Hunter,
senior at Father Bertrand and
Hatchett, 180 W. Mallory; boy, gog, 280 N. Front; girl, Janice Lopez.
Mary
Strickland
and
Delores
1616 Carpenter; son, Stepfon
a member of St. Augustine
Delois.
Mr.
Christopher
and
Mrs.
James.
Elbirth Hud- Christopher.
Brown aren't Carla Cunningstrongholds protecting Charles- church.
Mr. and Mrs. Ellehue Porter, Mr. and Mrs. William H. son. 251 Silver Age; girl, AngeMr. and Mrs. Richard S.
In school activities he is ham's only competition.
ton harbor.
Long,
142
W.
Devant;
boy,
Al1226
la
Lynn.
Phillips;
girl, Sonia.
Morylan
and
Brownlee
Langford, 1231 Firestone; son,
MAJOR BATTLE
the vice president of the
vin.
Mr.
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Mrs.
Gales,
Oliver
B.
Jackson BuckRichard Samuel
Before this day the 54th had Senior class, Student council Sterling Thomas are still goner, 641 Stephens; boy, Jerry] Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Pace, 165 N. Dison ave.; boy, Oliver
DEC. 17
seen some action and had per- and captain of the basket- ing strong.
557 Williams; girl, Janice La- B. Jr.
(Ceetkasial from Page 1)
Patrick.
Claudete Cliff brefers EsMr. and Mrs. Willie Warren,
formed well, but this was to ball team.
Mr. and Mrs. 011ie Smith, verne.
Mr. and Mrs. 0. Z. Vanzant,
132 Majuba; boy, Willie Jr.
the war to end slavery in be their first major engage- Socially he is a member of quires (How about that DHH?) 848
DEC. 213
1385
James;
Walker;
girl,
girl,
Claudette.
Cheryl
Denise.
Bertrand Shores is Hamilment with the enemy. Of the the KOLASS.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Edward
Amerka.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Brum- Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Sum- Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey Taylor,
three brigades taking part in
FAMOUS REGD4ENT
mers. 1191 S. Wellington; boy, 1050 N. Seventh; boy, Aubrey Johnson, 572 Jensen rd.; girl,
George resides with his par- ton bound.
ley,
1846
Benford:
girl,
Doris
Naomi Doreen.
Out of the hundreds of regi- the attack under General Tru- ents, Mr. and Mts. G. W. Jimmie Greene and Diane Lee.
Larry.
Kirk.
Morris are dating.
ments whose histories are on man Seymour, the 54th was se- Jones of 868 Walker ave.
Mr. and Mrs. Tecumseh V. Mr. and Mrs. Reuben Wash- Mr. and Mrs. Mose R.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
King
D.
Hollis,
Gloria Tucker has moved 1432
1196 Marble at; girl, Angela
record, perhaps that of the 54th lected to lead the first brigade After graduation he plans
Jones, 580 Brown mall; boy, ington, 929 S. Fourth;
May; boy, Jerome.
girl, Lin- Celeste.
Massachusetts Infantry Repi- of six regiments because "it to attend Southern university Diane Smith out as number
Darick Eugene.
da
Kay.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Robert
Sumlin,
DEC. 18
ment is the most colorful. Cer- was one of the strongest and in Baton Rouge, La.
one in the heart of Richard 781
Waldran; girl, Gloria Jean. Mr. and Mrs. Prince A. Rush, Mr. and Mrs. Suggest Jones,
Mr. and Mrs. Esau Rairtey,
tainly no one Negro regiment best officered. .
953 Mt. Pisgah; girl, Barbara 285 Vollentine;
So hats off to a fine young Bonehart.
Mr.
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Henry
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Bas273 Harrell; a son.
eeptured snore attention or cre- Fort Wagner lay on the man.
Albright, who is it that you kin, 836
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were seen with in the GUEST Renard.
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Army, but despite that ruling, gun battery a n d garrisoned Kimmons,
Don Brownlee, Ed- JoAnn Hooper still admires Mr. and Mrs. Eddie King, 596 Renell.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Mitchell, Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Jenkins,
the regiment was fortunate. The troope.
ward 'Sanders, Jimmy Jack- Charles Logan.
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dream
JUST
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and Claudia Nevels?
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sion, could be taken.
onel Robert Gould Shaw.
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Romeo McNairy and TimShaw was a young man — 'TRIAL BY FIRE'
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Warr have the same
girl, Mona DEC.
Charlotte Marzell.
Mr. and Mrs. Humphrey
25 years old, but he was a The 54th Massachusetts stood
29
you be the interest Carol Rochelle.
leader who gave and received in the trenches as night slowly taste.
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Redell King,
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the admiration and respect of closed in. All day they had
Geraldine Parks and Sam- 1791 Eldridge; boy, Rickie Re- 3044 Crystal; boy, Anthony Lee.
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the 600 men who filled his waited restlessly while the
Jerome.
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back
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todell.
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Union batteries bombarded the a rain of hand grenades and
Mr. and Mrs. Major Williams,
command.
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gether.
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Cole- 2357 Vandale: boy,
The men of the 54th came Rebel fort, a half mile away. shot, and then up onto the
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Jones
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N.
Olympic;
n
d
girl, Mr. and Mrs. John H. Miller,
Mrs. Clarence Denise.
not only from Massachusetts, When the shelling ceased a walls, in the very mouths of
as a member of the Vance Cherrie Lynn.
but from New York. Philadel- terrible hush fell over the blazing Confederate muskets.
20 E. Colorado; girl, Yvonne. Brown, 1312 McMillan; boy, DEC. 26
fan
club.
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and
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James
Clarence.
Jones
Mr. and Mrs. Rufus Bryant,
phia and Chicago. They came island. Colonel Robert Shaw Gaini‘ig the top and silhouetLydia Campbell and Richard Langston, 256 Triggs; boy, Mr. and Mrs. Otis Gray, 2752 JAN. 3
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in answer to rousing call to passed among his men, giving ted against the flame-streaked
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Jr.
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and
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Morris Davis, Ann.
arms of Frederick Douglass, last minute orders. Now was sky, the 54th fought like heMr. and Mrs. J. H. Johnson, Mr. and Mrs. Armistice 1328 Chadwick; boy, Brian
Holemon and
Arthurine
Mr. and Mrs. Sylvester*
William Lloyd Garrison, Wen- the moment the 54th had been roes, firing and wielding their
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Wellington;
Edwin.
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lett, 1145 Brown ave.;
dell Phillips and Martin De- waiting for — their trial by muskets like clubs, stabbing
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scene.
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JohnRichard Markham.
lany. On May 28, 1863. when fire, the test of their manhood and locking bayonets in handMr. and Mrs. Sylvester Gul- Mr. and Mrs. Walter L. son, 1469 Sunset; girl, Lisa DEC. 27
Walker has been seethe regiment marched proudly KEPT MOVING
to-hand combat. And their fury Jackie
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ing
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Floyd's straight.
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route to South Carolina and to ed the advance and the 54th NO FAILURE
480 Tillman; twin boys, Clicent
Freddie Rooks is not the 1663 Kansas; boy, Darrell.
Anita.
battle, two sons of Frederick moved off, its lines closing up For a time the 54th's colors
and
Vincent.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie L. Gunn,
Mr. and Mrs. Wiley Jones,
Douglass — Lewis and Charles into a determined wall o stood firmly above the walls of conversation of Walter WinMr.
and
Mrs.
Robert
L
2421 Saratoga; boy, Keith Dc1125 Tully; boy, Wiley Eugene.
marching men. Out in the open, Fort Wagner while supporting frey.
— marched with it.
Hayes,
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S.
Wellington;
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Wayne.
Mr. and Mrs. Anderson WilSix weeks after the 54th ar- the regment broke into a regiments came up from the Stanton Parham can't make
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie L. Crout, Monica Renee.
liams, 1098 N. Somerville; girl.
rived at Port Royal, on the double-quick march as the four rear. But as Union losses his mind between Sammie EdMr.
and
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Barbara Onetha.
morning of July 18, they stood Confederate forts opened up mounted, it became apparent wards and Delores Purdy.
iams, 24 W. Colorado; boy,
Mr. and Mrs. Nathan Temple,
Harry Johnson likes Lorann DEC. 28
In the seige lines waiting to simultaneously, shattering the that the assault was failing
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Lee.
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lead the attack on Fort Wag- dark with fire and explosion. Soon the entire brigade fell Green.
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and
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LeMoyne Alumni Day, sponner, one of the Confederate Murderous shells tore through back.
bell, 431 Vance; girl, Brenda Ross,
liam Anthony.
967 Mason, Apt. I; boy, sored annually by the Memphis
the lines of the 54th, but the On the walls of the fort lay Cabbage are on the rocks.
Jeanette.
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and
Mrs. Joe A. Gee,
Charles
Kay Joy has put Rodrick
men closed up the spaces and Colonel Shaw, dead with many
LeMoyne club is expected to
Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Hol- Mr. Anthony.
and Mrs. Dave R. Wilson, be highlighted by an Alumnimoved on.
of his men atop the Rebel Diggs down.
lowell, 949 Mosby; boy, Carlos' 1604
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Carpenter; girl, Shelia Faculty Soiree in the college
Two hundred yards from the dead. Another assault by the Beverly Hooks has hn ad- Ernestine Cage.
Eugene.
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Talbert Wilhight and
fort, the men of the 54th second brigade proved equally mirer at F. B.
commons from 5 to 8 p.m.,
Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Williams,
Mr.
MORE
and Mrs. Joseph Charlie Sunday, Feb. 11, it was anCharlene Washington.
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Laura Wiley.
Roby Rogers.
advance - against a staggering 1,500 casualties.
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and
Mrs. John Henry Ann L. Weathers.
barrage of musket fire from the In terms of military value
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Rebels in the fort. They pulled the operation against Fort Laware Wright.
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annual affair are co-chairmen
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Gil Pat/IR/NUM
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deep ditch before the enemy forded the Negro soldier to Duane Milliam and
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really your COUSIN?
093 N. Fifth; boy, Knowledge
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Terrell Maurice.
walls. Down the slope the tat- demonstrate his courage and Elise Reese.
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Mr.
tered regiment plunged, under willingness to fight for his owt
and
Mrs.
Roosevelt
Hatt- The public is invited to th
and Carolyn Brandon?
Archie Reed and
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie B.
wood,
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Saxon;
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Kathy
affair which has all the marks
Edward Bryant, who is the Dowdy. 620 Mississippi blvd.;
freedom, the sacrifice made by Diane Grey.
Lynn.
of being • delightful occasion.
other girl in yottiite besides a girl.
the 54th Massachusetts Infantry Eddie Mitchell and
gave honor and dignity to mil Amelia Hays.
Lucinda Stovall' •
Mr. and Mrs. Willie C. WilBetty Laster, di you enjoy Hams, 1420 S. Wellington; boy,
lions who came after them.
Troy King and
STARTS SATURDAY?
the holidays?
Betty Cunnigan.
John Clifton.
JANUARY 13Clauster Daughtery and
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DID YOU KNOW that Vice should put up a large sign. An
President Lyndon B. Johnson advertisement rep r esentative
from our newspaper searched
Considered hiring a Negro
and searched to find Mr. Simwoman from Nashville to his mons. However, he justified
secretarial staff. The woman, the time spent by the ad man.
Mrs. Dorothy Delores Bruce A NEW PHOBIA, that
Vaughn, refused the job sev- new to us, the fear of freezing
eral months ago in order to to death. We know there must
maintain her secretarial job at be a word for it. But we must
admit we don't know the
ti Nashville college.
, WE ARE PROUD that the word. However, we know of
newly organized Omnibus-100 a man ho refused to attend a
Club really made a favorable club meeting last week beImpression during a dinner- cause of the fear of "freezing
meeting at the Flame restau- to death." He said, "I simply
rant last Saturday. Comment- cannot stand cold weather."
ing by-standers said, "that "WANTED. Negro boy above
ub is really what's happen- 21 to supervise parking lot,"
is the way an advertisement
,
NEW YEAR BREAKFAST
WE ARE SORRY TO HEAR read in one of the local dailies — Members of the Vanguard
same
the
It's
ago.
days
few
a
a
Willis,
vice
s
that Tho ma
club got together on New
president at Universal Life In- old story, but we are sure Year's morning to have first
pride
his
swallowed
someone
rushed
was
surance company,
breakfast of the year with
to the hospital last week to un- and stepped forward to claim their wives and guest s.
de r go emergency operation. the job. There may have been
However, we are ..glad he is a boy's salary connected with
the position, as is usually the
reported "doing fine."
TOP SUBJECT of Cocktail case.
talk is the "Twist." It is a very SHARPSHOOTER A group
controversial dance. Many peo- of Arkansas farmers were in
a
ple try to restrict the dance Memphis last Sunday for
to the young ... but the old- meeting in the cafeteria of
comsters say it is a good dance for Universal Life Insurance
wellthe old as well as the young. pany. John Gammon,
near MaWe say Twist on sister, mother known farmer from
Triand grandmother. Don't let rion, dropped into the
A N egr o man, who purtold
son, father and grandpa out State Defender office and
chased a ticket to see Memphii
about an 85-year-old ArkanTwist you.
feat State university and the UniMAJOR GEORGE L. ROB- san, who performed a
told versity of New Mexico face
been
have
should
INSON, head of the NDCC in which
each other on the basketball
ED.
ILLUSTRAT
SPORTS
in
.Memphis public high schools,
court on the local campus last
hunting
out
was
oldster
has brought to our attention The
barrel shot- week, was turned away when
• that his Christmas Holiday deer with a singlecame five he went to see the game.
along
when
gun,
ip to West Memphis, Ark.,
the lead- The man did not want his
shot
man
The
deer.
ent unpublished by newspakilled name "revealed at this time,"
and
reloaded
buck,
ing
the
pers. The major thought
herd but the Tri-State Defender
the
before
deer
second
the
face
trip was newsworthy in
fel- contacted a Memphis State
His
away.
scamper
could
of the fact that he saved an
at university official and was
amazed
were
hunters
low
We
entire year for the trip.
y, told, "We have not gone that
Unfortunatel
y.
agilit
his
be
will
hope that the major
had far in integration at the school
hunters
the
of
none
next
trip
able to take a longer
along a came- as yet."
year.. . say, to Marion, Ark. thought to bring
Memphis State Dean R. M.
the buck and
photograph
to
ra
,
SIMMONS
WILLIAM T.
the Robinson said, "Our basketdivided
they
before
doe
estate
real
new
who opened his
ball games are not open to
company at 401 Linden ave., venison.
the nigra public yet. The nigra
studen ts can use their ID
cards to get in to see the
games, but they are the only
ones."
Asked if the policy might
not change in the near future,
he answered, "We don't have
any plans for that right now."
Dean Robinson said that he
Phil- believed that if no racial reA.
Appeals;
of
Court
cult
entire
NEW YORK — The
on ata vice president strictions were placed
nation should be congratulated ip Randolph,
tendance, the same youthful
AronArnold
AFL-CIO;
the
of
Roy
like
"for having a man
Leadership Con- troublemakers that received
Wilkins to spur it on to the es- son, secretary,
Rights; and publicity year before last for
Civil
on
ference
full
the
sential goal of securing
of the fight at Negro football games
chairman
Blake,
James
our
all
of
;constitutional rights
work w ou Id be attracted to the
yduth
nationl
NAACP
F.
John
citizens," President
Members of the DAC club
games at Memphis State.
committee.
of
telegram
a
Kennedy said in
He said that he did not will hold their first meeting
SPEAKS
dinner
GOLDEN
a
at
felicitation read
man was al- of the new year at the home of
of know why the
on New Year's night in tribute In the principal address
lowed to purchase a ticket for Mrs. Mattie Waller, 1102 S.
Golden,
Harry
of
evening,
years
the
30
tick- Parkway east on Wednesday,
fo Mr. Wilkins'
and the game at Goldsmith's
service and leadership in the North Carolina author
et office in the first place.
Jan. 17.
said.
the
journalist,
for
Association
National
Dean Robinson said, "We The club's last meeting of
in
doubt
Colored
no
be
of
can
"There
'Advancement
are coming along fine with the year was held on Dec. 20
'People.
my mind that all America our integration program out at the home of Mrs. Luella
citiAsthe
WHITE
joined
who
particularly
Wilkins,
and
here at Memphis State, and Yancy. Receiving the gift box
sociation staff as assistant sec- zens of the South owe a debt have received praise from all was Mrs. Alberta Ford,
has
be1931,
NAACP
the
15,
Aug.
to
on
of gratitude
retary
over the countr y for the
Annual Christmas party for
been the executive secretary of cause at the most crucial mo- smooth transition we have members of the club and their
April,
human
of
since
history
the
organization
in
ment
the
made.
guests was held at the home
1955, succeeding the late Wal- relations, the NAACP filled a "The nigra students are us- of Mrs. Julius Isabel of 620 S.
estabin
succeeded
and
White.
student
vacuum
ter
ing the cafeteria and
Orleans st. on Dec. 29.
Joining the President in feli- lishing a pattern of social ac- center now, and are t a k in g Gifts from secret pals were
citating the NAACP leader tion which will forever hold courses like Air Force ROTC exchanged and names selected
were Mayor Robert F. Wagner; an honorable position in the and physical education which for 1962.
Robert C. Weaver, administra- history of American civiliza- were not available to them at Mrs. Steve Smith is president
'tbr, Housing and Home Finance tion. Under the most serious the outset of integration.
of the club, Mrs. Laney Brown
Agency; Judge Thurgood Mar- provocation, the 12,000,000 Ne- "We are coming along all secretary and Mrs. Ford reof the U. S. Second Cir- groes of the South under the right," Dean Robinson con- porter.
toall
NAACP leadership did not cluded, "and if nobody pushes
make a single serious mistake." us we might someday have, a
The real issue, Golden said, fully integrated university here The marketing branch of the
Ile S. Department of Agricul"is the desire in some of our at Memphis State."
There are more than 80 Ne- ture will boost wheat bread and
southern states to maintain a
caste system. I have spoken to gro students attending classes dairy products during Janu•
some of the women who shout- at MSq at the present time. any.
ed 'Kill Judge Wright' in New
Orleans, and to others who
harassed a Negro school girl in
North Carolina and underneath the fears they expressed
such as 'the lowering of the
education standard' and 'mongrelization,' there is the real
(UPI)— :961 in the East. He was exfear, left unsaid, that the Ne- ARCADIA, Calif. —
$170,000 pected to be shipped here
gro stands between them and With the estimated
weeks from Florida for the race.
social oblivion. They have the Maturity less than three
-olds were In addition to Garwol,
vague awareness that the seg- away, the 4-year
at San- those kept in the Maturity
Automobile, Furniture
regated Negro gives them some the center of attention
for field through continuation of
Signature
degrees of caste and self-es- ta Anita as they prepared
There is a reason why people teem. They are aware of their Saturday's $50,000 San Fer- eligibility payments were the
like to do business with us. inadequacies in education and nando Stakes, final major Alberta Ranche's Trio of Fourand-Twenty, Flutterby a n d
You, too, will like our cola. earning power, but telling the tuneup for the Maturity.
Nous treatment and desire to Negro to sit in the back of At the same time, the track Big Smoky; King Kameha,
help you.
them a lift above announced 14 horses had been Mr. Consistency, Olden Times,
"Olson Thursday and Friday the bus gives
kept eligible for the Maturi- Park Royal, Rablero, Skimbletheir terrible inadequacies."
Nights Until 8:00 P. M.
ty Jan. 27 with final payments Skamble, Songman, Speak
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DIXIE PINOINCE 00.
Reviewing Wilkins' career, of $200. Included among the John and Speed Point.
Six of these maturity eliHome Owned - Home Operated Mrs. Daisy E. Lampkin, of eligibles was Harbor View
in the 19
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Pittsburgh, a member of the Farm's Garwol, a good cam- gibles were included
San FernanFINANCE COMPANY
NAACP Board of Directors, paigner among 3-year-olds of nominees for
do at 1 1-8 miles. They are
W. like to say yes to your hailed his "quiet courage,
King
loan request"
steadfast devotion to duty, and in freedom's vineyard as a top Four-And-Twenty,
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State
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noisy militancy."
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John.
signifiNAACP
Spingarn,
B.
contributed
Arthur
have
ership
;
2 LOCATIONS
made
president !Once 1940, presented cantly to historic and enduring nominees who could be
ry Maturity eli161 S. Main, JA.5-76111 a scroll of honor to Wilkins
supplementa
struggle
continuing
the
in
gains
Madison, JA. 7-8512
1
gibles at a $10,000 fee include
"who for 30 years has labored for'human dignity."
Dr. Miller, Aldershot a n d
bouquet
a
of
A presentation
Kaaba.
Mrs.
to
made
of 30 roses was
enty's vicWilkins by Mrs. Jessie Vann, of But Four-And-Tw
in the $61,250
Pittsburgh, chairman of the tory Saturday
may tend
dinner committee. B is hop San Carlos Handicap
field for the San
Stephen Gill Spottswood, NA- to reduce the
ACP Board Chairman, presid- Fernando.
stakes was one
ed. Miss Camilla Williams, The Saturday
races beoperatic soprano, sang two of three added money
ing contested this week at
solos.
Santa
In addition to Mrs. Vann, Santa Anita. Today
La
members of the Board of Di- Anita renews the $15,000
rectors dinner committee in- Centincla Stakes for 3-yearcluded Mrs. Daisy Bates, Dr. old fillies while on Thursday
Harry Greene, Max Delson, the elder fillies and mares
Alfred Baker Lewis and Sam- meet in the $20,000 Santa
Monica Handicap.
uel Williams.
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Gets Ticket To
MU Game,But
He Can't Go In

4

Wilkins Spurs Nation,
Says JFK In Telegram

DAC Club Meets
Wednes., Jan. 17

NE

Is

CAS!!!

Maturity Eligibles Set
For San Fernando Stakes

Young Couple
Wed In Home Of
Groom's Parents

iHERE'S A REAL BUY
IN FLOOR COVERING

•
PricitsgoodthruSoL
Jon. 13th. W•
rimprvethe
right to

Foods Taste
BETTER

•a

Or

FOREST HILL

----

YOUR CHOICE
out of 3

Choosebealneyw oaneed o$t5the followindgeitthreel itemsh with coupon
or more

LARGE EGGS
HUMKO OIL
BISCUITS or

NATCO USDA
GRADE "A"

with coupon

ALL PURPOSE
SALAD OIL

with coupon

PILLSBURY
BALLARD

4/14

,
GREEN

—Quick Loans—

with...

WOMB

There are two more home Feb. 2; Paul Quinn of Waco,
games this month for Le- Tex., Feb. 5; Stillman of AlaMoyne's Magicians. The Le- bama. Feb. 6; Fisk university,
Moynites tackle Talladega col- Feb. 12, and Kentucky State,
lege of Talladega. Ala.. in Feb. 17.
Bruce Hall this Friday night, LeMoyne has four more
Jan. 12, and take on Dillard games away from home. Coach
university. of New Orleans on Jerry C. Johnson and his
Monday night, Jan. 15. Both charges will be at Talladega,
contest get underway at 8 p.m. Jan. 26; Tuskegee, Jan. 27;
Five home games are sched- Lane, Jan. 30, and Philander
uled for February. Memphis Smith, Feb. 10.
fans will see the Magicians FLU 'BEATS' LeMOYNE
going against Alabama A&M, The Magicians' 108-103 defeat in Bruce Hall last week at
the hands of the fast-moving
Tuskegee Tigers was an erratic
but thrilling contest. LeMoyne
was playing without the services of its veteran center, Robert Nelson, who Was on the
sideline , w it h the "walking
Members attending the E. Bowen. Crese Burlison. Mrs. Sidney Wallace, Mr.
flu." He was missed on defense
breakfast at Tony's Inn are jr.. Miss Katherine Richard- and Mrs. Gus Williams, jr„
of Mr. and Mrs. and especially in the rebound
home
The
Half'
Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Shackel- son. Mr. and Mrs. Oscar E. Mn. and Mrs. Robert
H. Robinson, sr.,. of department.
ford. Mr. and Mrs. Henry E. James. sr., Mr. and Mrs. Bi- acre. B. J. McChriston and Freeman
LeMoyne matched Tuskegee
rd., was the set- point for point in the first five
Iles.
E.
Millwood
3153
Exum, Mr. and Mrs. Willie shop L. Forte, Mr. and Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Leopold
Photo)
holiday
minutes of the contest even
ting for the recent
Clark. Mr and Mrs. Robert Robert H Taylor, Mr. and (McChriston
wedding and reception of Mr. though the Maeicians were
having a had night around and
and Mrs. Freeman H. Robinson,
under the basket, but then
jr.
pulled out in front
Mrs. Robinson is the former Tuskegee
and at one point Was more
Miss Gwelyne Scaife, daughter
than 20 points ahead of the loof Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Scaife
cals.
of 3552 Horn Lake rd.
on a mad rally
Uniting the couple in the LeMoyne put
in the waning minutes of the
lovely home of the groom's
and
appeared on tin
parents was Rev. E. W. Wal- melee
of moving ahead of the
ler, pastor of Early Grove verge
ran out.
Baptist church in Binghampton. invaders but time
here attracFor her wedding, the bride Tuskegee's visit
a packed house, including
wore a pale pink dress with ted
rarl-studded bodice and match- scores of Tuskegee graduates.
LeMoyne defeated Stillman
ing shoes.
in Alabama,
The reception was held im- college, 114-80,
mediately following the cere- Friday night.
mony, and the wedding cake
was placed on a beautifully
decorated table under an eyeappealing chandelier decorated
with greenery.
Among the guests were Mr.
and Mrs. Ralph Barnett, Mr.
and Mrs. Elmer Moore, Mr. Just What You Have Been
and Mrs. Johnson Early, Mrs.
Waiting For
Katherine Witherspoon, Mr.
NO
DOWN
Miss
PAYMENT
Clark,
and Mrs. Willie
Frances Thomas, Miss Florine
EASY BANK NOTES
Truthola
Miss
Richmond,
Featuring Armstrong's
Adams, Miss Rutha Thomas,
Linoleums
Miss Evelyn Thomas, Miss GlorAt
UNITED NEGRO COLLEGE Alex A. Diffey, general man- jr., executive director of the ia Mathis, Mr. and Mrs. WilFund received one of the ager of Humble Oil & Re- Fund. With Diffey and Trent liam Yancey, Kennel Vinson HARRISON'SFLOORCOVERING
Esso Education fining Company's Eastern are Wendell P. Alston, left, and Mrs. Elizabeth Walker.
“Neighborhood Store" I
On hand to welcome the
Foundation largest Esso Region, second from and James S. Avery. public
tYti 6-1220
Fla. St.
2123
OutMrs.
James
for
was
es
guests
for
rclations
representativ
check
a
grants for the 1961-82 aca- left, presented
law.
demic year recently when 250,000 to William J. Trent, Humble.
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Rice

Beans

Coffee

EXTRA
LONG

L7
15'2 oz. 1c
Can
31b. inc
Pkg. 147

DEL MONTE 2 1L
n: 49c
'

z 59c
,
Catsup DEL MONTE 31,1,)

Tomato

i t!gb
TOP TASTE WHOLE BEAN s

49c

Peaches

TEPNODRETRIlgIN L b.

Loin

Franks
Pork

Roast
TOP TASTE

Sausage

C anzs
8

STORE MADE

AN
47

4
5 (
)
)114i
GREEN

HavesEL M0
or

Peas

Garden

Beans

16 or. Clic
DEL MONTE 3 Cans )7
2 lb. 'cc
ARROW
Pkg. LJ

First 39A
Cuts

Center
Cuts

Lb. 49C

Canned

L6.39C

Young

59e

Lb.

Lb.

Chuck

16 oz. 'Mc'
1 Cans L7
16 oz•
1 Cons 404

DEL MONTE

Spinach

Pinto

28 oz. Ctic
1 Caws J7

cEes

DEL MONTE

Kraut

Sauer

PORK CHOPS
Pork

with coupon

Your choice of
one only of the three
items listed above with
'
this coupon and $5 or
(
more additional purchase.
'
— Limit one per customer. Expires Sat. Jan 13th.
NATIONAL FOOD STORES-,

Tamales

Derby

Do. 19(;.
Qt.21
6 16(P

Steak
Ham

FAMILY CUT
ARMOUR or
MORRELL

Ducks

Lb.

MICHIGAN
GROWN

RED POTATOESusAplui l10

59
'

3 lb. $189
L
Con
Lb. 39C
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Raw

Peanuts TENNESSEE REDS
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Lb. 10C
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To Dedicate New Building Jan. 14

IFinal Rites Held Baptists Seek $10,000
For Frank Hill, At Tea Here Jan. 21
25-YearDeacon

Mt. Pisgah Baptist church. Morris. Rev. A. C. Jackson is
3036 Weaver rd„ has made'Pastor of the church,
affair is °Pen to the Pub-,
plans to dedicate its education ticThe
building at 2:30 P.m., Sunday,
Ian, 14.
The main address is expect- WATER, WATER
ed to be delivered by Dr. Chas. WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
L. Dinkins, president of Owen The United States was using
college. Special music is to be 60 per cent of its available
supplied by White Stone Bap- fresh water supplies in 1960
tist church's choir and Oak and in 1975 it may be using
Grove Baptist church's choirs. 88 per cent, the Population RefMrs. Mignonette Morris is erence Bureau reports.
program chairman of the affair.
John Cole is vice chairman.
-Members of the church are
urged to attend and bring
friends with them, said Mrs.

Seventy-five Baptist church- be staged In the dining, social
es in the Memphis area are and recreation rooms, the
co-operating in the plans for gymnasium, the music studio
By Mrs. Alma R. Davis
and the presidential suite.
Fourth Annual Interna- TALENT PROGRAM
the
The South Memphis communwill aria* and go to my like this prodigal, -find ourtional
held
Jan.
Tea
21,
to
be
A simultaneous program will
ity was schocked recently when
Sather, and will say unto selves wrapped in the most of they learned of the death of at 4:00 p.m. at Owen college. be held in the college audiall
only
that
throwing
away
The
sponsored
colorful
tea
is
torium featuring talent from
one of its long-time residents,
him 'Father.,I have Shined
which is best and most meanagidnst lamina and before ingful. In spite of our standing Frank Hill, who died sudden- by the Memphis Baptist Pas- various churches.
tors
Alliance
benefit
for
the
Guides for the Tea will be
ly at his home at 1750 Swift it.,
thee and am no more worthy whatever it might be there on Saturday afternoon, Dec. 30. of the Baptist Educational young men and
women from
to be called thy son: make are and always will be some
Fund,
of
the
an
Tenagency
local churches, according to
April
me as one of thy hired sir- things to which we must cling. Mr. Hill was born on
nessee
B.
M.
&
E.
ConvenRev.
UV. B. I.. HOOKS
C. B. Burp chairman of
16, 1887, and died at the age
waste."
As we enter into a new year of 74. He was married to Mrs. tion which supports Owen that committee. Their task
"Inearly itchedtookath
—Luke 15:111 & 19 once again we find that above
will be to direct the flow of Dr. C. L Dinkins, president
CHOIR ROBES
rhysars.TbssiIf.eed.
Dotsie Young Hill on Dec. 29, College.
THE PAST
all we must fortify ourselves 1904. They observed their fifty- The chairman of the Tea, traffic of the hundreds of of Owen College, states that
saw suloader cretie.Now
High Fasbior Styling
Once again we turn to look- in every area that no where seventh anniversary on the day Rev. B. L. Hooks, states that guests who are expected to the aid given through past
happy," writes Mrs.
Par
Superbly Tailored
bag back. Many of us would down the line will we fall in before his death.
P.RoassoyelL.A.Calif.
Teas has been very instruthe goal for this year's effort attend.
-At
bleeped relief from
An
Economy
Here's
Price!!
like to live 1961 again. There the pitfalls of this world which
tortures of vaginal itch,
Rev. E. W. Williamson is mental in the rapid developThey were the parents of is $10,000.
SHAPIRO -4SOUTHERN
rectal itch, chefins, rash
are countless thiegs that we will keep us from realizing
college.
of
the
ment
Of
the
participating
churchco-chairman
of
and
the
Tea.
girls
Dr.
two
children,
four
l
Dew meas
and eczema with an
UNIFORM COMPANY
did that we would not do tfie—Fontribution of which we
now in its
(UM=
fonnulacalledLANACANE.
two boys. One son, Joe E. Hill, es, 45 will prepare tables de- Roy Love is president of the Owen College,
314 South Main St.
JA 6-3641
.
meth camd creme kills!armful bacteria
again. It is at this point that are all capable and obligated. died at an early age.
corated to represent various Memphis Baptist Pastors Al- eighth year of operation, was
Call for Mrs. L,II,e Pearce
whtle it soothes raw, irritated and
our shortcomings stare us in
As we look at our world The other children were Mrs. nations and will offer tasty liance. Rev. H. H. Harper is recently awarded full memtissue. Stops scratcluset—so vmds healing.
(Member of Mt Z;on Baptist
Dos'tsfaz1 Cwic LaNaCeism &Adolf/Am.
the face. The things which we must come to the grips Annie Mae Nance of St. Louis, foods and drinks. Table will chairman of the B. E. F.
bership in the Southern AssoChurch for Information)
seemed so trifling at the time with the fact that our world Mo.: Mrs. Addie Brown and
ciation of Colleges and Second
of their doing now take on a will never survive on the John Hill both of Memphis.
ary Schools.
PLAN MORE TEAS
new perspective and they be- bombs, airplanes, knowledge, Mr. Hill was a devoted and
come big sins.
Dr. S. A. Owen is president
or materials that we possess faithful member of Bethlehem
Like this prodigal, many of but rather the moral and spi- Baptist church where he served
of the Tennessee B. M. & E.
Convention. Mrs. Nancy Givus started on 1961 with wrong ritual insight that gives mean- on the Deacons' Board for 25
ideas. Life was a matter of ing to our possessions. It's years preceding his death.
ands is coordinator of the
eating, and being merry. The not enough to have certain
Tea and Mrs. Robinson is
Officiating at the tonere;
things which we cherished things but this is valid only ileld at the church last Sunday Gospel music is gradually He thinks gospel music is a chairman of the Program Comtaking- over as the favorite blessing to the older folk who mittee. Rev, S. B. Kyles and
most in life have lost their to the extent that we are go- was Rev. R. W. Taylor.
value over a period of time. ing to be dedicated and honest Burial was in Mt. Carmel emotional music of older Negro don't like the harsh noises and Dover Crawford, Jr. head the
The disillusion that met the in our possesion that through Cemetery annex, with S. W listeners to radio.
Publicity Committee.
In the past two months, teas
prodigal has met many of us. our ownership the world will Qualls company in charge of That's the opinion of Ford enthusiastic beat of rock and
staala, school 9:30 1.M. Morning Worship - 11 A.M.
final arrangements.
have been held in Knoxville
Now we are at the point of be better.
Nelson, who is "Mr. Gospel roll.
It 1 U.
sight Worship
—
6 PAL
- 8 P.M.
"And as long as they want and Nashville. Teas are planrepentance.
Music" at WDIA.
MUST HAVE VALUES
Ill S .101IN
1108 11{1), Pastor - MRS. C. M. WINSTON,Secy.
DyersChattanooga,
ned
to
for
hear
it,
I
want
As we enter into a new year
to
be
here
to
As we enter a new year we
"Spirituals used to be 'Numburg and Jackson.
the mistakes of the past year can ' never satisfy ourselves
ber One' with our older listen- play for them," he said.
must take on new and real merely with ownership but
ers and still are mighty popuvalues for each of us. Nothing rather with an ownership that
lar," said Nelson, "but gospel
else will matter. The prodigals will make of us worthy stemusic finds a wider audience
of 1981 must now see life wards that will cause all of
I think, because it is more curanew. The values placed upon those about us to have respect
rent and perhaps comes close
the non-essentials must now for us in all of our endeavors.
to expressing the average man's
be discarded. This is true Life is beautiful or ugly refeelings about life than does
throughout life. We must re- lative to the way we use our
the older form."
turn to the real values of life. possessions. If eating, drinkGospel songs a r e more
As we move into this year ing, and being merry is the
rhythmic than spirituals, said
annual
the
for
plans
Final
we must once again set out to sole reason for us wanting
Nelson, and often combine the
tind life on a new and higher possessions then we have lit- Melrose Tea to be given on flavor of popular music with
plane.
tle or know reason for want- Sunday, Feb. 25, in the Mel- the religious fervor of spiritREAL VALUES
ing these possessions. In such rose High school gymnasium uals.
Like the prodigal we must a case we like that prodigal
"It's like hearing a sermon
on Monday night
refocus our eyes and see the must once again go back home will be made members of the based on something that hapall
and
15,
Jan.
real values of life. Living that we might find our bearrequested to be there pened . in ancient times," he
said. "and hearing,. one in
within the confines of his ings to the better things of PTA are
Mattie Suttles, the presMrs.
which the minister applies his
father's house placed restraints life.
ident, said the appointments beliefs
and the church's beupon this young man but livThe fact that we are all to other committees have been
liefs, to something that haping within the confines of any stewards must be a part of
made, and all PTA members pened
yesterday, or will hapmoral or spiritual order places each of us. Our lives are
should be present to find out
restraints upon all of us. Be- worthwhile only to the extent what duties will be assigned pen tomorrow. Most people are
almost certain to respond more
,ing a Christian tells us that that we realize that we must
to them.
there are somethings we can once again return to the seat Members of committees not fully to the second sermon."
Gospen singing also acts as
do and others we can not do. of all that is noble and best previously organized have been
a bridge between Negro and
If our lives are going to be that we too might be good.
named. They include:
white
musical cultures.
worthwhile there are certain
After this prodigal had ex- Room Mothers: Mrs. Lucille
things we can not do and con- perienced everything else—his Hill, Mrs. Marie Scott and Mrs. "Many of our finest gospel
songs
are written by white
tinue to hold respectability. home took on a new meaning. Bertha Poole.
Respectability can only be re- Today in each of our lives Publicity: Mrs. Cleo Draper, composers," said Nelson. "They
alized through adhering to the there must be a place to Mrs. Rosalind Hayes, Eugene are accepted and sung by Negro
noblest and best possible.
which we can return that our Bray011 and Capt. W. Brazelle. artists, right along with those
composed by Negroes."
No amount of gains should moral and spiritual focus OTHER COMMITTEES
stand in the way of us at- might he set aright. This Souvenirs: O'Farrel Nelson, The difference between gostaining the best of which we should be the goal of each of Miss Maggie McDowell, Mrs. pels and spirituals may be
slight to the casual listener.
are capable. We can never, us for '62.
Marie Scott, Mrs. Georgia WORD OF MOUTH
Bumpus, Miss Claudia Jackson "But a spiritual
is a song
and Willie Lindsey.
that grew out of suffering and
Decorations: Harold Winfrey, many times the
lyrics have
Mrs. Gladys Sharpo, Mrs. Mary been handed down by word
of
Collier, and Miss Viola O'Neal. mouth,"
explained
Programs: Mrs. Lillie Brans- "Sometimes we don'tNelson.
even
comb, Richard Green, Miss know where a particular
spiriViola P. Flowers, Mrs. Molly tual started. Gospel songs may
Long, Mrs. Ruthie Strong, Miss or may not be handed down—
Johnetta Thomas and Capt. many, of course, are written by
By EDGAR T. STEWART false. I do not know. But it is Leon Griffin.
the singers of today — working
Starting with the first Sun- true that a few people lead in Registration: Mrs. Evelpn for money in Chicago, or New
day of each year. National progress, and a few stir up Spiller, Mrs. Lillie Branscomb, York, or New Orleans, or
Prayer Week is observed. This trouble. It is the great ma- Mrs. Barbara Savage, Mrs. some other city"
year it is being celebrated jority that needs to be aroused. Laura Townsend, Miss Erma The Gay Sisters, who appearfrom Sunday, Jan. 7 through
Hate, prejudice, envy and Clanton. Mrs. Lytia Y. McKin- ed in Memphis with the GoodSunday, Jan. 14.
Ignorance are at the bottom nie, Cecil Goodlop, Mrs. L. G. P. will Revue in December, are
Smith, Mrs. Marie Sims,slyirs. one of the big reasons for the
The observance demands no of most of
the trouble. They Nellie
Smith, and Mrs. Katie popularity of gospel singing.
special place or time of day, may be
called the present-day
Hunter.
and no money is needed.
"Such songs as 'Sweet Hour
"four horsemen of the ApocaRefreshments: Mrs. Frazier of Prayer 'and 'God Will Take
One reason a special Week lypse. China
has the world's Bolden, Mrs. Lucille Hill,
of Prayer is needed is the largest
Mrs.
population, and it most- Charlie Spencer, Mrs. Mary Care of You' are genuine gosworld is in a bad way, and ly
pel music," said Nelson.
non-Christian.
Rucker, Mrs. Fannie Fitch, Mrs. Nelson started with WDIA
the United States as the most
There
are
many
non-ChristEmma
Bogs
and Mrs. Ruthie playing the piano for B. B.
important nation in the present-day world is largely re- ian lands. In fact, most of the Pegues.
King, now a nationally known
world's
population
nonis
Finance:
Mrs.
Mary Collier, singer.
sponsible for the way it goes.
Christian
after
nearly
2,000
Mrs.
Lawrence
Onie
Hunt
and
I believe it was Henry Ford
ROCK AND ROLL
Westley.
who said, "Most of the Amer- years since Christ.
"I was always off-mike," he
All
and
grade
grade
teachers
With
the increase of medical
ican people are satisfied with
recalled, "but Don Kern, then
chairmen
the
will
serve
on
knowledge
and sanitation, the
the production manager, asked
conditions:" whereupon Will
Rogers replied, "They are not population of these countries committee for table arrange- me to try out a blues program
ments.
called 'Let's Have Some Fun.'
will
increase faster than
satisfied. They just don't give
Christianity grows. With so Floyd Campbell is principal (he's still doing it)."
a damn.."
Nelson was good on his popumuch non-Christian activity in of the school.
AROUSE MAJORITY
Start the New Year by paring valuable QUALITY
lar music show, but the audiWhether the latter or the Christian lands, the march
former statements are true or away from Christ will be ac- Russian scientists have open- ence really sat up and took
STAMPS! Check your Quality Stamps Gift Book
notice when he began "spincelerated.
ed ice - locked harbors by
ning" gospel and spiritual rePRESENT-DAY GODS
spreading coal dust. The dark
for the many beautiful gifts you may receive.
God owns the whole world, dust absorbs sunlight, which cordings.They liked his warmth
and sincerity. There was
not just the church. Bible melts the ice.
something in his easy-going apand Sabbath day. The idol
gods of money, race and class I started the move for world proach that reminded them of
MI Cols. essf Coss
C...mbinemose
prejudices are just as evil as Prayer Week back in 1954, be- rural Sunday afternoons in
hedges her Wham gnat
the golden calf, Baal, Jupiter cause we had so many weeks church. They demanded more
osiiiirstatisse
and more. Now he broadcasts
and Zeus,
for other things.
about 18 hours each week over
011110 cutuiTUi DtPt.
The
prayer
We
for
Business
the
.have
Week,
moment
leties
WC'', with more than seven
Pelee, Pme.fame
should
be
for
more
History..
Education
Week,
harmony
different shows.
Lowell Priass Assilash
among races and classes in our Week, tie Kind to Animals "I guess I project gospel betMUTE Mt IMF EAU rs
country and Christians Week and numerous others ter because people feel my
ONIFOr.iS own
SPRINGER FASRIONAlamo
the world over, as newly or- during the course of the year. personality is suited to it," said
II St.,11.I. TT
Ile,
ta
ganized nations arriLe on the So we would like for you to Nelson. "But I like all kinds of
wissisito 2,I.t. £511511 5,
•
observe this week, and en- music. You name it and I enjoy
scene.
courage others to do the same. it."
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Melrose Makes
Plans For Giant
Tea On Feb. 25
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BIG STAR!

COMES

Remember U.S. During
National Prayer Week

AT

—14 CHOIR &PULPIT
GOWNS

NEED FOR
REAL ESTATE AGENTS
FAST GROWING REALTY FIRM
HANDLING RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY
RENTAL AND LEASES

QUALITY STAMPS
public's 1st 'Choice!!

OFFICE SPACE, FOR RENT
For As

As

$30 MONTHLY
or Two Modern, Convenient Offices
In The Tri-State Defender Building.

You Can Have One

IF YOU ARE NOT EXPERIENCED
WE WILL TEACH YOU HOW

DOCTORS - LAWYERS - BUSINESSMEN. ETC.

PEACE REALTY CO.

Contact Mr. Whittier Sengstacke

MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE — EX 7-9343
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JA. 6-8397
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Lawyer To
(Talk At
St. Edmunds

Most Goals The Same For
Christian, Jewish Women

ILLUSTRATED SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSON

Laws for Living

Ilicripture--Exodue

32; 34; Deuteronomy 5:1-21; Matthew 3.1-20.
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1YWCA, at its 1911 national
convention, urged legislation
NEW YORK — (UPI)
to regulate wages and hours.
St. Edmunds Episcopal Women, regardless of their re- The NCJW, in the same
year,
church, 8105 Michigan ave., will ligious beliefs, have followed endorsed federal regulation of
present Atty. William R. Ming the same patterns of social Scchild labor and urged Congress
Ir...
as guest speaker, Jan. 7, at lion in the 20th Century.
to establish a Children's Bu7:30 a.m. His theme will be
Even before they had won reau. Both organizations
"Civil Rights 1962".
the right to vote, women camthrough the years for
• Ming will speak at a break- paigned for legislative aid for worked
regulated hour s, minimum
fast following corporate com- working girls and children, for
wages and, later, the right to
munion of the vestry and men Immigrants and slum
dwellers,
unions and developchosen
and boys of the parish will for minorities and for interne- organize
Moses, after leading
ment of a federal social securattend.
people out of their bondage in Egypt,
tional cooperation.
ity
program.
gives
God
where
Sinai,
Dr. Samuel J. Martin, the
ascends Mt.
By coincidence, the Young
— Mass immigration to the
rector and the curate will wel- Women's Christian Association
him stone tablets of His laws. DeUnited States stirred both
/me all visitors along with of
scending, Moses finds the people worthe USA, and the National women's movements. Both volty. Theodore Crawley. Henry
shiping an idol, a golden calf which he
Council of Jewish Women bedestroys in wrath. —Exodus 32:1-20.
Brown is the president and gan their work in these fields unteers and professional workere were sent by them to greet
Adrian Buckner and Orlando
in the same year — 1911.
immigrant women and girls
,Wohnson are representatives of
But their leaders feel it was and offer them protection from
oe men's club of the diocese
to
not by coincidence that their the then flourishing white was the first organization
entry into
programs have been similar, slave market. The YWCA or- urge United States
the League of Nations. Both
The consensus is that women
Ranizeci what now is known as
NCJW
with social consciences were Travellers' Aid. The NCJW, at the YWCA and the
were early and ardent supportbound to follow the same lines the
request of the govern— and there have been times ment, maintained a service for ers of the United Nations.
A recent report to the YWwhen women have been THE i mmigrant girls on Ellis IsCA's National Board said that
social conscience of the na- l and.
because YWCA women have
tion.
— Slum clearance and low- always shown the greatest
i, the YWCA and the
Wh,
-en son concern for the weakest and
.
NCJW joined to mark their cost ""sing hAv° h'
ie„,„cia t cial interests of both groups least privileged members of
Most ehildpm
throughout the year s. The society, the changes they have
better than some room decora- campaigners, therefore, their
YWCA's interest in housing, recommended have "seemed
tions of their own. And with "scoreboards" were almost
in fact, goes all the way back against the interests of the
just a little help from you, duplicates.
to 1880, when it established most powerful and often conthey can have them in a color- Both began their social efand the
forts through voluntary serv- the first YWCA residence for trary to tradition
ful and inexpensive way.
young women,
established order of things."
Here's one suggestion — a ices that gave aid and comfort
— Interest in civil rights "It is easy to forget that
snow-man wall decal, made to oppressed women and chileach major objective was once
from adhesive covering ma- dren. And both soon realized and the protection of civil libwithin
that far more than volunteers enties brought many years ago highly controversial
terial.
urging both the organization and the
"You'll probably be able to were needed; the answer, to an NCJW resolution
passage of a federal anti-lynch- community," the report said,
a snowman illustration in them, was legislation.
ing law. The YWCA pioneered "and that action taken repremagazine this time of year. YOUTH PROBLEMS
Today, the two groups are in the fight against segrega- sented prayerful deliberation
lip it out and trace it on onand courage."
ion-skin or another thin paper. growing increasingly con- tion in the armed forces. The
The National Council of
Then retrace it onto a heavier cerned with° development of two groups joined in 1953 in a
Women concurs, addJewish
protect
to
campaign"
"freedom
recreaand
vocational
better
Pattern.
ing:
Apply this attern to the tions facilities for young peo- civil liberties.
— International cooperation "Council's interest in social
backing sheet of Marvalon ple who are out of school and
supported by both groups action is identical with the inwas
work.
of
out
covering material, cut out, rethe moment President terests of all Americans who
from
years
50
of
review
The
1901
and
move the backing sheet
Wilson began the are resolved to live in freedom
Woodrow
groups
both
by
action
social
of
the
wall.
s'Imooth onto
win the peace aft- and to build on the democratto
struggle
similarities:
these
showed
inclinartistically
If you're
I. The YWCA ic foundation of our country."
War
World
er
disturbed
conditions
--Labor
draw
can
you
ed, of course,
your own snowman on the these organization worn e n
without from the moment they became
material
oovering
n te rested in them. The
using a pattern.
By CLAIRE COX

Alfred J. Buescher
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Returning to the mountain top, Moses
intercedes for his people, begging
God's forgiveness. The Lord, descending in a cloud, rewrites His Ten Commandments on two stone tablets, replacing those broken by Moses in his
wrath.—Exodus 34:1-28.
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With the new tablets under his arms,
Moses descends the mountain once
more. After the 40 days and nights
he spent there learning from God,
Moses' face shines from having confronted the Almighty. This frightens
the people.—Exodus 34:29-31,

Many years later, God's Son reaffirms the validity of His Father's Tao
Commandments in His Sermon on the
Mount. He says He has not come to
abolish the law but to fulfill It-Matthew 5:1-20.
GOLDEN TENT. Matthew 5:17.

Brighten Child's
Room With Home
Made Decor

Cl.

rsind

Ole 6olitien Text

New Congregation Church
To Get 100 New Members

Members of the temporary James M. Brown, Shelby
administrative committee of Grant, Winfield S. Scott, Mrs.
Congregational Eddie L. Butcher, Frederick
New
the
church, 9704 Emerald ave., are Moss and Isaac Harris.
The church is sponsored by
making preparations to receive
the Christian Conference of
new members.
Services will be held in the Illinois and the board of homeJohn Shedd Elementary school land Ministeries of the United
99th and Indiana ave., at 11 Conference of Illinois. Rev.
a.m. Sunday. The school is lo- Kenneth B. Smith waS called
cated at 99th and Indiana.
by the sponsoring agencies to
The church will serve resi- serve as organizing minister
dents in the area bounded by of the new church.
87th st. and 99th at., Indiana
and South Park. One-hundred
Freshly - laundered clothing
new members are expected to
and household items can be
join the church.
time
Members of the committee drip-dried in half the
especially
are: Robert A. Shannon, chair- with the aid of an
be mountman; James C. Daugherty, designed fan. It can
its air
vice-president; Emanuel Dun- ed on a ledge, so that
downward to
can, treasurer; Mrs. Albert flow is directed
in a hurWells, clerk; Robert L. Price, help rgmove moisture
Fan, J-Line
jr., financial secretary; Clover ry. (Past Dry
Chapman, jr., Calvin Howard,'Products Co., Dundee, MI.

J. Blakey. of hour is from 7 to 7:30 p.m.
BISHOP Luther B. Hylton. his choir and co-workers. with the Rev.
Hylton Tem- each Sunday over radio sta(center) pastor of Hylton's Bishop Hylton is currently Mississippi, at
new radio tion WEDC.
"Temple in the Sky," W. conducting a joint revival ple. The Temple's
Randolph at.. is shown with

Chi Missionary Society
To Fete Spanish Children

Laws for Living
THE ABIDING BASIC IMPORTANCE OP' GOD'S I
COMMANDMENTS
Enodue 311; 34; Do/Aeronomy 5.1-21; Matthew 5:1-20.
Ecr(ptere--

rnanding only ritualistic observHy'N. SPEER JONES
The traditional celebration 1,500-2,000 children at our
IN THE first quarter of the ance. It does not demand, as
celebration."
Day
Kings'
Spanish
of Kings' Day for
year 1982 we shall be studying Judaism and Christianity do, a
Toys of moderate value
children in Chicago will be
the general topic, "Jetrus and training of the soul, an inward
(about $1.00) are needed for the Ten Commandments."
ritual which transforms the inobserved by Casa Central on boys and girls — from tiny
The opening lesson, quite dividual.
Sunday, Jan. 7, at 3 p.m. in babies through those 12 years
subthe
introduces
naturally,
This idol is thought by most
the sanctuary of the First Con- of age. Gifts may be sent or ject matter, placing the Ten
gregational Church, 1613 W. delivered to Casa Central, 40 Commandments in their his- scholars to have been a yearling
ox; ox-worship had been enWashington blvd.
N. Ashland ave., Chicago 7, torical setting and pointing up
Casa Central is the Chi- Illinois. Several churches in _their relationship to Christ and countered and, succumbed to by
of the Israelites during
cago City Missionary Society's Chicago and the suburbs are His teachings for us, His fol- many
their bondage in Egypt
center for Spanish newcomers. working on gift projects for lowers.
After Moses, in his anger at
Actually, the first reoord we
Its seven bilingual staff mem- the children.
his people, smashes the Lord's
Commandthe
Ten
of
have
all
from
4,000
over
serve
bers
of ments Is not•included In today's tablets, God offers to write
commemoration
The
parts of the city.
Kings' Day will consist of a Meson. God's laws have already them for him again If Moses
"We need about 2,000 toys
three-part pageant. The first been given to the Israelites in provides the tablets. This time
for children 12. years old or
Sinai
part will show children sing- Exodus 20, at the very begin- Moses remains on NM
younger," Dr. Raphael V. Marthe Lord for 40 days and
ing
"aguinaldos" (Spanish ning of their sojourn at Sinai, with
other
one
did
he
as
nights,
40
tinez, director said. "This is
after
carols) on the street whence God has led them
time. There Is an interesting
as we Christmas
Egypt.
to twice as many toys
Day; later they their flight from
"Education and Segregation" tion in training children
judging before Kings'
called Moms up to parallel. here with the time
but
God
year,
Then
last
needed
cial
group
multi-ra
a
in
family
will
gather
modern
will be the sermon subject by live in the
the top of hallowed Mt. Sinai, Jesus spent in the wilderness.
increase of
and from the great
in the living "room as the
the Rev. Jesse Cavileer at the communities of America
families we are serving since
close-knit
of
story
tells
the
GOLDEN TEXT
grandmother
increasingly
11 a.m. service at First Uni- in the
lono one we moved to our present
the Three Wise Men's visit to
"Think not that 1 have come to abolish the low cad the
versalist church, 910 E. 83rd modern world in which
be
between
will
there
cation
the Baby Jesus on Twelfth
prophets; I have come not to abolish them but to /Ida
race has a majority. He will
at., Sunday.
kinds of
them."—Matthew 5:17.
Night.
Expressing the belief that consider also various
by age versalist Church begins with a
The second part of the pa
the issue has much broader separation of children
The parallel is seen &OM
children's worship service in geant will show the coming while the rest of the Israelites
implications than those in the I.Q., and kind of educational
10:15 a.m. of the Three Kings and the waited at the foot, and in a Moses' transfiguration from
at
sanctuary
the
background.
Rev.
minds of most people,
urne. of thunder spoke the Ten speaking with the Lord (has.
Recent and proposed Chica- conducted by the Minister, and final section will be an act voice
Cavileer said he feels the
for the first dun 3429-35), and Christ's
an
for all of dedication as representa- Commdments
with
classes
continues
will
policies
board
school
go
considetransfiguration on an
best place for a fair
10:45 a.m. to noon. tives of all walks of life defrom
ages
consideraand
evaluated
be
the
is
God prom- mountain top in God's presence
24:12,
ration of the problem
Exodus
In
period
of A short adult discussion
dicate their lives to service. feed Moses that 14e would write (Matthew 17:1-13, Luke 9:28atmosphere of a religious wor- tion given to the problem
neighborhood segregation, both on the subject of the sermon
Following the pageant the His oommandments for the peo- 36, etc.)
ship service.
7th
January
the
affects will follow
Nearly 40 years after God
audience will sing Christmas ple on stone tablets, so Moses
The Rev. Mr. Cavileer will by race and class, as it
the
of
because
service at 12:15
carols and then the children could teach them better. Just rave Moses the laws at Mt.
consider issues such as the the schools.
the metsubject.
controversial
will go to the large room before our lesson opens (Exo- Sinai, Moses reviews
validity of segregated educa- Church school at First Unifor his people, then on the
downstairs in the church to due 31:18), He fulfills this dent
plains of Moab. (Deuteronomy
receive their gifts from the promise,
While Moses is still atop Mt. 5:1-21).
three. kings.
When Jesus arrives on earth,
Sinai with God, receiving the
Casa Central has maintained tablets, the Israelites whom God He hastens to reaffirm once
the traditional ceremony for and Moses have been striving more God's original commandSpanish children since it was SO hard to enlighten become ments to Moses. (See Matthew
started in 1957 by the Rev. restless for their old unholy 5:1-20). In His famous Sermon
on the Mount (again the tinJohn Kenneth Vincent. The way of life,
The calf of gold fashioned by portant symbolism of the mounKings' Day program is open
Aaron in response to their de- tabs), He makes it plain that
to all interested people.
mend for "a graven image" is He "came not to destroy the
Undertaker Manager
a personification, as it were, of law or the prophets," for the
their desire for the easy way Old Testament is indeed the
THEO R HAWES
out—a primitive religion de- Word of God.

Minister To Air Problems
Of Education, Bias Sun.
Moses' Descent From Sunni
"Think net that I have come to abolish the law and the
them."
prophets; I hays some net to abolish them but to fulfill
—Matthew 3:17.
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Funerals held Dec. 21, 1961 to and including Doc. 28. 1961

Rites Held For
N.C. Educator

in our chapel
GWENDOLYN KELLU M. New Morning Star Church ices conducted
Dec. ZS, 1961.
died Dec. 16, 1961. Services Dec. 23, 1961.
GREEN, died Dec. WINSTON-SALEM, N. C.—
conducted in our chapel Dec. JOHN SCOTT, died Dec. 19, MATTIE
1961. Services conducted in our 16, 1961. Services conducted Funeral services from First
21, 1961.
in our chapel Dec. 27. 1961. Baptist church here were held
CHARLES STEWART, died chapel Mc. se; sews.
died last week for Herbert L. Clark,
Dec. 17, 1961. Services con- LINDA ANN HALE, died DOROTHY ALLEN,
1961. Services con- a professor of education at
ducted in our chapel Dec. 21, Dec. 21, 1961. Services con- Dec. 21,
Teachers colducted in our chapel Dec. al, ducted in our chapel Dec. 27, Winston-Salem
1981.
lege, who died in Kate Bitting
1961.
MAR WILLIE PATTERSON, 1961.
GRANT, died Dec. Reynolds Memorial hospital
died Dec. 17. 1961. Services MAUD M. BOWMAN, died JAMES
conducted in following • short illness. Buconducted in our chapel Dec. Dec. 19, 1961. Requiem mass 19, 1961. Services
rial followed in Auburn, Ala.
was celebrated at Corpus our chapel Dec. 27, 1961.
22, 1961.
VIRGILIOUS ALEXANDER, A native of Opelika, AlabaJOHN SMITH, died Dec. •16, Christi Catholic Church Dec
died Dec. 35, 1901. Services ma, Clark came to the college
1961. Services conducted in 23, 1961.
supervise student
CLIFFORD JOHN HOPPS conducted in our chapel Dec. in 1941 to
our chapel Dec. 23, 1961.
teachers and worked in that
MATTIE GREEN, died Dec. died Dec. 20, 1961. Service 27, 1981.
years
JOHN RUSSELL WARE, capacity for a number of
16, 1961. Services conducted in conducted in our chapel Dec
the time of hie death, he
At
Services
1961.
33,
Dec.
died
1961.
23,
our chapel Dec. 23, 1061.
chapel Dec. was in charge of the college's
LULA FAIR, died Dec. 20, (BABY) RHONDA BOOK- conducted in our
student orientation program
1961.
28,
Serv1961.
21,
Dec.
died
ER.
1961. Services conducted at
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cut gimmicks designed to make
-TELLING"
The Negro high school pupils it appear that the matter of getSubscription rate: One year, $IS; six months, $3.50, (2-year special Subscription rate $10)
of Memphis are being intro- ting an education, can be reduced to a hard fact qi educa- duced to the simplicity of a doThe Tri-State Defender Does Not Take Responsibility for unsolicited Manuscripts or Photos.
tion. That fact is: A real "A" it-yourself . . . the easy-way
in a subject has tO be really . . . formula.
Publ.shed Every Thursday by the New Tri-State Publishing Co. Second Class Postage Paid
earned.
MIDNIGHT OIL
or wurnphis, Tennessee. Under Act of March 2, 1879.
Now, here's what's meant. But that's not so. Learning is
Supt. E. C. Stimbert has plac- hard work. Teaching is coned emphasis on quality in the stant application and dedicamatter of what Memphis chil- tion. Children don't benefit
dren are being taught in the when teachers "tell." They
SERVING 1,000,000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STATE AREA
schools . . . in other words learn when teachers "teach."
he has set in motion a trend Teachers "teach" when they
toward higher requirements challenge the child to some
and a better quality of learn- action on his own. They teach
ing and teaching in the public when they• guide the child to
schools. The result has been undergo a change that
an up-grading of the meaning helps him. They teach
of the "A" grade a child when they guide the child's acbrings home on his report card. tions . . . attitudes. . . . sense
When a high school youngster of achievement, rather than culmakes "A" now in a subject, tivate a sense of feeling that
it means that he is averaging he h a s obtained something
between 95 and 100 in his class- worthwhile for nothing.
performance. He's n o t
We enter the New Year with portents lese government, with England, Belgium room
or filibustering. . .he's A lot of kids have left our
that may justify earlier optimism of sun- and France contributing their bit to the bluffing
earning an "A" that can stand schools to go to college. When
nier days. Though, on the international already troubled waters, it took rare up some place other than his they reached the college classscene, a constellation of issues remains sagacity and inflexible ethics for the particular school and his par- room they received a, tremendous shock. They round they
yet to be resolved, at least, it can be said United Nations to mass the weight of ticular subject teacher.
hadht begun to learn . . . bewith candor that the fire under the cal- its influence on the side of political jus- TOO LONG
And it's well that's it's go- cause they hadn't begun to
dron of war has been doused so as to tice and moral right.
ing
that. Mr. Stimbert is study.
create a climate in which calmer judgCriticisms against the United States to belike
thanked for turning the The new emphasis in the loment may prevail.
and UN policies in the Congo have been tide toward quality rather than cal high schools is on appreWe will be pardoned, if at this junc- loud and pungent. They carry with them, quantity
in local schools so far ciation. for knowledge rather
ture our attention is riveted on the Con- however, not the familiar smell of hon-- as academic performance
is than a scramble for grades.
go—that unhappy African state whose est partisanship, but the foul odor of paid concerned.
Children are being introduced
emergence from colonialism has been propaganda.
For too long a time, boys to the idea that they must be
willing to work to learn. The The 1962 Federal Income District will Offer aid by the enabling them to complete the
marked by a distressingly long train of
Those who went all out for Mr. and girls have been focussing old
ideal of "burning the mid- Tax filing
their attention on g ra d e s
tragic events.
period will soon be- self-help group plan, which preparation of their returns.Tshombe and would invest him with a rather
than knowledge. All they night oil" • like the old-time
At long last, some rays of the sun have halo as a symbol of purity
gin.
Every
citizen or resident provides for assistance to tax- CALL DE 2-4500
and
selfless
wanted was credit. They had scholars used to do is being
Telephone service in Chibegun to knife through the dense clouds leadership can scarcely be
of
the
U.
S.
— whether an payers assembled in groups of cago
revived.
thinking in
may be obtained by callof internal strife and internecine rival- harboring unimpeachable described as misplaced their values. ... and order to Critical
form
one's
on
permotives.
adult or minor — who had
were'going to school for grades
to 8, with an Internal Re- ing DEarborn 2-4500 and askry. For this augury, for this transmutasonal
ideas
and
reactions
is
Their sudden crusading zeal for a and not for knowledge.
$800 or more gross income in venue Agent instructor to guide ing for Tax Information.
tion in the political destiny of the•ConUnfortunately, too many being encouraged. A stricter 1961 is required to file a re- them in the preparation of sistance may be obtained
go, we have the United Nations and the cause that rankled for months in Afri- teachers and parents
being
study
menprogram
is
went
turn. For taxpayers 65 or over, their returns.
Room 3, U. S. Courthouse, Dearrational, unflinching policy of the United ca's bosom leaves preciously little ground along with the idea.
tioned . . . and the tough disno return is required unless Help will be offered on Mon- born and Adams sts., and at
for the attribution of intellectual honesty
cipline
order
of
States Department of State to thank.
self-denial
in
Perhaps it was an outgrowth
gross income was at least
only, as this day is desig- five branch offices maintained
Tired of using kid-glove diplomacy to and moral integrity to the crusading im- of the recent trend in Ameri- to concentrate is being describ- $1.200t Harold R. All, director days
nated as "Taxpayer, Assistance at strategic points in the local
effectuate needed constitutional changes, pulse.
can education that produced ed.
Internal Revenue Service fur Day", when a full staff of em- communities. Due to limitation
Mr. Tshombe is far from being the re- those books and pamphlets en- Parent-Teacher organizations of
to foster unity and peace, the UN forces
this district announced.
ployees will be available to of space, no service will be
deemer
of
.
ought
and
chaos
apto
wake
titled
up
.
.
"Spelling
Made
unto
Easy,"
order,
as
in the Congo had no other alternative
Friedrich
Returns should be filed as provide assistance.
available for preparation of tax
because
plaud
present
.
.
Arithmetic,"
.
"Shorts-cuts
To
Nietzche,
the
German
but to swing into action, lest a civil
philosopher,
soon after Jan. 1, as possible, Assistance will be offered returns at the district office,
got
to
day
know!"
have
"just
"EngIn
A
Nutshell,"
"Music
would
say.
On
the contrary his role has
but no later than April 16, 1982. through newspaper articles, re- 22 West Madison St., Chicago,
war, frought with staggering consequenTaxpayers of the 26 counties gularly scheduled radio and
ces, might light the fuse to the powder- been that of the obstructionist casting his lish Simplified." It's possible Now, Watchubet!!
negative influence athwart the path to
of northern Illinois should file television programs, and offi- In the area outside of Chikeg of a third-world explosion.
their returns with the District cial U. S. Tax Guides, copies cago, there are 18 branch ofIt was this stern decision that trans- Congolese unity and peace.
**************•••••••
1
•••••
Director of Internal. Revenue of which will be obtainable at fices where taxpayers may call
Faced with these harsh realities, the
formed the tides of adversity into a new
22 West Madison Street, Chica- local Internal Revenue offices. for advice and information.
perspective of hope, order and centrali- United States and UN had no present opgo 2, Ill.
Telephone service will begin In Chicago, taxpayer assisttion but to widen their scope of action in
sation of constitutional powers.
ASSISTANCE
;
on Jan. 2, and will be main- ance will be provided at:
_ In this endeavor the United States has order to meet effectively their commit• The Internal Revenue Serv- tained through April 16. As in 5817 W. Madison St., EStergiven unquestioned proof of a genuine, ments to the established constitutional
• ice will offer assistance at the past years, a staff of experts brook 9-7373; 724 West 64th
unselfish interest in Africa's desire for government at Leopoldville. For a relocal offices, by telephone, and will be assigned to answer al- St., HUdson 3-6701;4802 Broadpolitical sovereignty, economic autonomy public can survive only as long as its
information programs through most any Federal Tax question way, BRoadway 5-3600; 3256
laws are obeyed.
and ideological independence.
newspapers, government publi- relating to the individual re- North Pulaski Road, AV
The combined efforts of Secretary of
cations, radio, andtelevision. turn. Taxpayers with a problem 3-7000; Room 3 U. S.
The evidence is incontrovertible that
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Beginning Jan. 29, the 23 or two may call the local of- house, Adams & Dearborn Ste.
State Rusk and the UN Secretary Gen- the American foreign policy, under
eral U Thant have made it possible for President Kennedy's Administration, is LETS DO THE "TWIST"
ttol." I, personally, would not local offices of the Chicago fice for a quick answer, thus DEarborn 2-4500.
constitutional talks to be held between tailored so as to help the free states on The current dance craze the say that it is that bad. Most of
Katanga Parliamentary delegates a n d the African continent, particularly, at- "Twist" is for the young in my activities and appetites call
ALL men that Christ died, and
governmental authorities at Leopoldville. tain the optimum results of their sover- heart and body. "It is not for for modernation. And I know
all men are therefore "present
many
peeactivities
of
of
many
and culpable" at his crucifixThis interlude in the hostilities that eignty. To do otherwise would be tanta- the old," said a woman when
conin
moral
whose
"low
ple
ion.
surged up in the closing weeks of 1961, mount to reviving the political destiny she appeared on the "Jack
This basic Christian doctrine
Paar" TV show several weeks t"" is far more flagrantly
holds promise of a permanent solution of of the dying era of colonialism.
activities
demonstrated
in
is clearly incompatible with
This dear woman went on
the internal crisis that have plagued the
America wants a truly free and inde- ago.
dancing
t
h
than
e
worse
any attempt to make the Jews
to berate those who are guilty
former Belgian colony.
pendent Africa. This is a credit to the
doing the Twist despite the "Twist."
a scapegoat people, or to jusgIt is here that the United Nations will insieht of the present leadership in of
'20a
that they are fat and forty ROARING
.
fy their historic sufferings As
find its place in history. In a setting of Washington. This is not a promise but .fact
By
LOUIS
Twist
ask:
Is
the
CASSELS
might
We
. . and beyond. She pointed
All four of the gospels make a "divine punishment" for the
confusion and conflict between President a fact already confirmed by the tide of out vehemently that "Stella in the sassy '60s more degradclear, Prof. Isaac notes, that rejection of Christ.
Moise Tshombe and the central Congo- events in the Congo.
Dallas-Types of broads should ing than the Charleston was in It's hard to conceive of any- "the high priests who caused CLEAR TEACHING
not do the Twist .. nor should the Roaring '20s? I hardly thing more radically contrary the arrest and condemnation At its recent assembly in
men with triple stomaches and think so. What is your opin- to the spirit of Jesus Christ of Jesus were the representa- New Delhi, India, the World
than the inhuman treatment
greying at the temples." She ion?
tives of an olignarchic caste, Council of Churches urged Vs
explained,"when old fat worn- Surely you recall the conster- accorded to Jews by Nazis like bound to Rome and detested member denominations to see
Adolf
Eichmann.
en and men do the Twist, it nation manifested by matured
by the Jewish people." They that the true Christian doebecomes something sexual and adults about the Jitterbug in Many Christians may there- also recor d that the high trine is more carefully and
fore
be
shocked
by
the
asserWhen full accounting is made of the suits challeneing the constitutionality of vulgar."
the depressing '30s. It w a s
priests and their accomplices clearly taught.
march of events in 1961, it will be found the restrictive voting laws of some South- She added, "the dance is de- classed "too sexual, indecent tion that the gas chambers of acted against Jesus in secrecy "In Christian teaching," the
Auschwitz
were
simply
the
that we have been brought closer to the ern states.
signed for the thin, slender and and downright vulgar." Now!
because they feared a popular World Council said, "the hitsultimate
of a con- uprising in his support
goal of human equality than ever was
if he tonic events which led to the
All this has caused the Southland to young. With them it is not sex- Looking in retrospect ... Was tempt forexpression
Jews
that
has
been
dreamed possible.
crucifixion should not be so
take a second look at its bi-racial cate- ual .. . but a physicological re- it?Remember . . . there was a cultivated for centuries in were publicly seized,
hellion . . against current
believes that presented as to fasten upo
Prof. Is
*
Some of the results have been spec- chism. Some regions have already wit- customs
Sunday
schools
and
catechism
considwhen
the
waltz
was
day
and the mature way
much misunderstanding has the Jewish people today
tacular in scope and meaning. Social nessed a social transition and reformula- of doing things."
ered too sensationally vulgar classes where children learn arisen from the fact that New sponsibilities which belong
changes of profound significance have tion of their concept of equality.
Another person on the show and too sexually indecent to the story of Jesus.
writers, and cape- our corporate humanity."
taken place; and they ha ve occurred
Social mores which represent deep asked if she thought Sammy be toleratd on a ballroom floor. This assertion is made — Testament
cially the author of the Fourth Both Catholics and Proteswithout bloodshed or prolonged agony.. community traditions are not easily up- Kay would be able to do the The Twist is not as artistic and supported by an impressive Gospel, had a tendency
to use tants are now conducting reMuch of the ground gained must be rooted. They tend, however, to give way Twist decently. She replied . . as the waltz nor is it as grace- amount of evidence
. — in a the collective term, "the Jews," views of religious education
book
w
h
i
c
l
t
e
s
currently
o
u
as
e
Sammy
ay
is
left
in
no
twist
to
mass
pressure supported by enlightcredited to a propitious climate created
when they were referring to materials used in their churchfrolicking as the polka, it,is not having a big impact in the the corrupt
. . just a twitch."
by one favorable judicial decision after ened public conscience.
political priest- es and schools, with a view
somba, nor seminaries and religious eduexhaustive
as
things
the
as
many
Many
have
said
The transformation of some Southern
hood in Jerusalem rather than toward correcting passages
another on civil rights, and by the unthe Twist Some have as rhythmical as the rumba nor cation departments of major
about
the common peol,t
that might contain the seeds
flinching position taken by the Justice states into reasonably viable regions for gone to the extent to say that as passionate as the tango. But Christian bodies.
Christian scholars agree of anti-Semitism.
all the people without distinction of race, it is "a new low in moral con- it has it merits.
Department.
1- with
It•is en • e . 61 as
Prof. Isaac that the New They are even taking a look
Semitism Roots in Christian.. The U.S. Attorney General wasted lit- creed or color, is one of the miracles of
Testament it
repudiates at the prayers used in Chrisity?" The author is Prof. Jules any teaching which
rile time on the moral aspect of the law; the age.
leaves the tian church e s. Pope John
And this miracle, we submit, could not so w
Isaac, a distinguished Jewish
fie was concerned with its enforcement.
impression that all Jews were XXIII set an example for rehave
been wrought except under an Adscholar of Paris. An English hostile to Jesus.
And he spared no words in making this
form in this area when he pertranslation was published in
ministration which puts human problems
fact known to the public at large.
But they feel that its mess- sonally ordered elimination of
the United States by the Na- age may also be missed by the phrase, "perfidious Jew,"
This is in marked contrast to the pre- above political considerations.
tional Conference of Christians
This is progress of a very high order.
trying to pin all of the blame from the Good Friday liturgy
vious Administration which had refused
and Jews, with a foreword by
America's
blacks
are
on
the
road
to
aton a small oligarchy of po- of the Catholic church.
to throw its full weight behind the acCushing
Richard
of
Cardinal
Jewish leaders are aware of
litical priests.
tion of the Federal Courts. There was taining the full measure of their rights
Boston.
As Cardinal Cushing notes all this, and according to Rab'Much moralizing by President Eisen- as contemplated under the Constitution.
Prof. Isa a c's criticism is
in his foreword to Prof. Isaac's bi Joachim Prinz. president of
This statement, pronounced a year
aimed not at true Christianity
hower. His rhetoric was not persuasive.
book, the real point of the the American Jewish Congress,
ago, would have been without justificac
h,
he
says,
"excludes
(w
h
i
The present Administration has play- tion. %it today, with the propulsive force
Gospels is that "we our-, they are "deeply gratified" by
anti-Semitism")
but
at
a
sued a lively role in a number of areas— of the New Frontier in motion, we can
selves" — all human beings, it.
perficial and distorted presenfrom the registration of Negro voters to experience the vision of a new JerusaChristians of the 20th century "This," says Rabbi Prinz,
tation of the New Testament
first "may mark an historic tu
the breaking of racial barriers in transit lem a new heaven on earth for all who
which has planted in Christian no less than Jews of the
in ing point in the relationsh
facilities,
minds an "ignoble image" of century — are involved
have an abiding faith in democracy and
guilt for what happened on between the Christian won
Jews and Judaism.
.7 The Justice Department has instituted humanity.
and the Jewish people."
Specifically, he says, "Chris- Calvary. It was for the sins of
tians have been taught — and
in some instances are still being taught — that "The Jews"
rejected Jesus and sent him
to the cross because they were
At Joan of Arc's trial one of her Dr. Geyser concerns his opinion, fearlessa hard-hearted people who
Judges is said to have cried out: "Joan, ly expressed, that apartheid is not compreferred the empty formalism
we are trying to save you." In Pretoria, patible with Christ's teaching.
of a ritualistic religion to the
His church prohibits criticism of its
living word of God.
South Africa, one of the 15 judges in the
MONTGOMERY, A I a. — The board's attorney, circuit
FACTS IGNORED
heresy trial which began some weeks ago, laws, one of which bars non-whites from
Ignored or under-empha- (UPI) — The Justice Depart- solicitor William Thetford, has
said: "My heart will break if I have to membership. Some of the other charges
sized in this teaching, he says, ment's charge that the Mont- called at least 100 witnesses
are really insignificant in that they deal
find him guilty."
are many important f acts gomery county board of re- and Justice Department attorUnlike Joan, however, Albert Ste- with hair-splitting theological concepts
which are plainly recorded in gistrars discriminated against neys are expected to question
: phanus Geyser, Professor of New Testa- which have never been settled. Such as,
the gospels: Namely, that Jesus prospective Negro voters went
ment theology in the Nederduits Her- for example, the Son Christ is inferior
himself was a Jew, "born of to trial in federal court Wed- at least the same number of
vormde Kerk, will probably not be burnt to the Father.
witnesses
an old Jewish family," and nesday.
The main charge is that Dr. Geyser,
at the stake. The Hervormde Kerk is
deeply versed in Jewish law U.S. middle district Judge Defendants include the state
one of the three powerful, pro-apartheid as opponent racial separation, tried to
and tradition; that all of his Frank M. Johnson is hearing of Alabama as well as county
dutch Reformed Churches in South Afri- create a "visible unity" between his
disciples — the founding fa- the suit, filed in August. He registrars Georgia Penton and
Anglican
Church,
the
Reformed
Dutch
thers of the Christian church— was asked to enjoin the board Mrs. Samuella P. Willis.
V.
Church,
Catholic
- Dr. Geyser is accused of heresy by Church and the Roman
were Jews; and that thrtitigh- from "engaging in any act The complaint charges tile
out his ministry Jesus had "the which would delay, prevent, defendants helped white apthree of his students at Pretoria Uni- which have been critical of apartheid.
enthusiastic 'sympathy of the hinder or discourage Negro plicants but denied similar aid
' varsity. The trial, by an ecclesiastical He said the Anglican Church could take
"CLOTHES MAY MA KE A MAN, Bin TO ATTRACT ,
Jewish masses, in Jerusalem citizens" from registering and to Negro applicants. Other
court, is. meant to be secret, but it is the lead in a world unitarain movement
'WOMEN ..THF. SUIT HAS TO BE MADE OF MORE'Y!"
charges include:
as well as in Galilee."
voting.
• known that one of the charges against with racialism as its major area of assault.
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Bank Names PHA Would Help Low Income
11 To Board Families Purchase Homes

WAtl.ST.SCOOPS
By Lou Shainmark
(Wall Si. Editor)

A HAPPY NEW YEAR

and a prosperous one to all
move into h own house, MakBy EDWARD COWAN
our readers
WASHINGTON — UPI) — cordance yIth its income
WASHINGTON, D. C.—The
As 1961 took up his cane
Memo to poor families; The mg month y payments in
names of eleven savings and
to hobble away, the investing
Public Housing Administration, gradually building up
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
loan executives elected by which runs the government's' This may overlap some 1041public waved him a fond fareCOSMOPOLITAN CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
well, hoping 1982 will conmember institutions to the low-rent housing program, is term mortgage insurance
tinue the good work he began.
boards of directors of six of interested in subsidizing single- grams of the Federal Hougrg
(Formerly Chicago Negro Chamber of ,,'ommerce)
Looking back, 1961 had been
houses for large fami- Administration.
.
the Federal Home Loan Banks family
a good year, although not every
The biggest problem in z;
lies with low incomes.
1961 has already disapper- integration of minority group
were
announced
Fedby
today
situation came up roses. Here
PHA Commissioner Marie family public housing,
ed into the past and progres- members;
eral Home Loan Bank Board C. McGuire feels that "free McGuire said in an interview,
are ten developments of the
sive people are looking forChairman Joseph P. McMur- standing" houses "can play a is land mists, especially in
And to aid Illinois business year that meant most to the
ward to a new day in the New in a clear understanding of
ray.
public.
part in our program." She and (-dies. Although land is cheapYear of 1962. Interviews with the new Illinois Fair EmployThe new directors, chosen in other experts on low-rent er in the suburbs, she said,
The
reeconomic
(1)
general
and
members of the ment Practices act through
officers
run-off balloting to decide housing hope that families oc- transportation for the familyCosmopolitan Chamber of Com- providing continuing informa- covery, which lifted the Gross
earlier contests in which no cupying individual houses can breadwinner, housewife, workNational
Product
$535
to
bilfind
them
merce
predicting tion on policy interpretations
candidate received a sufficient acquire ownership by making ing daughter, etc.—could be
lion,
upped
and
industrial
pro,that prosperity, experienced and administrative procedures."
percentage of the vote to be large enough monthly pay- difficult and expensive.
duction by 10 per cent.
during the last half of 1961, POSTPONE MEET
elected, come from eight states ments.
As an alternative to con(2) The struggle to reduce
ikill continue during 1962.
and will serve two-year terms
Mrs. McGuire sees single- struction of new dwellings,
Because of the conference
' George S. Harris, president described above, the first regu- unemployment, with the jobbeginning Jan. 1.
family
houses, perhaps I in Mrs. McGuire has encouraged
Chicago Metropolitan Mu- lar 1962 meeting of the Board less rate holding to 7 per cent,
Chairman McMurray also scattered sites, as a limited al- local public housing authorities to consider purchase and'
ual Assurance Company and of Directors of the Cosmopoli- until November when it finally
announced the appointment of ternative to two problems:
chairman of the Board of Di- tan Chamber has been post- was cut to 6 per cent.
of
existing
John S. Madore, president of
other rehabilitation
and
The
monotony
rectors of the Cosmopolitan poned to Jan 17 in the Park- (3) The surge in stock prices,
the State College Federal Sav- problems of high-rise and row houses. She sees no reason why
with Dow-Jones averages zoomher agency could not subsidize
Chamber, had this to say: "The way's Blue Room. Officers for
ings and Loan Association, housing.
outlook for 1962 is most favor- 1982 will be elected and a ing beyond the all-time high
State College. Pa.. to serve Eviction from public . hous- such a venture, just as it pays
able at this moment and the budget adopted. New board of 685 in April, and high-flyon the Federal Home Loan ing of families whose income some of the cost of brand new
ing beyond 735 this month.
illdlieeings.
prosperity we have enjoyed in members will be inducted into
Bank of Pittsburgh's board for rises above the allowed maxi- tb)uTib
a
to
shares
Close
were
billion
possibility isof one-family
ipsi should continue if we office and plans for the New
one year, beginning Jan. 1. inum. Such a family might
the year.
traded
during
db not have a breakdown in Year will be submitted.
(4) The corrective decline in
tinO
do,
a
practical test in Tolgeet
g hlo.
n'egotiations for a new steel
It is vitally important that "glamor" stocks, such as elec- TANGANY1KANS MEET Munday. h e • d of animal
There the Metropolitan Hous+rkers' contract.
tronics, cosmetics, bowling and AT TUSKEGEE—E. C. science and advisor to forboard members attend.
all
ing Authority, with PHA co"The immediate mark
Many people believe that an vending, whose 1961 highs Green, farm magazine edi- eign students. Editor Green
operation and
money, has
which we are interested in
to 40-50 times tor in Tanganyika, East Afri- was studying U.S. technitrampolined
evidconclusive
is
indictment
opened the Robert F. Pulley
and, that is, improvements in
their
earnings,
while
annual
farm
true
not
publishing
of
ques
is
Mhernbelo.
That
K.
guilt.
of
homes project — 87 newly
ca, and Obed
the employment of Negroes ence
that even dividend yields shrunk to the freshman social science stu- journals. Student Mhembelo
scattered sites.
which will be determined by and it is unfortunate
later proved vanishing poin t. Although dent at Tuskegee, pause at hailed recent independence
"It appears that everybody
continued high productivity, by if the accused is
of having down 20 per cent-35 per cent. Booker T. Washington Monu- of his country, plans to me•
By DOROTHEA BROOKS
en its life." For large families, involved is happy" with the
the inroads made by FEPC innocent, the fact
oftirnes leaves they are still too high for John ment during tour of Tuske• turn and enter politics
to
the
NEW YORK — (UPI)--The he said, a 20-pound (com- project, according
during the ensuing year and been indicted
Doe.
stigmatized.
gee campus with Dr. R. A. after school.
old adage "the best is always mercial) size conceivably could Journal of Housing, the month-the President's move in the him
(5) Heavy, reckless speculaly publication of the National
the cheapest," meaning if you be the wisest selection.
direction of having industries An indictment simply means tion in low-priced, unreliable
pay the most you get the best, While it may cost twice as Association of Housing and Rewith government contracts that a Grand Jury has 'been over-the-co unter securities,
does not necessarily apply to- much as any fine washer, it development Officials, a proagree to non-discrimination in convinced that sufficient. evi- with the "innocents" being
day in the household appliance will last five times as long. public housing group.
dence has been presented to
employment policies.
shorn despite warnings by
The Pulley Project, opened
field, according to a leading Its rugged construction was
justify bringing the accused
, RELY ON MIBSLES
stock exchange officials.
meant for day-long daily use, last August, includes 26 four.
marketing consultant.
"Further consideration should person to trial. The courts are (8) The investigation by SEC
For the homeowner faced but in an ordinary home it bedroom houses and 21 with
e given to the direction de- expected to consider a man in- into unethical practices, its
five
bedrooms each.
The
last a lifetime.
fense production will take in nocent until proven guilty.
More than 2.8 million hold- with the perplexing problem of could
ouster of several big brokerage By ANTHONY R. SCALZA
average rent is $59.25 a month.
FEW OWN DISHWASHERS
.1962" Harris continued. "Many VISIT STATE'S ATTORNEY houses, and the resignation of
ers — individual and institu- choosing appliances, Stanley
Although fewer than eight Depending on how much of
NEW YORK — (UPI) — The tional—own shares in the na- Silber, marketing consultant
Of our basic industries are still I believe that all indictments the President and Chief Counrental income is needed for
geared to the manufacture of should be secret and should not sel of the Amei can Stock Ex- 1961 stock market boom was tion's mutual funds and many for LTV Industrial, a division families out of every 100 own operating expenses, the federthe best friend a mutual fund of these have more than of Ling-Temco-Vought, Inc.. a dishwasher, Silber said, this al subsidy for mortgage
the implements of war. Should be publicized. Indictments need change.
payDallas, has some expert advice is a time-saving device which
'The country continue in the not be news. Results of court (7) Further heavy defense investor ever had.
one account
on the subject; especially is now beginning to come into ments could range as high as
direction of relying more on action always are.
$75 a month per house.
spending in the electronic, The rise in stocks and re- The diversified portfolios of timely in view of widespread its own.
Missiles rather than on the Dr. T. R. M. Howard States nuclear, missile and allied cord investments in mutual the ICI membership contain
Officials hope it will be less.
He said the homeowner
January "white sales."
mass production of defense that recent charges brought fields, thus juicing up the eco- funds combined to lift the as- about 3,000 securities of apnot be overly concerned Of the 47 houses, 20 are occushould
"the
Silber
rapid,
said
probable
different
2,500
products then it is
sets of fund industry's aasets proximately
against him are "false and nomy.
changing pattern of distribu- with capacity of a dishwasher pied by white families and 27
that some adjustment in basic ridiculous" and about 100 (8) The retail trade drift to to a record $22 billion last corporations.
tion, the heavy competition but should realize that the pro- hy Negro families. They have
further
Industries could cause
clergymen agreed with him to discount houses, with many old year. compared with $17 bil- To fit various pocketbooks among manufacturers for the duct is built ,to be used three an average of six children (the
and goals, mutual funds offer
unemployment.
the degree that they visited line department stores enter- lion in 1960.
consumer's dollar, the entrance times or more daily. Load- minimum for occupancy was
"Due to the steady assault the State's Attorney and urged ing the field, and growth of "New money," or investors' different plans. Accumulation into major
appliances by some ing any dishwasher to fullest four) and an average ineongt
-hearmutual
the
acplans for purchase of
new purchases in 1961,
on racial barriers within
shopping centers.
a re-examination and re
of the giant food chain super- capacity, he said, will result just under $3,000 a year.
I
or
itself.
inmay
the
monthly
we
of
a
on
billion
movement,
$3
shares
fund
trade union
ing of the indictment
(9) The Justice Department's counted for
markets, the failure of some in less than adequate perform- The houses cost an average
of $17,000, including land. .
witness in 1962 a slight in- accompanied the delegation anti-trust prosecutions and im- crease. This was 50 per cent quarterly '311Sla grew even manufacturers to estimate their ance.
in
year.
billion
last
was
$2
State's
It
the
popular
than
more
and
greater
industrial
-crease in the
residents—
and I strongly hope the
prisonment of electric equipsales forecasts correctly, there- In purchase of a dishwasher, "Neighborhood
1.7
accumu1960.
million
the
estimated
in
purchases
upnew
initially
with
up in arms about Om
of
&aft union movements
Attorney will comply
ment company officials for
by leading to over-production, Silber said, consider cost of
in
at
were
the
effect
plans
funds
NOT
lation
are
Mutual
of
the
project—
:grading Negroes."
request.
price-fixing.
then sales 'dumps', all have installation. Some cost more construction
gambler's cup of tea. Surveys the end of 1961, and these rep- had effect on buying habits than others to install.
kPONSORS CONFAB
You now claim it is an asset to
The beautiful bouquet of (10) Kennedys' pressure on
all
30
of
cent
most
resented
muper
that
mutual
shown
have
their
that
it has
neighborhood,
the
of
members
many
I hope
and call for 'new looks' at ap- should find out what type of
flowers which graced the steel to hold the price line to
upgraded
property
Cosmopolitan Chamber will at- speakers' table at the annual curb inflation, his promises to fund members invest for the tual fund accounts on record. pliances before the consumer water action the machine uses, actually
tend the State-Wide Minority business meeting of the Cos- help corporations caught in the long-term to reach such finan- One banker predicts solid makes a purchase."
how long the machine takes to values and that it has contributed to an improved comGroup Employment Confer- mopolitan Chamber was an un- price-profit squeeze by allow- cial objectives as education for growth for investment com- PROMOTIONAL UNIT
do the job
ence, sponsored by the Illinois solicited gift from Kyle's Me- ing greater capital deprecia- their children or increased re- panies in the decade ahead, Silber noted that leading If possible, ask to see the munity appearance," said the•
based on a projected increase
State Chamber of Commerce. tropolitan Florist.
tion, and his moves to co- tirement income.
manufacturers produce a "pro- dishwasher in operation be- journal.
Because of the public's grow- in
individual savings and motional" unit that is consid- fore deciding to buy; observe The Pulley project is the
For many years the state INNER.CITY RETREAT
operate with the European
first of its kind to be accepted
ing interest in the stock mark- general economic expansion. ered to be at the
champer opposed FEP legisla"start of the washing action and learn
Frayser T. Lane, chairman community for "free trade".
by the PHA. Several years ago
et, mutual funds are expectJoseph A. Erickson, Presi- the line." It is one stripped of how noisy it might be.
tion.
of the Retreat Committee of LOWDOWN ON A
-1
the agency approved a 20-unit,
ed to finance the growth of dent of the New England chrome, push buttons and other
Chamber spokesmen express
the Church Federation of COMPANY
scattered site project in CedarTypical of the business trend American industry on an even Council and a former Presi- accessories
ed the opinion that more would Greater Chicago, has invited
but
performs
wood, Ga., which had a few
scale this year.
dent of the Federal Reserve generally as well as those
be accomplished through per- Cosmopolitan Chamber mem- are the activities of McCrory broader
dnuep-lfeaxmily houses, but mostly
o
The Investment Company In- Bank of Boston, said the ac- units at the deluxe
end of the
-tuasion and education than by bers to attend a mid-winter Corp., a variety and chain
mutual
both
stitute (ICI), with 161
celerated .interest of
line. The model usually is ad'laws. To prove their sincerity Inner-City Retreat which pro- store octopus. In the past three
No other one-family house
funds on its rolls, said its large and small investors in vertised at the lowest price
a special brochure carrying a vides a day of Christian fellow- years, McCrory swallowed: Mc
log of 5.4 common
a
stock
has
investment
membership
SEATTLE, Wash. — Enter- projects are before the federbut will serve well.
..strong appeal for fair employ- ship. There will be a bus tour, Lellan Stores in 1959. Butler million shareholder accounts
al agency now, but it is willing
points to a continuation of the
ment practices was widely dis- lunch and an afternoon pro- Bros., United Stores, National compared with 4.9 million ac- growth pattern demonstrated "Remember," Silber said, "For tainment at the 1962 World's to consider thim Mrs. Mctributed among chamber mem- gram. The retreat is Saturday, Shirt Shops and Oklahoma Tire counts on record at the end by mutual funds in the past every accessory you add to the Fair from April 21 through Guire sees them as one solumodel you choose, you must Oct. 21 will come from every
bers. A motion picture dealing Jan. 20. Registrations is at 9 & Supply in 1960: H. L. Green of 1960.
tion to the eviction of families
several years."
also pay an extra $10 to $20 for section of the world. It will
With the subject was also pro- a.m. at the Chatham United and Lerner Stores in 1981; and
when their income exceeds a
each."
range from the Royal Dramatic
duced and shown to employers. Presbyterian Church, 741 E. is about to take over Economy
Moreover,
In buying a refrigerator, Theater of Sweden to the U. project's maximum.
Stores.
Auto
'RENDING BILL
she hopes that eventually a
84th:
Silber suggests you consider the S.A.'s Huckleberry Houn d,
report
operating
McCrory's
When president Caldwell and
family could pay enough in
Over 600 people registered for 1961 is expected to show
size of the individual family from Verdi's opera Aida with
I conferred with officers of
rent to cover the entire cost
for the Conference on Venereal $270 million in sales and a net
and its requirements. If you a cast of 333 to Thai boxers.
the state chamber and tried to
of the house and acquire ownDisease at the Morrison hotel. income of $1,878,000.
own or are going to buy a from Polish puppeteers to the
,
'influence them to withdraw
ership. That would be public
This writer was unable to parfreezer, then the stripped mod- Mormon Tabernacle Choir.
Its capitalization (last May)
:,..Opposition to the pending FEP ticipate.
housing at its most successful,
el
refrigerator
with
little
stood as follows: Long term
AW1, we came away feeling that
Theodore
freezing
space
no
men,
doubt
would MEN, AT LAST IT'S HERE
debt of $80 million, issues of
IMiost of them were sympathe- Three young
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Relieve RHEUMATIC Pain

HelpoSkin
by Relieving Itchy, Stingy Misery
of Acne Pimples, Bumps (Blackheads)
Eczema, Ringworm, Irritated feet
and other common skin discomforts
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the first woman president?!"
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A PENTAGON OFFICIAL had occasion to call one of our
rx astronauts recently. The astronaut's young son answer-
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Try and Stop Me 1
By BENNETT CERF

WALTER LORD tells a story about President
CalVilt
YV Coolidge's visit to the Alamo that is funny
but hard
ed the phone. 'Where's your dad?" asked the big brass. to believe. According to Lord, Mr. Coolidge stood loolditig
at the Alamo in silence
"He's orbiting around the
for quite a while, then
globe," answered the lad.
turned to his guide and
"He ought to be home in
asked, "What's it for?"
an hour."
. . .
"Let me talk to your
La Carpenter is telling
mother, then," requested
a cock-and-bun story about
the b.b. "Oh, she's out
an East Indian named
shopping at the bargain
Singh, who loved to mitc.h
center," said the boy.
—which in his native tongue
"She won't be home till
meant to burst out into
tonight"
wild, unreatrahted eon.
• • •
Well, a U.S. aid program
helped our hero set up a
Quotable goofy":
television station in his
"A man's reach should
local district and,of coures,
*strived hie grasp- or whit'.
his first big hit show was
a heaven for
Lee Rtroo"Mitch along with Singh"
berg
•
•
"Dill of Hie mouths of babe. come wordo then- fathers never
•
Rill Ze km.lmir, the real estate ir,agnate, likes to tell
should hove mterp,I within heoring ronge
Henry Morgan.
ahemt
"The se,ond rimy of a diet in alwoyo easier than the (trot. By the motorist who stopped his car stiiirt to vtok a farmer,
"WhIalll
thRt rontrRption you're huuding there'!" "Wa-all," drawled
the speon.1 dor you're off
---Jorkie Gleason.
the
"A rumor ii about ma hoed In unoprearl saa butter."--erslonel farmer, "if I UM rent it when it's finished, it's a rustle
MAULS%
It I can't, it's a cowshed."
Trend"
fry.
0 nes. by Deenett Ora. Distributed by King reatanw Syndicate
0 Ual by homed(
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Yes, We
All Talk
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e,i)Prof.Doodle

"NESE AIRE PEOPLE. WE CAN REALLY
DO WITHOUT!PUBLIC PHONES ARE FOR
BUSINESS.-001' CONVERSATIONAL.
ROMANCE.'

Dear Mme Chante: I read not sincere, please do not wr te.
Mrs. Maude Porter,
your column often. Would like
ROBERTAIS
1032 N. Missouri st.,
to hear from ladies between
Indianapolis 2, Ind.
rOX-NsiONTS TKNOVI
25 and 45. I am 41, 5 feet, 6
inches tall, 145 lbs. brownl
• • •
OK( OM ()MR
NamE %S?
complexion.
Dear Mme Chante: I am a
David L. Binion.
lonesome person and would
5124 Yemans,
like to correspond with a loneDetroit 12. Mich.
some lady. Age does not mat• • •
ter as long as the woman is
Dear Mme Chante: You have kind, loving and most of all
helped others, I hope that you understanding. Would like for
can help me. I am 30 years old the lady to live in Chicago.
and would like to meet a girl I am 42, 3 feet, 10 inches tall,
somewhat the same age. brownskin, black-graying hair,
around 5 feet, 3 inches tall, black eyes, 200 lbs, and very
130 lbs.—one who is interested understanding. Please send
in marriage. I am 5 feet, 9 picture. All letters will be
inches tall, 173 lbs. medium. answered.
brown complexion. Please send
James Neal.
photo in first letter.
Veterans Hospital, Bldg.,
Delbert H. Woodfold,
Downey, Ill.
at.,
911 W. 33rd
• • •
Ind.
Indianapolis,
• • •
Dear Mme Chante: Would
Dear Mme Chante: Please like very much to meet a lady
help me. I am very lonely. between the ages of 30 and 40
Would like to find a gentle- weighing between 135 and
man who would consider mar- 175. I do not have much time
riage. I am 55, 5 feet, 8 inches for socializing. The lady may
tall, 205 lbs, brownskin. I am have one or two children. All
a Christian and love clean liv- letters will be answered.
Tony Todd,
ing. Would like to hear from
1938 W. Fulton,
gentlemen between 50 and 65.
Chicago 12, Ill..
Will answer all letters. Those
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Says Tuskegee To Need
$12 Million In 10 Years

TUSK EGEE INSTITUTE, as major financial needs, more
Ala. — President L. H. Foster money for increased faculty salreports that Tuskegee will need aries, new academic programs,
more than $12 million for the additional scholarships, a n d
school's "new dimensional" new facilities.
programs during the next Is) The largest single cost foryears.
new facilities would be $2,500,He says "the real crisis" fa.' 100' for a rtilturs1 appreciation
ing the world "is in the moral center — a group of buildings
sphere," and that demortacy ttncluding a new chapel). large
cannot survive unless the racial auditorium, museum, little thebias that deprives such students 'ire, classrooms, and art and
as those at Tuskegee disap- music studios for the casual as
well as the serious student.
pears.
Another $2,250,000 amount Is
The statements are contained
a n d
in the Tuskegee Institute Annu- sought for new hospital
facilities, $1,200,al Report of the president, 1980- nurse training
000 for health and physical ed(11, released this week.
ucation development and $2,Tuskegee's assets total $25,- 150.000 for major renovations,
1109,136, but new funds are new equipment-and-utilitrigineeded to move the school's tem
itititents lorteard in "new di- Dr.imorevementi.
Foster 'underscored t It
MRS. CONSTANCE NAB- Houston school. Dr. Admit reel:ions and new dimensions of necessity of these improveBIT. wife of Dr. S. M. Nab- Is in Africa with an Aiwa. the national and world society," ments, aid said, "the paradox
rit, TSU Prexy, receives the ican delegation appointed" by the report states.
of Up qe,v4ce to education ind
Z. V. Krzywoblocki (cen- with rated flyer Lt. Col. Hu- the country's top space
Specifically, Dr. Foster lists Insufficient support of vigorous
traditional Christmas gift President John F. Keettedy
ter), professor of engineer- bert L. Jones (r.), command- mathematicians. Dr. Krzywomade each year by the uni- to represent the Untied
educational programs has a dier), professor of engineer- ant of Tuskegee's AFROTC. blocki gave a series of lecversity faculty to the presi- States at Independence celerect bearing on our work at
ing at Michigan State Uni- and Dr. Z. W. Dybcsak, dean tures to Tuskegee science
Africa.
from
Niger,
of
University.
bration
the
of
faculty
dent
engineering
and
engineering
space of Tuskegee's
versity. exchanges
Words of the Wise Tuskegee."
Dr. J. B. Jones, Associate (Evans Photo.)
"There are perfectly underideas at Tuskegee Institute school. Recognized as one of and students.
We often discover what
Dean of students at the
standable reasons why some
will do by finding out what
will not do; and probably he Tuskegee students have t b
who never Made a mistake limitations they do," he said
in the report.
never made a discovery.
"It is chiefly because of the
—(Samuel Smiles)
educational, economic, a n d
-utturel denrivations they have
been forced to live through in
s•pgrelated community
This is the week for New immunizations against whoop- vide a place for noting dates situatipns . . .
Year's Resolutions and we beveling cough, diphtheria, tetanus, of physical examinations, with "Inartequately served 'in the
was empty," Dr. Krzywoblocki
By SAM YETTE
a suggestion. Resolve to begin typhoid, polio and smallpox. a line or two to
make note of field of education, as rural and
said, shaking his head. "How
in 1062 keeping a family health
There should be space for not- special advice or instructions most Southern people are, the
TU SK E GE E, INSTIrecord.
of
full
is
Space
were.
we
problem is especially acute for
TUTE, Ala. — Man will per- naive
that followed the checkup. Ill- Negro youth. Our democracy
How many times have you ing dates of booster shots.
haps never control the weather; life and full of electro-magnetinforgeneral
on
section
A
requiring
nesses
hospitalizaabout
facts
health
basic
can hardly be expected to
needed
the first man-shot for a plan- ic waves."
members of your family — for mation should include such tion should be recorded, list- thrive — or perhaps even to
will likely be to Mars in- Partly for that reason, he
school records, for insurance data as the blood type of each ing nature of the illness or in- survive — unless this paradox
ad of the closer planet, Ven- said, Russian's moon-hit was "a
WASHINGTON — The Na- forms, for a doctor's medical family member, whether the
disappears."
; and "living rocks" prob- miracle." The moon is "extional Association of Travel history?
RH blood factor is known to jury, name of physician, name Dr. Foster said, however, that
ably inhabit other planets of tremely difficult to hit" beOrganizations (NATO) has an- The record should contain be present in any of the family of hospital, dates of entry and despite the disadvantages facthe universe.
cause "we do not yet have a
nounced that Secretary of pertinent facts on immuniza- and special allergies or drug discharge, length of illness, if ing Negro youth, "employment
Such were the scientific no- mathematical tool" to make it
surgery was performed de- opportunities are expanding,
Commerce Luther H. Hodges
sensitivity of each.
tions of Dr. M. Z. V. Krzywo- possible. "It. takes luck . . . JAMES LANCASTER, Jr.. will address a luncheon at the tions, illnesses, injuries and A check list of the more scribe it briefly. Illnesses at and entirely new fields will
blocki, professor of engineering We have brains as good as Rus- 22, of Washington,. D. C., is Hotel Willard here on Jan. 25, physical examinations. The re- common diseases — chicken home should be recorded also. soon be open to Negro youth."
at Michigan State University, sia — perhaps better. But we one of seven Peace Corps inaugurating the travel trade cord will prove its worth only pox, measles, German mea- Finally, a section listing the Therefore, he said, "We exas he delivered a series of lec- delayed our efforts," he said. volunteers in Nigeria who re- association's 1962 "Visit USA" if kept carefully. Start imme- sles, mumps, whooping cough, family's health and accident pect to accentuate superior perdiately to jot down basic intures to engineering and EXPLORE OTHER PLANETS ceived praise recently from campaign.
formation you know already. scarlet fever, diptheria—should Insurance information will be formance, and to do this we inscience faculty and students He said the U.S.'s efforts in his students as a "good
Visit
the
NATO
originated
sist that any substandard perteacher and good friend."
Enter accurately all injuries be included. Most of these are helpful.
here recently.
campaign
USA
which
in
"purely
the
—
peaceful
space are
but Some- Relatively few families keep formance at Tuskegee be elimi"Lancaster, a graduate of
and illnesses. When you next childhood diseases,
In his lecture on "Ballistics scientific." For example, t h e Howard University, special- government is now taking
Ger- health records, but everyone nated — firmly and speedily.
see your physician, take the times an adult is exposed.
and Space Flights," Dr. Krzv- U.S. would like to learn wheth- ized in international eco- part through the recently
family health record along so man measles can be very ser- sooner or later finds need for • "The reason for the deficienwoblocki said that contrary to er human beings live on other nomics and African studies. created U.S. Travel Service.
mother.
the information. Keep your fa- cy is not accepted as excuse and
while ious in an expectant
The NATO luncheon is ex- notations can be made
earlier Isebef, man is not like- planets. "Probably not," he The assembly honoring the
they are fresh in your mind. Mumps is a serious disease in mily health record up to date is really unimportant except
ly to control the earth's weath- said. But he contends that some Peace Corpsmen was held pected to attract hundreds of
adults.
at all times as an added safe- as an aid in the teaching proe{ because factors determining form of life on other planets at the end of classes on the leaders of the industry—offi- BRIEF LISTING
Another section should pro- guard to your family's health. cess."
cials of the airlines, bus com- A small schoolboy's noteweather appear to originate, in is quite likely.
last day of their practice
panies, railways; city, state book will do for a record book.
• , part at least, in radiation The human body, he explain- teaching.
and regional travel offices; Or you can obtain a small acstorms on the sun. "These," he ed, is constructed largely of hysightseeing
and
attraction count book or ledger from a
said, "are sub-microscopic fac- drogen and carbon. 'The only
operators: hotel and motel in- stationery shop.
tors," rather than such micro- question is whether their bodterests.
Begin with a brief listing of
scopic factors which our scien- ies.(on other planets) are made
the family history. Date and
tists earlier thought they could of the same substance. Probcontrol.
Satellites still in earth orbit: place of birth of each member.
ably not." They are perhaps
If any are deceased, date and
U.S. 34, Russia 1.
CE FULL OF LIFE
constructed of other substances
Satellites in solar orbit: cause of death. Pertinent medihe sun also figures in the that make them resemble "livcal facts about each family
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — U.S. 2, Russia 2.
. elihood that man will first ing rocks," and they may be
try the longer distance to Mars, "more intelligent than we," he The U.S.-Soviet box score, Satellites still transmitting: member, such aschronic diseases or illnesses (cancer, diacovering the period from the U.S. 14, Russia 0.
rather than Venus. It is thought said.
better to "travel the longer For more than 25 years, Dr. dawn of the space age in Rocket hits on the moon: betes, epilepsy).
Next should come a section
distance with the sun's gravita- Krzywoblocki has been design October, 1957, through 1981, Russia 1, U.S. 0.
Men placed in orbit: Russia for dates of immunizations,
tional pull, raher • than the engineer and chief stress an- was:
with spaces for each member
shorter distance against it," the alyst in Poland, France, Cana- Successful satellites and 2, U.S. 0.
space scientist said.
da, and for the last 20 years in probes to date: U.S. 62, Russia Men in suborbital flights; of the family. The columns
should allow room for listing
"We once thought s pa ee the United States.
U. S. 2, Russia 0.
16
By MARCUS H. BOULWARE
AUDITORY TRAINING
While designed mainly for
hard-of-hearing anddeaf
children, the following book is
good for auditory training with
non-deaf children as well:
"Auditory Training for Children" (a manual) by Mar y
Whitehurst, published by Hearing Rehabilitation, 1072 North
Drive, East Meadow, N.Y., 1959.
The method of approach in
this book is based upon t h e
fundamental educational principle underlying the teaching
of any language, namely to
learn a language is to hear it
spoken. The conclusions are obvious. If a child with a hearing impairment h to Under.
stand language hei2 epeak it,
naturally he must hear it at
all times to the very best of
his ability. ' •
In the case of hard-of-hearing children, continuous hearing is made possible through
hearing aids, auditory training
units, or desk model ear trainers.
READERS: For my free
pamphlet on the consonant
sounds, send two stamps and
a self-addressed long business
envelope to Dr. M. H. Boulware, Florida A.SrM. Univers!ty, Box 310-A, Tallahassee, Fla.
.

Predicts Man Will Never
Control Earth's Weather

Urge Fami les To Keep
Health Records In 1962

Travel Unit
To Hear
Hodges

Boxscore Of
Space Age
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TUSICEGEE BOOK REyIEWERS—Carson
McCul.
lora' current fast-selling novel about southern culture and
sub-culture was reviewed recently at Tuskegee Book Reviewers' Dinner •-qr M. Carl
ColH0b111111 (left), (iiarke

lege fine arts professor and
editor of the ATLANTA ENQUIRER. and Mrs. Adella
Shields, assistant professor
of sociology at Tuskegee.
They are shown here with
Dr. Saunden E. Walker. Rs-

viewers' chairman and English department head at
Tuskegee, and Dr. Stanley
Smith (right), associate professor of sociology, who was
master of ceremonies at dinner.
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Omnibus-100 Club Praised
By Commissioner Farris
And A. Maceo Walker

SOCIETY

Merry
Go-Round

Members of the recently or- help in your new community
ganized Omnibus-100 Club service club. I hope you will
were praised for "giving serv- put these things into practice
ice to others" when they were . . help make stronger demo•
addressed b y Commissioner cracy — a true democracy ..
•
William "Bill" Farris during where there can be peace, hope
a dinner-meeting at the Flame and goodwill which are necesRestaurant last Saturday eve- sary in God's intention and
SE • MMMMM
'•'
ning.
hope when he created man in
fly MARJORIE ULE14
and the "homyness" of the
Farris told the community his own image."
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd P11111011 whole affair was made even
se r v ice club: "One of the The speaker was introduced
were holiday hosts at a soignee more engaging by being able
greatest rewards to man is to by A. Maceo Walker, president
Christmas party at their home to migrate to the smart kithave respect for others. Serv- of Universal Life Insurance
on South Parkway East on chen for more 'n more.
ice to humanity is the best company, and Tri-State Bank
Christmas night. Miniature, COBRA BRIDGE CLUB
work of life. It is only by of Memphis.
brightly decked trees, reindeer The picturesque home of
learning the problems of others Walker praised the members
and colorful baubles of the Allie Mae. and Bob Roberts
do you understand the prob- of Omnibus-100 Club for their
season set the tone for the at 2024 South Parkway was the
lems of life. Men must learn "lofty ideas." He said,."There's
convivial affair, and an ela mecca of The Cobra Bridge
to band together to be of serv- a definite need for a service
borate buffet supper.
club last Thursday afternoon
ice to the community."
organization like yours in this
Guests included Mr. and Mrs. ... and how everyone admired
He continued, "Think of the city. There's a lot to be done.
Julius Flake, Mr. and Mrs the beautiful decoration prohuman
suffering in the world No one individual can underMR. AND MRS. W. J. REED
Alton Coleman, Mr. and Mrs ject which Allie Mae has
and how much there must be take all projects." He added.
Robert Jones, Mr. and Mrs wrought--all white, gold and
"I
despite
want
done
the
to be a member with
great adSam Helm, Mr. and Mrs. John- pale blues with Romanesque
vancement of this civilized community-minded men like
son Saulsberry, Mr. and Mrs theme. This,closely knit group
you," as he took out a memworld."
Leroy Thompson, Mr. and Mrs always has a wonderful time
COMMON LANGUAGE
bership.
Anderson Bridges, Mr. and together — and the holiday
He told of attending a con- Others appearing on the
Mrs. Simon Howard, Mr. and event in such a beautiful setference with representatives of program were Lawrence Wade,
Mrs. Fred Shackelford, Mr. ting marked the party as
foreign countries and learning president, and Dr. Charles W.
and Mrs. Robert Brown, Mr. "special."
that "hunger is hunger in any Dinkins, vice president of the
Miss Marie Martin, daughter Matron of honor was Mrs.
and Mrs. James Wells, Mr. and
But, knowing that Bob is a
language. Pain is pain and suf- club, as well as Rev. Fred Lof- of
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Martin, Wyioden Walker Bridesmaids
Mrs. Frank 'Benson, Miss El- wizard with food, it was to
fering is suffering. Insecurity ton, treasurer.
327 E. Mallory at., became the were Mrs. H. P. Mangum, Missic Robinson, Miss Evonne be expected that the menu
is insecurity regardless to the Other members
of the club bride of Wallace J. Reed, son ses Bettie Davis, Earnesfine
Exum, Miss Vaness Harvey, would be wonderful. Cocktails
country or language that is
are: Thaddeus T. Stokes, Eu- f Mr. and Mrs. Marcus Reed Davis and Bertha Rogers, all
Miss Eurline Couch, Miss were served in the den . . .
spoken."
less T. Hunt, William Jones, of Senatobia, Miss., on Christ- of Memphis.
Mainie Miller and Mrs. Ann and dinner has been emCommissioner Farr i s exErnest C. Withers, Sr., Charles mas Day.
B. Harris. Others present were bellished with Bob's piece de
Attendants wore dresses of
plained: "Persons who do W. Westbrook
, Dan W. Partee, Wedding vows were exchang- green and red peau • de
Hal Winfield, William Haw- resistance of the evening—hot
things for others for selfish
Nesby Blanchard, jr., Richard ed before Rev. J. B. Washing- soie designed with scoop neckkins and Santi Gholston.
barbecued pigs feet, and not
reasons, the 'gain is hollow. M. Butler,
Johnny R. Arnold, ton at Macedonia B a p tis t lines and bell-shaped skills.
The
BARTHOLOMEWS, a single piece was left intact
However, when thin gs are jr., Robert
Ratcliffe, Noah W. church on Perry rd.
Their headgear was of matchCaffrey and Sallie, assisted by by the delighted members and
done for others for the sake
Bond, Benjamin F. Blakey, J. The altar of the church was ing peau de soie bows. They
their son, William, entertain- guests.
of humanity, the gain is the Otis Milan,
Rev. Harold T. decorated on either side with carried
ed at their distinctive home Buffet dinner included bararrangecascading
greatest reward . . . because
Davis, Harold Bro o k s, Ben gladioli and white poinsettias ments of holly and pePPerTn
at 1993 S. Parkway, with its becued chicken, ham, marshV
you grow and grow. Each of
and
candelabra with glowing carnations
Branch, Leonard
Mitchell,
handsome
recreation-family mallowed
sweet
potatoes,
you working for others will Frank LaMondue E.
, jr., Norval tapers.
The
flower
room last Friday with an in _ French beans and crab apples..
girl,
Earnice
also grow. It will touc h B. Powell, Arnett Montague, The bride wore
a gown of Martin, was a sister of the
tmate "Creole Cuisine" party Coming early seri tarrying late
others." He added, "so few Albion Ricard,
Lew is Tate, white satin with a scoop neck- bride
served "country style," a wel- were Alzora Haste, Sadie Mcpeople are doing so little for Leotis Peterman,
line.
Her
elbow-tip
P. V. Mcveil of im- Claverne Reed of Senatobia
corned respite from traditional Coy. Elizabeth Shaw, Dora
MRS. LYNWOOD HUNTER
the many who need so much Millian and Levy
ported illusion was secured by served as best man, brother of
Terrell.
holiday fare and formality. E. Tood, Warren Hawkins,
done for them. So there is so
a
small
hat
covered
with white the bridegroom. Groomsmen
Cocktails were served from Frieda Marr, Maydella Reeves,
much to be done."
sequins. She carried a white were Theodore Cathey and
their unique bar in the re_ Forrestine Lewis, Christine
Farris continued: "Hums is
Bible
topped
with
a white Willie Beatman, both of Memcreation room, which with its Robinson, Ann F. Benson,
behavior a n d understanding
orchid.
contemporary furnishings and Jana Porter, Rosa Robinson.
phis.
are so necessary for happy
Mrs. Iona Cochrell, owner The bride was escorted to The bride is employed as,
a handsome oil portrait of Dr. Clara Brawner and her
a
living. Helping a child today founder of the Iona's Beauty the altar by her father.
Music
secretary at St. John Baptist
their daughter, Ann B. Har- Cousin, Mrs. Thomas Darden,
is just as necessary as it was
was
supplied
by
Miss
N.
Hurd
church.
Her 1- ,hand is emShoppe and School at 745
ris, on one wall, executed by of Sandusky, Ohio; Aretta JACKSON
, Tenn. — First maid-of-honor. T h e bride's 100 years ago. Training a child,
at the piano. Miss Billie G. ployed as a shipi,:ing clerk at
William, an artist of no mean Polk, Othella Shannon, Gert Baptist
church in Jackson, maids were Miss June Carter, helping an afflicted child is Williams ave., and the guests Baker sang a solo.
General
Cables
company.
ability .
. this scene was Walker, Juanita Arnold, Geor- Tenn., was the setting for the Miss Berta
C o x, Mrs. Marie equally necessary. Giving a included Mrs. Hattie Estes, a
made so cheerful with a bias_ gia Dancy
and "your scribe." ceremony which joined Miss Pugh Robinson, and Mrs. Win- child a chance to help himself former member of the board,
ing natural fire in their raised LITTLE CLUB
is very important."
Patricia Carolyn Shipp, daugh- nie Holland.
and a Memphian now living
fireplace. Even the bids bore
Again, The Little Club ter of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas The bridal attendants wore In conclusion Commissioner in Berkeley, Calif., and prethe artistic imprint of "Bill," sponsored their annual Christ- Shipp of Jackson, to Lynwood
identical dresses of pink and Farris said, "I offer you my sent members of the Board of
done in black and gold.
mas formal at The Flamingo Hunter, jr., son of Mrs. Birdie green brocade with matching cooperation, assistance a n d Shop Owners League.
Center of much hugs and on Wednesday night, and
this Hunter and the late Lynwood satin tunics, hats and slippers.
kisses and the focal point of genial group of young
matrons Hunter, sr., in marriage. The Th e y carried white frosted
attention were the Dumas' Zs- is noted for its warm
hospi- wedding took place Dec. 24 wedding bells.
telle and Ales, who came from tality and graciousne
ss in en- with Rev. J. M. Cunningham The two little flower girls
their home in Atlanta to spend tertaining its many
wore identical white brocade
friends. officiating.
the last half of the season
NOS Alla
We were again the guest of Decorating the church were dresses with white satin over•
SCOTT
with their Memphis friends. Mr. and Mrs. Charles
HONE SERVICE DIRECTOR AND HER STAFF I
Bodys, baskets of white gladioli and skirt and headdress.
Another popular out-of- and with their friends at their foliages. Five branched cande- Birdge Givens served as best
town couple were Cecile and table, we viewed from
man. Ushers were James
a per- labra held white tapers.
Atty. Eric Stringer of Pitts- feet vantage point the lovely Nuptial
Serve a hearty lunch of Cream of Carrot Soup and sand
music was presented Gr ime s, Johnnie Churchill,
burgh, Pa., Cede so vivacious gowns worn by the
wiches...a perfect cold weather pick-up for you and your
feminine by Mrs. Arva L. Robinson, or- James Montgomery, and Albert
and a natural beauty, were guests, and regaled in the
fun ganist, with Mrs. Joyce Wool- Keller.
youngsters. Carnation Evaporated Milk, the double-rich
the house guests of the Russell of watching the executions
of fork Pearson and Miss Ethel M r s. Shipp attended her
milk you can use so many ways, gives a creamy-richness
Sugarmons, Jr., he being a "The Twits" and its counter- Deberry singing solos.
daughter's wedding attired in a
and smoothness to the soup. Nourishing, colorful and de
classmate of Russ at Rutgers, part dances emanating
dusty rose lace dress w i th
The
bride,
given
in
marriage
from
licioua,this soup is SUM to become a family favorite. Try
and Cecile a classmate of the floor. Guests
are too by her father, was lovely in matching accessories. M rs.
It soon—and see for yourself the convenience and econ
Hunter, mother of the groom,
Laurie at Wellesley, both en- numerous to mention
h
e
r
ultra-mode
rn
gown
of
this
wore gray with matching acgaging visitors on the holiday week—but the fame
any of cooking with Carnation.
of this glowing nuwhite rayon and
party scene,
group which annually gives a satin brocade with long sleeves cessories. Both wore purple
throated
orchids.
THE CAMPBELLS
formal to dot the holiday scene tapering to points over the
With Floyd and Lil Camp- is in the public domain.
hands and the sweetheart neck- Immediately following t h e
ceremony
a reception was held
bell was their son Jesse's
THE DELTA MOTHERS line was accented by tiny white
beauteous mother-in-law, Mrs. admit publicly and privately covered buttons. T h e short in the church parlor. T h e
bride's table was covered with
shirt was
Walter R. Talbot (Kay) of that they acted like
school- flowing covered by along white linen cloth and centered
overskirt enhanced by
Jefferson City, Mo. and Cin- girls while engaging in
their
cinnati, Ohio, who could just annual Christmas Round-Ro large scallops at the hem line. by a beautiful three-tiered
b- Her finger-tip
veil of misty wedding cake, topped with a
as easily pass for her (laugh- in Party. The first course
was illusion was attached
ter's sister. Mrs. Talbot was served at the home
to a miniature bride and groom. The
of Dr. jewel crown. She carried
a cake was flanked by triple silvisiting after the beautiful and Mrs. W. 0. Speight,
MISS GLORIA MATHIS
Sr. white prayer book with white ver candelabra holding burnOpen House given by the at 1393 South Parkway
East orchid surrounded by feathered ing tapers.
Campbells the day before in ... with wine, hors
d'oeuvres carnations and streamers of Assisting with the hospitali- Mrs. Maud Mathis of 1424 Kappa Alpha sorority, a forhonor of the recently married and shrimp cocktail .
. . and white satin.
talities were Mrs. Helen Port- Sunset st., announces the en- mer university counselor and
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Campbell. continuing at the home
of Miss Linda Kay Shipp, sis- er, Mrs. Hazel Suggs, Miss gagement of her daughter, a member of the Pepperetts,
Alex Dumas'Polaroid camera Mrs. Beatrice McDowell
on ter of the bride, served as Alice Edmonds, Miss Mary Sain, Miss Gloria Mathis, to Kennel] a dance group of the university.
was busy recording the lik- Marjorie Circle for the
Miss Mary Holland and Miss Vinson, jr. The wedding will Vinson is the son of ICennell
main
nesse* of their friends in gay course—turkey and its
be Feb. 3, at St. Anthony Cath- Vinson, Sr., of 1069 Shaw and
accorn- young set, the successful Addie Ozier.
grouping to take back to ponying fare . . .
For her departure the bride olic church.
followed by dance was enthusiastically
the late Mrs. Lillie Vinson.
re- wore a black
Atlanta with them, and this much hilarity as gifts
dress
and
pearl Miss Mathis teaches at Doug- The prospective bridegroom
were ceived by the collegians and
cut quite a swarth in the mer- exchanged . . . and the
accessories
.
lass
At
her
school
shoulder
High
in the areas is a teacher at Douglass High
group their friends, and the dance
riment of the affair,
enjoyed inane games.
she wore the orchid from her of art and physical education. school and a graduate of TenOther guests were John and
Mrs. Houston Collier show- floor was the scene of intricate prayer book.
She
was
graduated
from nessee A & I State university.
interpretations of "The Twist,"
Walterine Outlaw, Atty. Veva ed the movies of last
year's done to music furnished by The couple will be at home Douglass High school in 1854 Reception
CREAM OF CARROT SOUP
will follow the
Young and her sister, Dora Y. party, which added to
in
Chicago.III
..
where
Mr.
and
HuntTennessee
A
&
I State
the Ben Branch and his orchestra.
makes 8 rape)
Walker of Chicago, Russell and enjoyment of the
wedding
er
is
now
at
employed
the
Top
Hat
and
with
university
the
in
1959.
She
received
event for Other contestants in the conLaurie Sugarmon and their Mrs. Katheryn
1/4 teaspoon white
4 cups firmly pocked
a citation in physical education. Tails club, 1608 South ParkMcFadden, test for Miss Collegiate were city education system.
aforementioned guests, Dr. Mrs. Alice Burchett,
grated carrots
Mrs. Clara the Misses Juanita Bridges. Directress of the wedding bhe is a member. of Alpha way East.
.PePP•r
Leland and Julia Atkins, Dr. Parks, Mrs. Ethel
was Mrs. Maggie Massey. notDouglas, Carolyn Wells, Ethel Sawyer
3 nips Aced onion
/
1
4 cup Hour
Frederick and Margaret Rivers Mrs. Speight Mrs.
ed charm consultant in JackMcDowell, and Arm Kirk.
4 cups water
1 % cups (large cart)
son.
and her dad, Dr. U. Mayfield Mrs. Ida Lenoir, Mrs.
Mary
2 tablespoons seasoned salt
andiluted CARNATION
of Fort Worth, Texas, Dr. Lindsey, Mrs. Roberta
Thomas,
Stanley and Sue Ish, Taylor Mrs. Julius Anderson,
2 tablespoons butter
EVAPORATED MILK
50 DOUBLE SHEETS
50 ENVELOPES
Mrs.
and Louise Ward, Dr. James Ruth Jones and Mrs.
1 teaspoon basil leaves
1 cup snipped parsley
World's finest stationery in color — blue, white or
Bertha
S. and Ophelia Byas, Addle Hooks.
nne. Printed with your name; address; city and state, Piece carrots, onion, water and
Into the noun Gradually add
Jones, Leroy and Betty Young, '114I88 COLLEGIATE"
salt in a large saucepan. Bring
Sour mixture and Carnation to
Legsye
Sugarmon,
whose
THE LINKS' COLLEGIATE
$1.50 per box
to a boil and Ammer about 30
the soup. Add parsley.Continue
spouse Russell, Sr. is con- HOP, the second
sponsored
minutes. Add butter, buil and
cooking, stirring constantly,
valescing from a recent illness, by the Memphis Chapter
pepper. Stir a little Carnation
of
about 5 minutes.
Dr. W. 0. and "Bootsie" Links, Inc., held at
Spiritualist Reader & Advisor
Curries
C-1116 Printed Is U.S.A. (12)
Speight, Dr. W. A. and Grace Club Tropicana last
Tuesday
"I GUARANTEE SUCCESS
Young, Atty. A. A. Latting, night, was an outstandin
g
who held much of the spot- success.
WHERE OTHERS FAIL"
light throughout the party, so
With gay collegians and
glad were we to have his
members of the prep school
I give you seldom failing adviceupon matters of life, such
cheerful countenance about set from all corners of
the naas love, courtship, marriage, divorce, law suits, speculaagain since his recent bout tions present, the event
saw
with the surgeon's knife, Her- the crowning of lovely
Miss tion and transactions of all kinds. I seldom fail to reignite
man and Leola Gilliam. Jewel Geraldine Gray of LeMoyne the separated, cause speedy and happy marriages
. OverGentry, Dr. W. W. and Marion college, as "Miss Collegiate
of come enemies, rivals, lovers' quarrels, evil habits, stumbGibson, Alma and Phil Booth, 1962, who raised UPS in the
ling blocks, and bad luck of all kinds. I lift you out of
Compare Our Meats & Vegetables
Dr. A. B. and Rachel Carter, Project which helps
sponsor sorrow and trouble and start you on the path
to happiness
John and Juanita Brinkley; several educational and
civic and prosperity
. There is no heart so sod or ly•uie so dreary
newly marrieds, Emmitt and affairs of the organizati
MP, HARVIA T WINTHROP •
on.
Johnetta Horsy -- the bride
Miss Gray was sponsored by that I connet bring it sunshine; in fact,.. manor whatmay
iii Fvfet.REEN APPNUE
with dazzling diamonds on Mrs. A. M. Walker,
(
v.6,0,..
and Mrs. be your hope, fear or ambition, I guarantee to tell It all beears, a "rock" pendant at the W. O. SPeight, Jr. members
fore you utter • word to me and after I am finished. If you
neck and worn with georgeous of the organisation.
Free Delivery
are not absolutely satisfied and I de not fulfill *very word
pearls, bewrapped in full
Runner ups were Miss Ann
and claim above, then you pay not a penny. LOOK FOR A
length mink coat and hat. No Hines of Tennessee State
Colter 70 .4// Our Cucuonerc!
U,
scarf was necessary for that sponsored by Mrs.
BROWN AND WHITE TRAILER WITH TWO LARGE BLACK
Frederick
6651 Michigan Avenue
outfit, to be sure! . . and Rivers and Mrs. J. E. Burke, HANDS----5 miles north of Millington on Highway 51 N. at
Patronize YOUR OWN
Taylor Hayes, whose Frances the latter of Forrest
Chicago 37, Illinois
City, Planks' Grocery. DO HOT BE MISLED BY ANY OTHER
had just hied away to Fort Ark.; and Miss Delores Jordan READERS
WE ALSO CARRY A FULL LINE OF:
. LOOK FOR MADAM DONNA.
Smith to visit her family there of LeMoyne College, who
Neighborhood Grocer
Informal metes — 34 notes — 36 envelopes $1.50 per
was
boa
Hours are 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Daily end Sunday
for a few days and 'your sponsored by Mrs. James
cmodeental stripes — assorted, pink or yellow
S.
scribe."
Tuesday Is My Day Off
•
Byas and Mrs. Phillip Booth.
24 motes and 24 envelopes ELM per has.
1143 Welker Av•.
Sallies gumbo was delicious, Strictly an affair for
Mansford TowWH 8-0404
the PH. TE 7-3652
SEND ME(II OR MONEY ORDER.
•

• BY MARJORIE I. ULEN

Miss Marie Martin Exchanges
Vows With Wallace J. Reed

Former Miss Patricia Shipp
Becomes Mrs. Lynwood Hunter
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Echoes are still coming in tante to society by her parents
from the holidays and as is the in an elaborate setting during
old custom, caroling does much the holidays.
for shut-ins. It was a joyous TEENAGERS
occasion on Christmas Eve when Teen-agers weren't left out
the 16 member Youth Choir of for it proved a wonderful holiLiberty CME church serenaded day for them too. The noted
Sohn Bond jr., son of Mr. and youth group, "The La Cheres"
Mrs. Sohn M. Bond, sr. on Mid- started the ball rolling with a
ileton st., with Christmas car- party on Christmas night at
ols. With all the Christmas at- the Jackson Recreation Centel
mosphere in the lovely home on Institute. They were happy
of the Bonds, the members en- to have three former member,
toyed Christmas cookies, boiled present, Misses Shirley Greene,
custard, nuts and candies. They Patricia Hampton, and Barbara
were accompanied by their di- Hadley. Present members are
rectress, Mrs. Edna White and Mary Katherine Jones, Martha
Jones, Dwan Gilmore, Rhoda
pastor, Rev. Odem,
In Jackson for the holidays Beasley, Janice Bell. Eleanor
was Mrs. Lucille Jordan Faye R e d d. Angelyn Craft, LIVING DOLLS, this Memphis llama, LeVerne Brandon, Taylor, Beverly Hooks. PhoeChurcher of Cleveland, Ohio, Mary Bond, and Theresia Wo- chapter of Co-cites. Inc., pre- Lydia Campbell, first alter- be Weaver, Sally* Bowman.
Jacqueline Linda Hargraves, Yoanne
sented their annual Charity nate
winner;
visiting with her parents, Mr. mack.
and Mrs. James Jordan and Then came the Jack and Jill Ball in the LeMoyne College Broadnax, "Miss Co-Ette of Jordan, Joan Hargraves. Jana
sister and husband, Dr. a n d Teen-age group who are super- commons, and the event was 1962"; Elie* Reese, second al- Davis. and Anne Burford.
Mrs. A. Z. Maney. In addi- vised by Mrs. M. L. Womack. highlighted with the crown- ternate to Miss Co-Ette; Members not on hand for
tion to attending several af- They entertained friends also ing of "Miss Co.Eite." Mem- Rickey jean McGraw, Pov- photograph were Carolyn
bers seen with the winner, erty Guy and Roger House. Brandon and Paulette Brinkfairs. Mrs. Churcher along with at the Recreation Center.
seated from left, are Misses Standing, same order, are ley.
Mrs. Oliver Pruitt Combs were On Thursday night. the Jack
department
Recreation
n
o
s
Yvonne Owens, Myrna Wil- Misses Irene Taylor. Sandra
feted with a dinner party in
Merry
the
at
party
a
sponsored
the home of Mr. and Mrs. S.
where
gymnasium
school
high
M. Bond. Mrs. Combs, formerly
of Jackson, was also visiting the teen-age center is held
weekly.
for the holidays.
Entertaining in homes were
PLENTY EXCITEMENT
The lovely home of Mr. and Miss Maxine Ltisby and Miss
Mrs. R. L. Gibbs, Sr., was the Janice Bell, the latter a slumsetting for another Christmas ber party, bringing in the New
dinner where guests included Year.
Mrs. Maggie K. Smith, Mr. Q. GOOD LUCK
Among the college students
WITH UNCF CHAIRMAN — current drive for $15.000 for LeMoyne college; Miss Anne Perry, Mrs. Marie Penn, Mrs.
home for the holidays were Edand
Mr.
and
Praither,
Louise
"Miss
After being crowned
the United Negro College Burford, president of the
lie Forte, Chester McKinney.
Co-Ette of 1962," Miss Jac- Fund, to which the chapter club; Miss Broadnax, Wil- Mrs. S. M. Bc..1
Friday night was dance time Charles and Lloyd Buchannan.
Broadnax was con- of Co-Ettes presented a cheek liams. and Miss Erma Lee
Reginald and Shirley Greene.
gratulated by A. C. Williams, for $500. Also on the picture Laws. sponsor of Co-Ette for dance lovers when t h e Kay Perne. Albert Johnson and
Madison County teacher's Assecond from left, co-chairman with her are, from left, Dr. club.
sociation held its annual affair Carol Booth from Tennessee
with Edwin Dalstrom of the Hollis F. Price, president of
at the Lane college gymnasium. State, Loretta Jean Kirkendoll
Music was furnished by Phil- and Eloyd Thomas from Fisk,
Jacque C. Cole and Mary Helen
lip Reynolds and his band.
A GUIDE 10 GOOD
Guests in the home of Mrs Phelps from Knoxville College
Jeffie Bell Hearnton for the Cleo Thomas from University of
Yuletide season were Linda and Tennessee. Annie Wortham and
Little Debbie Holdiness, Mrs. Edna Womack from Tuskegee,
Hearnton's grand children from G ill Anderson, Clyde Jones,
gy
• TEEN WHIRL
Studious—Leon Hurd and
Ill. They are the Reginald Page, a n d Linda
Chicago,
GRACE WIILIAMS
During the brief holidays Beverly Guy.
daughters of Mr. and Mrs. Gus Reid from Owens and many
Many students of our school Talented—Evertina Roderick
more I missed seeing. I'm sure.
nloldiness.
threw swinging pre- or post- and Isaac Hayes.
plenty I did get a visit from John
from
home
Arriving
Mr. Music—Elmer Harrison. INVENTORY TIME
Christmas parties. These parexcitement in Milwaukee, Wis., Ernest Jackson, who is also at
Miss Music—Lenora Thomas. Every successful business was Mrs. Daisy R. Shaw, who Tennessee State and Cornelius
ties and activities were not
Physique — Leroy Holmes man takes inventory at the be- attended the "coming out" ball kskew, who is now doing gradlimited to students for several
ginning of the year and figures
clubs on our campus also in- and Helen Coleman.
for Roy Etta Jones, daughter uate work there.
Personality—Delores Benton his assets and liabilities. If of Mr. and Mrs. Roy "Poe" After so much good eating,
cluded in their busy schedules
this is good for business then
at least one activity. Among and James Phillips.
Jones, formerly of Jackson. it was kind of nice to get down
Friendliest — Beverly Allen who will argue that it isn't Miss Jones, an 18 year old to hog jowl and black eyed
the party-throwers were these
equally as good a practice for freshman at Mount Mary col- peas on New Year's to bring
ubs and students of Manas- and John Greene.
Leadership — Gwendolyn the lady who manages a home. lege, was presented as a debu- that bit of luck you know.
Robinson and Henry Mont- The assets that are important
.
TOPS
to the homemaker are not so
The Top Gentlemen and their gomery.
Witty—Marva Lovelace and tangible that they can be
Ladyships threw a cool precounted 1-2-3, or listed in
Christmas party at the home James Flagg.
Quietiest — James Cox and terms of dollars and cents.
of Alton Crowder, one of the
When the homemaker takes
club's members. During in- Pearl Jones.
Flirtiest — Claudia Nevels inventory she is concerned
termission awards and presenwith bright eyes; a smooth,
tation of club queen were ac- and James Cross.
Athletic—Mattie James and satin complexion; a well-built
knowledged.
physique; and big pretty
Rudolph Myers.
Beverly Hooks and Verdia
smiles—assets that show a
JUICY TIDBITS
Joe Joyner, who is your girl
By MARY EDWARDS and
Foster, both juniors here at
Beverly Hooks and Charles family is physically sound.
now?
THOMASINE DOUGLAS
Manassas, after enjoying a
home
know
Good
managers
Chester Nunnally how long
Hello. Back again is Mary
merry Christmas, entertained DeGraffenreid (swing forever) that food is an important factor
Ronald Duncan should be a
Edwards and Thomasine Dou- have you been dancing now?
seniors and juniors at their
keeping
in
members
family
member of the Highway
reporters Well can you do the rotation?
homes these too, like the other
physically sound. Food con- glas your roving
welcomed by their captivat- Anita Westbrook of NashPatrol!
around Douglass High.
Milton Hardy did you know VISITING CO-ETTES-- Two
parties were enjoyed by all
to
mental,
tributes
physical,
. From ville: and Eleanor Faye WilNashville ing young host
Catherine Peyton and Isaac
the
of
members
freshseveral
CLUB
ELITE
are
that their
-present.
liams, who reigned as "Miss
Hayes could in reality become. and emotional health. A pleaof Douglass men interested in you? Well chapter of Co-Ettes, Inc., left are Misses Sylvia Wilclub
Elite
The
Birthday parties were also in "tight".
sant atmosphere or environfor the an- liams, president of the chap- Co-Ette of 1961." (Withers
Memphis
to
came
premaking
now
is
it?
school
know
high
we
order for Coby Smith and his
of the ter in 1961; Dorothy Fort and Photos)
Barbara Kimble is "queen" ment while eating gives a sense
annual New
Helene Flippin have you nual Charity Ball
family threw a surprise birth- not only in the eyes of Billie of well-being and togetherness. parations for its
Rosie heard about H. C's crush on Memphis chapter, and were
Miss
program.
Year's
day party for one of his Moore but in the eyes of her
Food per se is not the probCher- you?
-brothers just home for the brothers the Top Gentlemen! lem that faces todays' home- Dillard's president; Miss
gins; Clara Barton Health club,
Tim Warr do you actually
ly Scott, vice president; and
holidays from the University
to
makers,
how
rather
but
A. L. Moore: it has been said
Mrs. Rebecca Tate; Busy Bee
and Miss believe that we think that you
Johnson
T.
E.
Mrs.
Of Kansas, Herbert Smith.
choose foods that will keep
that you have possibilities!
Art and Social club, Mrs.
Rose Thomas advisors.
are as lonely as you pretend?
DOUBLE TEN
Virginia Duckworth tried to the family physically sound. WE JUST GOTTA' KNOW
Blanche Davis; East McL,egiven that
you
have
Seniors
The Double Ten society, al- be a "snob" at a recent party FOOD GROUPS
more Charity club, Mrs. Mary
James still big question that was placed
Authur
Does
The daily food guide or the
ays finding the time to have during the holidays!
Davis; Cheerful Circle, Malittle sopoho- upon you any consideration?
cute
this
claim
mething big; threw a post
Luvenia McIntrye'sicrush on basic four food groups, as it more? Huh.
dame G. S. M. Young.
Well then do.
, Christmas party. The D. T.'s "Ed" is finally ;ading away! is often called, is the answer.
And Lola C. Byas club, Mrs.
Lustey why were
have you realYvonne
Griffin
Clyde
entertained their brothers past Jack Miller is real dramatic! The guide was developed by
Etta Page; Merry Circle, Mrs.
ly decided to choose just one you so eager to get acquainted
and present. Then later enGeorgia Brown is sporting nutritionists to relieve busy girl?
club.
Bessie Rice; Leath Social club,
The City Federation of Col- school glee
with Beverly's cousin at the
tertained themselves in a a jazzy hi-bulk Walsh sweater! homemakers from pondering
ored Women's Clubs of Mem- The club house was given Mrs. Mary Lou Taylor; PhylWallace Edwards, how are Manassas Christmas Party?
over vitamins, minerals, etc. If
slumber party at the home of TEEN TOP TUNES
Florine Avery can you re- phis will celebrate the 11th an- to the Federated club by the lis Wheatley club, Miss I. S.
you and yours?
.D. T. Martel Weaver.
"I Wanna Tell You He's foods are chosen daily from
call Monday night, December niversary of the establishment late Mrs. Lelia Walker, better Greenlee; Hiawatha Art and
four
the
of
groups
each
food
Mine,"
Roderick
Diggs
and
Seen at the party having a
Social club, Mrs. Lillian Scott;
of the Lelia Walker clubhouse
25, 1961?
all our nutritional require- be eaten to provide the
Walker, in Queen Esther club, Mrs. J. H.
good time were Billie Moore, Kay Joy.
during a program to be held known as Mrs. J. E.
amounts of calcuim one would CAN YOU BELIEVE
will
ments
met.
be
"Sensational"
Iva
organization
Jackson
the
d
n
a
Quincy Billups, William WalkLavender; Hooks Edwards
That George Carr will keep at the house at 719 Walker 1950,
The foods are grouped to- have gotten from milk. A oneer, Clarence Nelson, Rudolph and Chester Taylor.
afternoon, shows its apreciation for the club, Mrs. M. L. Robinson; Las
cube of Cheddar-type his New Year's resolution? ave., on Sunday
inch
that
the
gether
about
furnish
"A
Thing
of
the
on
held
Past,"
program
Dea
with
gift
Myers, Osbern Taylor, Vance
Bas De Sole, Miss Freddie
Jan. 14, starting at 4 p.m.
cheese equals two thirds cup That is if he made one.
Moore, Larry Blanchard, El- lores Benton and Larry Bing- same nutrients, but they vary
Guest speaker at the observ- the second Sunday of January Jones: Christian Ladies, Mrs.
in the amounts they provide of milk; one-half cup of cot- that she is Madam Pompadour?
year.
each
mer Harrison, Johnnie Greene, ham (W. C.)
Inez Glenn, and Ruth Circle,
That Gloria Wilkes thinks ance will be Louis B. Hobson,
cheese equals one-third
Elwood Reams, Henry Mont- "Letter of Tears," Ava Hurd in a serving. They are enough tage
of Manassas high PUBLIC INVITED
Mrs. Rebecca Tate.
principal
popular
most
the
is
she
that
alike that we can make dif- cup milk; ,
gomery, Jeff Brown, Elmo and Quincy Billups.
school. The music will be fur- According to Mrs. Marie
Douglass?
around
girl
cream
of
tablespoons
Two
ferent selections from a group
Logan, Charlie Morris, Vernon
That Gloria Deener is under nished by the Carver high Adams, president of the City
with the assurance that our cheese equal one tablespoon
Hatch, Matthew Robertson,
Federation, the program will
impression that she is
the
of
cup
one-half
and
milk,
choices will contribute their of
James Flagg, Billie Dots, Marlast only one hour, and the
Dignity?
Miss
YKW.
one-fourth
equal
cream
share of nutriment toward a ice
vin Alexander, Curtis Owens,
public is invited to be present. WASH., D. C.—Mow a remarkable
Barbara Acox and
TOP COULPES
cup of milk.
good diet.
stormed
Willie C. Owens, Joan BingIt is sponsored by the Trustee remedy. called PUSH, hay 4,proven ingredi.
Smith.
Darnell
alterand
Hardy
Milton
and
Meat
II.
Group
Let's take a look at the
ents, quickly relieves in pains. heartburn,
ham, Beverly Allen, GwenBoard.
GIRLS
TOP
Harvey.
of
sources
belching,
Elaine
nausea,
excellent
sleeplessness
due
are
tO icid
nates
groups and see what they ofdolyn Ficklin, Georgia Brown,
Organizations andlheir pres- Indigestion. PUSH soothes the stomach fast,
Freida Woodall.
high quality protein. They also over our column?
fer.
misery goes. you sleep nights! Try last•acling
Jerline Shaw, Helen Kinnard,
Fedthe
to
belong
who
idents,
Barbara Townsend.
PUSH it once 49e at druggists It's anus.
That Patricia Postel (su-ggGroup I. Milk and other furnish iron, thiamine, ribo.Evelyn Gates, Ernestine and
erated clubs are Annie Brown Ind Art PUSH will de ha pow stamaeld
Sandra Long.
ar) is the brain around Doudairy products. This group is flavin and niacin.
Xmma
Hollowell,
Marieta
HigL.
A.
Mrs.
club,
Health
Gwen William.
Group III. Vegetables and glass?
responsible for over eighty per
Wells,
Roderick,
Evertina
Lonely Crawely.
That Lois William thinks
cent of our calcium. Unless fruits furnish a large portion
11wendolyn Robinson, Bonita
0
Beyerly Anderson.
That James Kincaide will
and C.
Members of General Remodelcrs of Memnhis
<
ames, Martel Weaver, Glen- The annual stockholders some milk is used each day, it of vitamins A
Granvilla Harris.
Group IV. Breads and cer- find s eone new?
doline Warren, Celeste Mc- meeting of the Tri-State Bank is difficult to get the amount
Gloria Knox.
eals, especially whole-grain, That avid Neely still have
Kinney and Gwendolyn John- of Memphis was held in the of calcium we need.
Annie Bell Braswell.
his heart for YKW?
enriched and restored kinds, a place
Assembly room of Universal SOURCE OF CALCIUM
son.
goes
Mae Rooks.
Freddie
energy, That Jp Ann Hooper
food
for
valued
are
Life
Insurance
company.
In
to
addition
calcium
is
it
GRACIOUS LADIES
TOP BOYS
with Cherles Brown?
iron.
and
B-vitamins
a
source
valuable
protein,
of
Reports at the meeting inAt the beginning of the holiJames Garner.
AudreAlVtes is the queen
Food from the food guide
days the Gracious Ladies en- dicated 'that during last year riboflavin, and other minerals
Robert Weaver.
of the big pple?
meals
three
our
into
fit
easily
DELUXE COMBINATION ALUMINUM DOORS
and
The
vitamins.
homogenizthe
bank's
resources increased
tertained their past Gracious
William Henderson.
Rosie Dillard wants to take
your
For
eating.
of
way
day
a
533.95 WITH THIS AD
milk
ed
Memphis
the
on
to
$235,000
$4,235,000 and the
Ladies sisters at the home of
Hopson.
Maurice
and
Stamts
Bob
guide
their advisor, Miss R. Eddins. deposits went up by $18n,000 market is fortified with vita- personal copy of this
Tomas,
Charles
Wilscifs.
Mary
write or call the Memphis
min D.
Fiber Glass Av.nings and Carports
Betty Hurst is club president. to $3,672,000.
Warren Brown.
Dairy Council, 135 No. Pauline. Clifford Dlite and
WHO'S WHO
Combination Doors - Painting and Papering
The net earnings per share When cheese and ice cream
Popuiar—Billie Doss and An- before income taxes was $20.01 replace milk, enough should JAckson 13-7303.
Aluminum and Insulated Siding - Roofing - Insulation
nie R. Phillips.
1.under 0,,c0 01
Atilatra itlast year as compared to $17.76
Garages - Fences - Ornamental Iron Work
Brains—Jerline Shaw and for 1960.
Screens - Windows - Floor and Plastic Tile
Terry Edwards.
During 1961 the bank debits
Patios • Driv.ways - Fr** EstIroato•
home deli:ered
' Attractive—Helen Kinnard. increased $2,129,000 or 11 per
FHA and Conventional Terms
milk
, Handsome—Vance Moore. cent, and the bank clearings
• Lady-like—Betty Hurst.
Wii 8-1079
went up 62 per cent to $5,327,If You Have Any Trouble Whatsoever
Debonair—Calvin Joyner.
each time you buy 2 half-gallons o
000.
' Best-dressed—Celeste
McA dividend of $6.50 per share
In Getting Driver's license
;inney and Osbern Taylor.
was declared by the Board of
, Neat—Ernestine Hollowell, Directors to be paid to stockGeorgia Brown, and Benjamin holders of record as of Dec. 31,
Malone.
1961.
AT YOUR FOOD STORE
• Loquacious — Evelyn Gates
At the same meeting, all diii
CO., INC. OF MEMPHIS
and Elmo Logan.
rectors and officers were reMost likely to emceed — elected. A. Mabeo Walker is
1211 SOUTH PARKWAY EAST
Marieta Wells and Carl Maple, president of the bank.
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Bouffant Hairdo On Its Way Out?

S.

Popular Hostess, Ozee Mai Parker Regales
Smart Set At Lavish,Gay, Holiday Fete

Is the bouffant hairdo on its down into a wdeep V. or widow's
way out? Two voices in fashion peak in the center of the
indicate so. Michel Kazan, a brow. Models at the Norman
New York hairdresser, endors- Norell
spring fashion show
ed the upsweep done with
large sausage curls over all wore flat, short hairdos, which
the head except at the fore- looked a great deal like those
head. Here, he pasted the hair of the flapper:, of the 1920's.
—• -

0.

The swanky South Prairie Ethel Jones and Mrs. Josephine
Other guests were Rev. B. ley, George Jackson, Miss
ave. home of Ozee Mai Parker Davis.
Young. Mrs. Ann Osbourne, Mr. ha Shanks, Mr. and Mrs. K,ng,
was the scene of lavish a n d Other guests
included George and Mrs. Vernon L. Barker, Mrs. D. Nelson and M. Woodgala festivities last Friday eve- Harris, Miss
Clarissa Wolcott, Leon Williams, Richard McFar- berry
ning when the popular hostess Mr. and
Mrs. Ira Scales, Carlentertained a multitude of ton
Hamilton, M r• s. Lucille
friends to close the gay holi- Brooks, Mrs.
Earl Boone, Mr.
day season.
and Mrs. William Nixon, Capevening was the seven course tain and Mrs. Al Wilson ane
The crowning feature of the Dr. and Mrs. Higgis.
ELIZABETH
ABE
RTidHley,
CITY,
maN
caf.—
ester N.C. is the daughter of Dr.
dinner that was lavishly preAlso present were Cecil Yolanda
and Mrs. Walter N. Ridley.
pared.
McClellan, Eugene Smith, Sgt. college's first Negro "Queen Her father is president of ElizChampagne was served dur- a n d Mrs. Don Butler, Mrs. of the Scots," recently
under abeth City State Teachers
ing the entire evening to the Hazel Walker, Mrs. Louise Ov- went surgery
at the St. Jo College.
many guests some of whom erall, Weaver Smothers, Mrs. seph's Hospital in
St. Pul
Mrs. Ridley, a native of St.
were Jean Hunt, Nancy Hunt, Frank Willes, Mrs. Georgia Lee Minn.
Paul and graduate of MacalMrs. Ann Thomas, John Burns, Versay Finch, Mr. and Mrs. She had reigned over the ester College, was with her
Johnson, Mr. and Mrs. Claude Homecoming festivities in Oct.
Clarice Wells, Sgt. and Mrs.
daughter when the operation
Scott and Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Miss Ridley, 19 year old
was performed. Don LeRoy,
William McCall„ Reba Wells, Jamison.
senior from Elizabeth City the 'Queen's" thirteen year old
brother, will leave Elizabeth
City on December 20, to spend
the Christmas holidays 1110
the mending Yolanda.
When word got around the
"Twin-Cities" that Yolahda
had been nominated by the
senior class for selection as
Queen at this college with a
Scottish tradition, an employee
of. the college is reported to
have started a "Pray for Yolanda to Win" campaign. News
now is that the community
has once again started a
"prayer campaign" - this time
it's "Prey for the speedy recovery of Yolanda - Queen of
the Scots."

Macalester College 'Queen
Of Scots' Undergoes Surgery

WITHTHEpicturesque
spiral staircase with its lush
red velvet carpeting forming
the brilliant frame for this
portrait of the Up-To-Deters
whose recent yuletide party
In the charming House on

the Root of the Sherman
Hotel in downtown Chicago
the resplendent setting the
charming bevy of young club
women record a beautiful
moment in its party giving
annals. Pacing Up-To-Deters'

activities is the dynamic and
ber, in exquisite black crogracious president Mildred
chet knit sparkling with jet
embroideryr Helen Simms,
Gaines (at foot of the stairs)
vice president in an original
in an original theatre ensemble of silver brocade, the
from Saks Fifth Avenue,
stunning black crepe and
jacket trimmed in cerulean
mink. Others just as lavishly
peau de sole with side pouf:
gowned are Up•To-Daters Laurette Drayton, reporter,
Claire Matthews, secretary. also in a Sue Lewis original
who donned a svelte Rissuir of black and gold brocade:
in black the long torso Fon: Langrum, business
lavishly bead embroidered: manager. who choose a pale
Audrey Hinton, sponsor, in
blue gown from Bernadine
an original theatre ensemble Carrickett's South Center
the jacket trimmed in luxu- collection featuring the Jacrious ranch mink: °Riedel' kie Kennedy irsruence and
Green, treasurer in a Sue Florine Boggan, in a B. J.
Lewis original of hot pink (Webb) original of red silk
silk brocade; Hattie Eaton. brocade with jet floral dewearing an Edna Wills ori- sign with which she wore a
ginal of emerald satin; Ruby
miniature pillbox of the
Middleton, honorary mem- same fabric.
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Jeanette Smith
Club Holds
Yule Party

The Jeanette Smith Edu.
tional and Civic club held
annual yuletide dinner part
in the home of the president,
Mrs. Nannie Grant on South
Parkway. After carol singing
and games members were
ushered into the dining room.
There a Sumptuous repast
had been spread, including the
traditional turkey and all .of
the season's delicacies.
Mrs. Carol Drew, chairman,
and her committee were graciA RESPLENDENTLY GOWN- House on the Roof of t Ii e
Martina Rousseau, Mrs. Mat- ous hostesses.
ED group of femmes and Hotel Sherman in downtown t h •
Guests who joined in the
w s' mother, in brown
their equally dapper a n d Chicago. Among them were
swirl print chiffon over blush festivities included Mesdames
year's work.
dashing escorts enjoyed the guests of the Up-To-Daters'
pink; Veola Molsby, w h o Agnes Thornton, president of
The 1961 special effort com- conviviality and camaraderie Claire Matthews,
secretary donned gold lame; Elisabeth the Chicago and Northern
mittee, headed by Mesdames of the Up-To-Daters "black
(second from left) and in• Hewlin, in royal blue taffeta District Association of Club
Crizant Bahram and Martha tie" party in the charming , dudes
Mesdames Celia Jones. a n d Ann Fooks. in black Women; her vice presidents
Hawkins, presented to the
Gussie Monroe, Myrtle Mccocktail length crepe.
chapter a beautiful electric
Kenzie and Georgia Cowan.
altar.
Mrs. C. Robinson and 241111
Grace Lee Stevens, Mrs. Del
Ruth Hayes and Mrs. W. L.
Moore were also among the
honored guests.
Gifts were presented to all,
and included a beautiful serv"The Negro's Contribution quired to place their name,
the authority on Negro history; ice tray which was presented
to American Culture" is the name of the school, grade and Mrs.
Maudelle Bousfield, out- to the president, Mrs. Grant.
challenging and provocative room at the beginning of the standing
educator,
retired Mrs, Jimmie Powers is publicisubject of the Negro History essay.
principal of the Wendell Phil- ty chairman.
Essay contest offered by the OTHER
lips high school and former
REQUIREMENTS
Martha Ruggles PTA, it was
Neatness and good presenta- Garden editor of the Chicago USEFUL ITEM
disclosed this week by the tion
Toss a roll of paper towels
will be considered im- Daily Defender, and Mrs. 011ye
chairman, Mrs. Betty J...King.
portant; all references, sources Marr Coffin, chief librarian at into the car for the winter
The contest, offered to foster of material, bibliographies,
etc., Hall branch, who is a noted season. Kleenex towels are
interest in the heritage and used in preparation
useful for wiping headlights
also are dramatist.
achievements of Negroes in required.
Working with Mrs. King on and windshields and for wipAmerica, is open to elemenThere will be first and the Martha Ruggles PTA ing snow and water from the
tary school students in the 6th second
place awards in each Essay Contests committee are floor of the car.
through 8th grades.
grade in addition to an award Mesdames Dorothy Thomas,
Lois Love, Lucille McKinley,
Suggested fields of research of honorable mention.
Lee Reed, Daisy Poindexter,
include science, medicine, eduJudges are Samuel Stratton, Walter
cation, law, military achieveLegrand and Gloria
lecturer
and Fields.
ment, government, music, jour- distinguished
—
nalism, religion, literature,
sports, arts, social welfare,
labor, civil rights, entertainment, business and associated
fields.
JAN. 15 DEADLINE
The deadline for turning
in essays to the homeroom
teacher is Jan. 15.
Essays should have a minimum of 500 words, may be
ROSALIE
written in long hand in pen
SCOTT
HOME SERVICE DIRECTOR AND HER STAFF
I
or typed. Entrants are re-
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Western Lights Hold
Election Of Officers
Never be uncertain
Always be SAFE
A wa s say
To
Perspiration Odors

Naafis,Effective Cream Deodorant

GUEST DESIGNER Raymond Hudd, whose original
chapeaux creations will be
featured when the Volunteer
Service Guild of Provident
hospital presents "Chapeaux
Extravaganza" Ith annual
fashion sho w in Roberts
Show Club, Sunday between
5 and 9 p.m. — (F. S.)

Pattern
Figure-Conscious Sheath
By Oleg Cassini

The Western Light chapter
No. 115, O.E.S. held its election
of officers at a recent meeting with Milton Driver, past
Worthy Patron of the chapter
and at present the Worshipful
Master of Western Light lodge
No. 30, F.R.M. officiating.
The-Officers for the 1962 slate
are Mrs Gertrude Ro be rson, Worthy Matron; Leroy
Kindrick, Worthy Patron; Mrs.
Esther ,Nance, associate matron; Daniel Parker, associate
patron; Mrs. Martha Hawkins,
treasurer:
Mrs. Mary Fulth, secretary;
Mrs. Agnes Oliver conductress;
Mrs. Darnella Allen, associate
conductress; Mrs. Claudia
Smith, Adah;
Tirs. Artelia Watkins, Ruth'
Mrs. Margaret Parker. Esthe7
Mrs. Fannie White, Marth,
Mrs. Lucille Blackman, Elects
Mrs. Cassie Carpertier. assistant secretary: Mrs. Annie
Orange, chaplain; Mrs. Crizant
Bahram, marshall;
Mrs. Etta Mae Franklin,
warden and Milton Driver,
sentinel.
Mrs. Cassie Carpentier, the
1961 Worthy Matron, made an
excellent report on the past

Tailored Look
Designer Norman Norell adds
a daytime tailored look to
evening clothes. His spring
collection included floor length
costumes with long-sleeved,
button cuffed blouses topping
dirndl-like skirts. The two
joined at the waistline with a
wide belt, which is Norell's
1962 trademark. The skirts usually had pleated fronts.

RugglesPTA Launches Negro History
Essay Contest In Elementary Grades
•

CARNATION
COOKING HINTS
aygg‘

DEPUTY MAYOR of Bronzeville John Earl Lewis will join
the Dress Horsemen Sunday
when t hey appear as giant
Sooth•• p•ts list, models during "Chapeaux Exprotects skis, speeds travaganza" fashion revue preh•altos. A household
sioesulty. Rig we iSt. sented by the Volunteer SerNature's Pest Petroleum Jelly vice Guild of Provident hospital. Lewis also is president
MOROLINIII of
the club.

Hot Crease

BURNS

F'or asparagus at its best...serve it with
Mock Hollandaise
Sauce! Because it's made with Carnation
Evaporated
Milk, this sauce is extra-rich and smooth.
Only about
ialf the water has been removed from fresh
milk to give
carnation its cream -like consistency.
Use Carnation
often for never-a-lump sauces and
gravies, meat dishes,
gelatin salads and desserts. Make cooking
easy, fun and
delicious.., cook with Carnation!

(
PRINTED PATTERN

40

A 749
SIZES 10-20

Ccsu

It's the figure-conscious look for 1962—and Oleg Cassini
is the
designer who has known always how to shape the
news with
genius. There are no frills, no ,tricks, no fuss to Printed Pattern
A749—just pure and simple figure praise. And what more
could
any woman want? It's so beautifully understated, you can
wear this sheath for almost any occasion depending on the
fabric you choose. Cotton or linen make a city-slick daytime
sheath—gleaming silk, an alluring dinner dress.
Printed Pattern A749 is available in Misses' Sizes 10. 12,
, 14, 18, 18 and 20. Size 16 requires 3% yards 35-inch fabric.
•
Send ONE DOLLAR for Printed Pattern A749 to Chicago
! Daily Defender, Pattern Department, P. 0. Box 59, Old Chelsea Station, New York 11, N. Y. Please print plainly YOUR
RAM ADDRESS with ZONE, STYLE NUMBER and SIZE.
Next Week—Watch for a Prominent Designer Pattern by
Richard Cole.

36 W. RANDOLPH STREET
Now you can do away with
hot irons and h a v• natural
looking straight hair set in the
latest styles by calling AN 32487 and making an appointment.
All work done by trained
registered operators.
HUNDREDS OF SATISFIED CUSTOMERS

HAVEN'T YOU HEARD ABOUT ITT

Call today AN 3-2487 ask for Bessie
0.8•••••••••••.
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Not even Nero's flaming
rage could produce the equal
of Canepa's Red Cross Maoaroni. Ita production is limited to America, though its
secret came from Italy. Enjoy real Italian style with
famousRed Cross Macaroni,
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DRESS HOSSEIEJUI David
Wood will be among the group
of dapper young melee who will
appear as guest models Sunday when the Volunteer Service Guild of Provident hospital
gives its 7th anneal rovue_in
Roberts Show C I u b. Other
Dress Horsemen to appear are
Preston Revers jr.. Hayes Mays,
Richard David a n d Vernet!
Smith.

MOCK HOLLANDAISE SAUCE
Malip.s about I cups)
1 tablespoon butter
1 cup undiluted CARNATION
1 tablespoon flour
EVAPORATED MILK
Vs teaspoon salt
7 egg yolks
% teaspoon pepper
2 tablespoons melted butter
3 tablespoons lemon Woe
Melt I tablespoon butter in sauce- constantly. Remove from
heat
pan over low heat. Add flour,salt Beat in egg yolks. Gradually
and pepper. Stir until smooth, beat in melted butter and
lemon
Slowly add carnation. Continue juice. Serve at once on
cooked
cooking until thickened, stirring hot asparagus or broccoli.
1411
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DEFENDER

HAMILTON A&I Students Win Right To
HIGH Hearing, 13 Were Dismissed
NEWS For Going On Freedom Rides

Geeter Hi News Letter
By

s 00
King,
Wood-

George Hewlitt III

Federal on a state disciplinary reguNEW YORK
Judge William E. Miller of lation of April 8, 1963, which
Nashville, Tenn., ruled last authorized him te dismiss any
week in favor of 13 Tennessee student "arrested and convictA. & I. university students who ed on charges involving perwere summarily dismissed last sonal misconduct."
Here I am again to inform June for participating in FreeThe students did not learn al
you nn the latest happenings dom Rides from Nashville to their dismissal
until almost a
around the Big "H."
Jackson, Miss.
month later. All thirteen were
Hi guys and dolls. Here we The dancers were Patricia
TEEN OF WEEK
District Judge Miller ordered jailed approximately 30 days
are hitting the scene to bring Sinclair, Reecie Saulsberry,
Stepping into the limelight that the Negro students are en- in Mississippi after their aryou the latest happenings in Dorothy Strong and Donna
this week is a very charming titled to a hearing and notice rests in Jackson.
and around our hallowed halls Rogers. The chorus had a very
and versatile young lady who of the charges against them be- When the students were
reof learning. Are you ready? important part in the opera
is member of the junior class. fore action is taken on the leased from jail and returned
Goad, let's get down to busi- also. Others who took part. in
She is Miss Dorothy James, grounds of misconduct.
to Nashville, they requested,
ness.
the necessary preparations for
who resides with her parents, The students received a letter and finally received an audience
DRAGONS VICTORIOUS
the production were James
Mr. and Mrs. William James, from President W. S. Davis of with President Davis who inThe Geeter "Dragons" played Gailey, Cecil Mitchell, Miss
Tennessee A. & I. on June I, formed them that
Sr., at 1531 Gold ave.
the action Of
Capleville High just before Elizabeth Burton, Mrs. Hattie
In religious life she is a 1961, notifying them that they the school's disciplinary oatsschool recessed for the Christ- Hudson, Mrs. Mary Robinson,
were
suspended
for
misconduct
member of the St. Matthews
mittee was
aims holidays. The Dragons and Miss Corilla Gray.
and could not return for the state policy. mandatory under
Baptist church.
They were told
ler downed Capleville 76-68. That Well, who's the main perschool year of 1961-62.
Socially, she's a member of Dr. Davis based his decision they could take legal action N
particular game was something son responsible for this great
they wished.
'close to being called a "close- presentation? He is none other
the Newsette Staff, Library
The students then went to
• shave" because our opponents than Wilford Glenn, producerScinece club, reporter for the
Briggs,
Otis
Jimmy
Macklin,
Attorney Avon Williams ei
weren't quite the push-overs director and pianist. Glenn deStudent Council, and a memGreen
and
Clarence
Morgan.
Nashville, who took their case.
we thought they would be.
serves the chair of honor. Had
ber of the pep squad. She also
Girls: Diane Gray, Joan Their suit was supported and
At half-time, the majorettes it not been for him, everyserves as secretary for the
Crawford,
Joyce
Wells,
Carole
financed by the NAACP Legal
took over the courts and did a thing would have just been
SeQuita club of which Mrs.
Moore. Maxine Gray and Defense Fund which won
-few "cool" dance steps. It was another dream. T. J. Toney,
Betty Rounds is adyisor.
Sylvia
Washington.
similar case last summer on
- a good thing they came out, our principal, said that he is
TOPS
WHO'S WHO. SENIORS
behalf of Alabama State uni,because the tension was heavy. very proud of Mr. Glenn. We
Top Seniors Girls: Hattie
Most Studious: Juan Har- versity students who were exAs precious time went by, all are proud of him. He put
Jones, Yvonne Owens, Mau- graves and
Melvin Johnson. pelled in 1960 because of their
Capleville caught the Dragons! all his heart, soul, mind and
reen Allen, Annie Bridgeforth,
Most Likely to Succed: Lela participation in Montgomery
The benches began to rock strength in this wonderful
Joan Hargraves and Mary Sweet
and Michael Braswell. sit-in demonstrations.
with yells and screams! Pres- work. Mr. Glenn came to
Staves.
Best Dressed: Beatrice Sim- Judge Miller cited the Alasure fell over the gym when Geeter this school year and
Boys: James Curry, Marlin mons and Staton Parham.
bama case as support for his
Capleville finally got the lead. teaches high school music. So.
Tate, William Mincy, Willie
In spite of Capleville's efforts, hats off to Mr. Glenn.
Neatest: Ella Parker and ruling that "due process reDavis and Staton Parham,
quires notice and some opporour boys still managed to YOUNG SCIENTIST
Don Brownlee.
TOP JUNIORS
knock them under water and So far, only one person in
Most Popular: Doris Fant tunity to be heard before at.dents at a state tax-supported
Girls: Nellie Draper, Phyl- and Millard Brown,
received the crown of victory. the high-school department has
lis Davis, Lora Green, Robbie
Leroy Bobo was our high- begun work on a science proMost Talented: Joyce Glenn college are expelled for misconduct."
point man . making 23 points. ject for the Annual Science
Herron and Carla Allen.
and Harold Smith,
Faiiiiriii, held each spring at THE SIKHS' LADIES—The
OPERA BIG SUCCESS
Boys: Ernest Batten, Ted
Friendliest: Erma Williams Discounting the school's claim
Seen are, seated on Soot. J. B. Clark; and standing.
, The music department pre- LeMoyne College.
that they had no choice but to
ladies fair of The Sikhs Mrs. Thaddeus Horns: sit- left to right. Mrs. James M. McDaniel, Theodore Pickett, and Billy Davis.
ented a Christmas opera in Jimmy Ray has made it Club were complimented at ting, left to right, Mrs. A.r• Greene, Mrs. Pedro Suarez. L. M. Carrol and Lalloon
Talkative: Major Deberry dismiss, Judge Miller observed
instructor,
his
physics
known
to
eke school gymnatorium on
that "the intent of the reguBoyce.
and Ronald Green.
the recent champagne sup- thur Mason, Miss Clover Mrs. Nathaniel Jackson and
Tuesday night, December 19. Earnest Johnson, that he is en- per given at the home of Somerville who was escort- Mrs. Marion Harris,
CAMPUS FASHIONS
Wittiest: Lois Deberry and lation (of April 8, 1960) was not
The seats in the gymnatorium tering the contest. Jimmy, a Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Mason. ed by Harold Wilson, Mrs.
that the school should sumSeen sporting buky-knit Cullen Cook.
were nicely filled. More peo- senior, is dealing with the the
sweaters and plaid skirts are
Most Attractive: Yvonne marily dismiss students upon
ple came than were expected botanical sciences, and conductconviction of criminal offenses,
much competition for Gaston Joan Hargraves, Major De- Owens.
to witness "Amahl And The ing a project in plant growth.
berry, Lela Sweet, Maudette
Miss Charm: Diane Gray. but only those students conArmour with Barbara Cheat- Brownlee, Brenda
Night Visitors." This was the You will read more of his proVette, Pau- Most Versatile: Paulette victed of offenses accompanied
first time this particular pro- ject and others in the near
by personal misconduct which
ham?
lette Brinkley, Ella Parker, Brinkley and Floyd Price.
duction was staged here at future
reflected dishonor and discredit
Lillie Masey, Dorothy ThompRichard
Moore
has
his
eye
All
Around:
Maureen Allen upon the institution."
Geeter. A great deal of work TOP STUDENTS
son, Linda Hargraves, Judy and Raymond Ratliff.
on a young freshman?
was done to bring forth the SENIOR GIRLS: Clevetta
Judge Miller noted that the
Seville,
and
Phoeba
TOP
Weaver.
COUPLES
. cipera and also a great deal of Lott, Bobbie Rowell, Vernell
Carolyn Harris and Diane
dismissal letter was written on
Shoes
that
capture
the
eye
Patricia
Moore
Gamble.
and
time was spent rehearsing. Parharm, Lenetta
the basis of hearsay informaHorner are as free as birds? are worn by Lora Green,
Bea- Eddie Adair.
Right along with the hard work, Minnie Early, Christine Myers
tion, and - concluded that the
"
Jerri
Johnson
trice
can't
wait
Simmons,
Myrtle
RankLilia
Hampton.
Ahron
and
Valene
Davis,
there were some people who Peggy
Committee had no way of
until
the
ins,
day
she
will
become
Carolyn
BrownHollingsworth,
Alma
Douglas
and
Wilson
Bobo.
Mary
felt that the opera was someknowing whether the conduct Of
a freshman?
Delores Glass, Evelyn Jones, Carolyn Brandon and
thing that just couldn't be done. lee.
each student in Jackson reflectThat
June
Granberry
Yvonne
said,
Julius
Owens,
and
GENTS:
Staten
SENIOR
Barbara
Parham.
out!
they
found
But,
ed such dishonor or discredit.
By CLARENCE E. WITHERS placed Tarzan and Hattie GibLois Deberry and
Before curtain time, the band, Smith, Leroy Bobo, Wilmer and RAYMOND JACKSON son is trying her best to play "Betty Griggs is off limits to Williams.
He ordered the attorneys for
everyone?"
Double breasted suits are Raymond Ratliff.
under the direction of Mr. Dav- Brown, Russell Harris, Willie LIMELIGHT
the students and the school to
Jane.
That James Britton is crazy worn by Staton Parham, RayEvelyn
Bolden
id B. Newborne, entertained Stafford, Isaac Smith, Elbert The limelight this week
and
meet and agree on the type of
Roland Beasley is the Eins- about V. C.?
mond Ratliff, Joe Washing- Clarence Morgan.
ihe audience with Christmas Jones. Ervin Kinsey and Willie falls on a very studious young tein of 1999.
hearing to be held, since some
Bennie Mae Gearring can't ton, Robert Wells, Uriah Mc- Joan Crawford and
"Fox" Lee.
carols.
of the students were also disJames Earl Moore and Be- make up her
JUNIOR GIRL S: Patricia lady at Mitchell. She is a
mind over Ghee, and Bill Cunningham. David Briggs.
THE CHARACTERS
missed for academic reasons
member of the 11-1 homeroom verly Shipp have settled on Charles Martin and
The cast of characters were Sinclair, Reecie Saulsberry,
Grover OUTSTANDING SENIORS
Joan Hargraves and
and others are now attending
their farm in Alligator, Missis- Owens?
yours truly (Evelyn Ayers) Dorothy Strong, Bernice Haw- in which Mrs. Fannie WoodBoys: Hamilton Flynn, David Michael Braswell,
other schools.
sippi.
starring as Amahl; Norma Rudd kins, Johhnie B. Robinson, son is instructor.
as Amahl's mother, Robert Dorothy Tolbert, Loretta Wesby No further introduction is Harry Sinclair has finally
needed. She is Miss Gwendo- made payment on a sleek,
Pickens as King Kasper, Adol- and Donna Rogers.
phus Broomer as King Melchior, JUNIOR GENTS: Rufus Will- lyn Cheatham, who resides 1920, white Popsickle wagon.
yours truly (George Hewlett iams, Howard Cash, Robert with her parents Mr. and Mrs. George Puckett's greatest
III) as King Balthalzar, and Pickens, Tolbert Bearden, Earl William Cheatham at 541 Gil- desire has been fulfilled, he
has become a G-man. (GarWillie McDonald played the Thornton,Larnell Green, Ivory leas.
Gwendolyn's campus activi- bage Man that is).
Redden and Melvin Jackson.
page.
ties include tfle FTA, FBLA, Perry Withers has become
Chorus, French club, Cheer editor of the Donald Duck
Leader, Library club, the Gazette.
Junior Class, and newly electArthur Patterson has miled Vice President of the Stu- lions, (of Bills).
The Greater Mt. Pisgah senior, with a total of 122 dent Council.
Nathan Young and Carolyn
high school has again made a points and Herbert Brooks, a
Religiously she is a member Davis are celebrating their
successful transition from the junior, hitting the nets for 49 of Walker
Memorial Christian 50th anniversity of engageThe entire squad has done church where she is
old year into the new. Dura mem- ment.
Mt.
1961,
of
superb
year
with
the
job
marvelous
ing
a
ber of the choir.
At
West Point, . Lester
Pisgah was fortunate to at- ball handling by Guard Willie
After graduation, Gwendo- Echols is head man of the
tain many worthwhile and F. Brooks, and adequate re- lyn plans to extend
her edu- janitorial staff.
hard earned achievements. bounding by John Riley. The cation at Tennessee
Aaron Thompson is resting
State uniAlthough the accomplishments entire team has thus far done versity where
she hopes to quietly in Ida Hayes' home
sir6rk
the
and
many,
leading
toward
been
job
have
a superb
become a foreign language for the aged.
sometimes difficult, the Great- the school to victory.
major.
James Weary is constantly
on
strive
shall
Pisgah
Mt.
er
After being asked what STUDENT COUNCIL
making the headlines as the
any
attack
and
confront
,
factors he felt were respon- In the recent election of World's Greatest Clown.
-challenge put before it in the sible for the teams success, vice-president of the
It's 1980 and James Harris
student
future years.
commented, council,
Scott
Coach
Miss
Gwendolyn is riding in style on his new
PRINCIPAL RETURNS
"Mainly the ability to shoot, Cheatham scored an over- roller skates.
Our principal, Searcy C. youth, and the desire to play. whelming victory over her
Clarence Mitchell is the proHarris, attended the Southern However, speed and ability two opponents, David Wrushen fessor of speech at the HumAssociation of Colleges and to adjust to various defenses and Joseph Jackson.
ane Shelter.
Secondary Schools, of which are almost equally important." JUNIOR CLASS
Doris Dennis has started a
our school, Mt. Pisgah high, He also gave credit to hi; Recently the Junior Class rest home for wealthy unmaris a member.
Chief Trainer, Peyton Smith elected its queen, who will ried men.
It's 1985 and William Willis
The meeting was held Dec. and Assistant Trainer Earl preside over their Coronation
Ball.
is an inexperienced high
6-8 in convention hall audi- Brooks.
Miss Gwendolyn Cheatham school graduate looking for a
torium Miami Beach, Fla., and
Members of the senior team
was said by all to be one of, are Herbert Brooks, David is • the queen elect of the job.
if not the greatest meeting of Dorsey, Eddie Price, John Junior Class. Her opponents Owen Lewis and Percell
its kind ever attended.
Riley, Willie Brooks, Ellis were Jacqueline Harris, Mar- Duckett are handymen for
The information and guide- Mitchell, Nathaniel Brown, jorie Jones and Jacqueline Lassie.
Everyone is asked to remlines given were keys to im- Sylvester Jackson, Barney Roberson.
Hats off to Miss Cheatham ember all predictions don't
prove the quality of teach- Morris, Clearthur Morris, Verfor a happy reign!
come true.
ing, thereby producing a bet- non Morris and student manDID YOU KNOW
BASKETBALL NEWS
ager, Peyton Smith.
ter quality of students.
Stanley Richardson is too
B-Team members are Ear- The Mitchell High Tigers
EAGLES TRIUMPH
The driving, daring and nest Morris, Joel Edingbough, defeated Capelvil/e High 61shooting Eagles of the Great- Alton Ivy, William Gatlin, 53 in a thrilling Cage Game,
er Mt. Pisgah basketball team Willie Smith, Daniel Watson, with the skillful shooting of
have stirred their nest again. Oliver Breaden, Charles An- William Partee with 19, GasThe Eagles, under the very derson, Charlie Jones, C. L. ton Armour with 15, Walter
fble direction of Coach James Moore, Joe Watson and stu- Wesby 10, Davit Wallace 7,
James Jones 6, and James
N. Scott, have completed seven dent trainer Abra Harris. •
Mrs. St. Elmo Hampton was
* Weary 4.
games undefeated in seven HONOR ROLL
The B team won by an hostess when
Grade:
Jennie
starts. The Eagles after appear- Twelfth
members of the
overwhelming
score
of
57-37.
ing rather weak in the county Rhodes, Lola Dodson, Donald
Southern Belles Bridge club
(Dote)
The
high
point
men
were
Allen,
Ellis Mitchell, Lillie
basketball* jamboree, opened
met recently at 3442 Horn
the season with a lopsided vic- Brown, Ellen King, Ruthie Horace Hunter with 18 and Lake rd.
June Granmerry 13.
tory of 86 to 68 over Caple- Stout, Almarie Brooks, Chas
After enjoying a full-course
ATTENTION: Tri-State
Etta Lewis, Sarah Porter, Ab- Also during the Christmas meal, players and guests enHome Deliyea Department
ville.
holidays,
the
Tigers
defeated
The scores in the other games bie Moore, John Malone, Rose
tered
a
competitive
round
of
the
Hamilton
Wildcats
3,7-29
Fitchpatrick and Laddie Morthis season have been:
Please send the Tri-State Defender by newsboy each week to:
in the Chickasaw Tournament bridge. Prizes consisted of
ris.
94 Geeter 47.
jewelry and hand bags.
in
24 minutes of play.
Eleventh grade: Dewey Har73 Risley 84,
Winners
were
Miss
GwenRobert Hewitt is coach.
1 Name
ris, Clearthur Morris, Mildred
83 WOOdstock 78.
dolyn Ewen, first: Mrs. MatFleming, Bonnie Guinn, Willie PREDICTIONS
87 Carver (Hy. Ce.) 71
tie Oates, second; Mrs. 011le
(Please Print)
Nesby, Melvin Fleming, Max- Graduation time is almost Mitchell, third, and Mrs. Loui76 St. Mary 47.
Address
ine Frazier, Mary Jones, Lula here and we can imagine se Ward won the guest's prize.
71 Mitchell Rd. 60.
some of our seniors of the
One amazing factor con- Reid, and Erma Becton.
Other members present were
1 City
Phone
State
cerning the team of this sea- Tenth grade: Earle Riles, future.
Mrs. Eleanor Currie, Mrs.
Marjorie
Deloach
and
Beetle
Thelma Evans, Mrs. Mildred
son is the lack of previous Portia Bell, Colobia Owens,
Bailey,
after
'and
a
this
I
under
16-page
long
and costs only
Memphis
whirlWednesday
published
newspaper
every
Is
experience among the first James Jackson, Mary Brooks,
Joseph, Miss Mary E. Lewis,
1 5c per copy. Thank You.
five men. David Dorsey, who Earnest Fitchpatrick, Stella wind courtship have settled Miss Lulah McEwen, Mrs.
down to a quiet marriage.
(NOTE: Bring or moil this application to: Home Delivery Dept. c/o Tri-State Defender.,
Charline McGraw, Mrs. Thelhas a total of 170 points for the Kirkwood, Mable Branch and
Wardell Thomas has re- ma Moore, Mrs. Mary Lewis
/Woven game stretch, it the Abra Harris.
236 S Wellington, Memphis, Tennessee).
Ninth grade: Lois WashRogers and Mrs. Louise Taronly player who has had any
significant game time among ington, Lester Fleming, Caro- mes Jr., Roselle Kirkwood, play. Other guests present
PHONE JA. 6-8397 FOR MORE DETAILS
lyn Herring Lorin. Harris, Ada M. Nesby, Florence Wash. were Mrs. Emma Tom Johnthe entire squad.
Other top scorers for the Lillie Jordan, Connie Fisher, ington, Carrie Spencer, Leon son and Mrs. Warren Hawkins.
Eagles are: Iddie Price, a Annette Harris, James Hal- Clark and William Allen.
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Millard Brown

Evelyn Ayers
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U.S. Rights Group To
Conduct Phoenix Study

GOODMAN

society of St. John,- Ake
church gave a Christmas party.
Charles Elliot had guests last
Mrs. Fannie Jordon. Mrs. week; his mother, Mrs. Minnie
Lillie G. Taylor, Mrs. Fannie Elliot of Tupelo, Miss. and his
aunt Mrs. Dena Cushing of St.
Smith all of Memphis were
WASHINGTON, D. C.—The reportedly been made.
hanie for Christmas. Also Louis.
Commission on Civil Rights
Bernhard emphasized that:
Mrs.
Lillian
Bridgeford is ill.
has announced it will hold a the commission is not going.
Arthur L. Mallet of Detroit;
Jeff McGee of California; Mr. Mr. and Mrs. Williams and
one-day hearing in Phoenix on to Phoenix in response to C0117-:
and Mrs. Willie Tilman of daughter Penny were guests of
Saturday, Feb. 3, to assess the plaints but to gather facts with
Jackson; Mrs. Willie M. liouford Mrs. Williams' parents, Mr. and
status of civil rights.
which to assert the current
Mrs.
Torrence
Paly.
of. Oxford. Mrs. Viola Garland
According to Berl I. Bern- status of civil rights.
elf children: Mrs. R. C. -Sal- Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Jones
hard,
As in its past hearings, the
commission staff direclie and the college students. had a family dinner on Christtor, the Phoenix heariing is commission expects to hear
Rev. and Mrs. M.C. Billings- mas Day.
part
testimony
of
a long range project
concern ing civil
Mrs. Essie Garner's funeral
lea and Mrs. Bessie Pickens
which includes the study of rights problems. It also exspent last Friday in the home was held at Mason St. Luke
civil
pects
rights
to
learn
of minorities in a
of the steps that
of Rev. and Mrs. F.L. Gray. Missionary Baptist chrnch, Rev.
diverse group of urban centers. have been taken in Phoenix to
Rev. and Mrs. O.B. Davis Lee Foster officiated. Grayson
meet
these
problems.
The commission's past stuand family spent a few days Funeral Home was in charge
dies in the fields of voting, The Commission has held
in Eupora and Starkville with of arrangements.
The
Christian Union Minispublic education, housing, em- hearings in the past four years
relatives And friends.
ters held regulrr monthly
ployment, and the administra- in such diverse cities as New
meeting the first Sunday at
tion of justice show these areas York, Atlanta, Chicago, DeCORINTH
Christian Union Chapel.
are so closely connected that troit, New Orleans, MontgoMrs. Kate Hamilton's funerBy ADA L. CARNOR
they are best studied in rela- mery, Los Angeles and San
al was held at Lane Street
Francisco.
tionahip to each other.
Household of Ruth No. 5839 Missonary
Baptist
church.
Cities to which minorities Bernhard also said that the
Aurora Light held election of Eulogy by the pastor.
continue to migrate provide commission staff will collect*
officers and iannual Christmas
a good context for the conduct factual materials prior to the
party last week. Fifteen were
hearing and that it will visit
of a study.
STARK VILLE
present. Mrs. Matilda O'Neal
Phoenix during the month of
Phoenix was chosen, Bern- January in preparation
was elected most noble govfor it.
By LEANDY MOORE
hard said, because of its treernor.
Members of the bi-partisan
mendous growth and the di- commission are: John
Women's night missionary
Mrs. Rosa Stewart, Mrs. TOP OFFICERS OF
A. HanSU- Parkway. Seated left to right president and special ana- ficer: Lloyd G.
Wheeler. versity of its minority groups. nah, chairman; Robert G.
Lucille
Moore. Mrs. Eria PREME LIFE INSURANCE are: James
H. Jones, vice lyst: Harry H. C. Gibson, vice president and secretary: Phoenix also represents one
Lovely. and Mrs. Ella B. Ward
Storery, vice-chairman: Re v.
Co. are pictured in the con- president an d treasurer: vice president and general
Edward S. Gillespie. vice
category of city to be studied' Theodore M. Hesburgh, C.S.C.,
left
We-lnesdav Dec. 20 lot
'r
ference room in the home Warren H. Bacon, vice pres- 'counsel: John F. Morning.
a city where there are few, if Erwin N. Griswold, Robert
president and public relaChicago where they spent the office which is located
S.
on ident, administrative servi- vice president and agency tions director,
any, civil rights laws and Rankin, and Spottswood
and Dr. EdChristmas holidays wi!ti reW.
TRUSSVILLE
the corner of 35th and South ces; Miss Martha Frye, vice director; Earl B. Dickerson,
where progress nonetheless has Robinson, III, commissioners
ward W. Beasley, rico preslatives and friends.
.
president and executive of- ident and medical director.
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LOPEZ CONFIDENT OF'62 SEASON;
NEW FACES TO IMPROVE SOX

Sports
'HORIZON

beat, said that Detroit would baseman," and either Joe ctus.
By GENE BLUDEAU
be the major challenger for ningham, obtained in a trade
United Press bileraatiosial second place.
The Chicago White Sox have "Baltimore has been hurt by
the "potential" to win t Is e the loss of players," he S2110
1212 American League pen- "and I don't know wheUtei
nant, manager Al Lopez said, Cleveland can get back."
but he'll have to wait until Though he listed four pitch
the end of spring training to era as probable starters,
find out which warriors might said pitching would be t h e
main problem of the White
do the Job.
"I think we made exactly Sox, and spring training would
Fox
Aparicio
the trades we wanted to determine what he would do
with his mound staff.
"I think Juan Pizarro, Frank with the St. Louis Cardinals,
Baumann, Ray Herbert a n d J. C. Martin or Bob Farley,
Johnny Buzitardt will be start- obtained 'roam San Francisco,
ers," he said, "and then we've would be at first base.
got Early Wynn, Cal McLish, Smith at third base would
Herb Score and Joel Horlen free Al Smith for an outfield
job, and that he would comas possible starters.
plete with rookie Mike HershHOPEFULS
berger and second year man
"But if Wynn's elbow is bad, Floyd Robinson for a gardener
if McLish isn't right physical- berth.
Lopes
Smith
ly, if Score doesn't have con- SPRING TRAINING
make." Lopez said. "We had trol, they won't be able to help
"What we'll have in the bell
to try to get young talent, and us and we won't be able to pen," he said, "I don't know,
keep them."
that's what we did.
zind I think it's tip to spring
"We wanted to be better de- Lopez said the Sox would be training to decide. I think I've
fensively and we wanted to strong "in the middle" again got starting pitchers, and I
help our pitching, and if we with Luis Aparicio at short- think we might find relievers,
succeeded, we could be a con- stop, Nellie Fox at second base, but we'll have to wait until
and "Jim .7_,andis in centerfield, Ow season starts to know.
tender."
YANKS BEST
Bt.t he anticipated that "Our No. 1 problem is pitchLopez, who rated the de- Charlie Smith, obtained in a ing, and I think if we could get
fending champion New York trade with the Philadelphia one good one, we might have
Yankees again as the team to Phillies, would be "my third a good pitching staff."

MAJOR SCHEDULE
the skids 72-60 the next night
Tennessee A & 1 State Uni- at Montgomery. The latter conversity Tigers got their basket. quest marked the first time in
bell season started with a big many a moon that LeMoyne has
bang by sweeping an unusual been able to upend 'Barna State
four-game homestand crowded in the Alabama capitol.
Into a single week. The Tigers, Although LeMoyne sorely
In their attempt to get recog- missed the rebound strength of
nized as a major university Robert Nelson, who was sideteam, had to take what they lined with a virus, they simply
could get in regard to schedul- played too ragged to take the
ing. Falling before Coach measure of smooth working
Harold Renter's sharp shoot- Tuskegee. The Tigers didn't
ers were University of Pacific, lye LeMoyne much of a chance
Stockton, California, Nebraska to set up their fastbreak that,
State College — Peru, Nebras- netted the visitors many easy
ka, Gonzaga University — baskets. The statistics show that
. ahspokane, Washington, and Tuskegee made only six field TEEING OFF is the beauti- Mrs. Florence Socel. DI r s. Golf Course after it was deWIona College of New Rochelle, goals outside the free-throw ful Mrs. Cathleen Johnson Odessa Dickens a it d Mrs. segregated on New Year's
lane area, five of those outside while the four other mem- Helen Tarpley. Mrs. John- Day. The course is located
New York.
eking Mallory rd. and Old
Tennessee officials feel that shots were made on the first bers of her party watch in son was the first Negro wom- Hernando rd.
Hill
their team has been overlooked half, while the Alabama crew silence. They are: left to an to tee-off on Pine
right, Mrs. Althea Pyles.
by the NIT sponsors because ran ups 58-47 lead.
of their here-to-fore small WHISTLES-A-PLENTY
college schedule. The leading Despite the fact that Leteams around the country don't Moyne scored over a hundred
like to enter tournaments and points in its fourth home game
risk being knocked off by in five outings, this by far was
small college teams. The 1961- their worst game before the
62 season finds Kentucky home folks who really appreState as the lone all-Negro ciated their valiant attempt
school opponent of the three that fell short in over coming
time NAIA champions. Seat- 'Skegee in the second half. Letle, Montana State, St. Bona- Moyne cut a 16-point lead down
venture, and St. Francis of to five in the last five minutes.
Loretta, Pa., are NCAA mem- Jimmy Crawford and Eddie
bers carded, which furnish Brackins garnered 32 and 26
real big hurdles for Tennessee points respectively, to lead
in its quest for the big time. Tuskegee to their sixth win
against two losses.
CHICKASAW WINNER
Underdog Dillard Univer- Lane College coach, former
sity of New Orleans battled Memphian, Paul Collins, scoutack from a 39-47 halftime ed Tuskegee and apparently
PHILADELPHIA — (UPI)elicit, to clip Southern Uni- took back a pretty good report
Sonny Jurgensen, Philadelphia
versity of Baton Rouge, 81-80, to his contingents.
Eagles quarterback, undergoes
ha the finals of the Chickasaw The Dragons upset Tuskegee
NEW YORK—(UPI)—Home briefly regarding terms en
surgery Tuesday with the reTourney held at Hamilton 79-73, the next night in Jackassuring medical diagnosis run king Roger Maria said he Dec. 14 and the Yankee gedHigh School. Arnold Nevels son, Tennessee. Lane's defense
that his injured shoulder can hasn't even looked at his 1962 eral manager said after that
dropped in two clutch free stopped the inside attack that
be repaired as good as new contract yet, but sight unseen, talk that he didn't think Maria
throws, with 31 seconds left to was so effective against Leand that his professional foot- he's fairly sure it isn't enough. would be particularly diffiplay in the game to send the Moyne. Lane dropped a 23The New
cult to sign.
ball career may not be in jeofavored Jaguars down to de- point decision to LeMoyne in
York Yankee
4
pardy.
"Let's say we parted in good
here
feat. Arnold's cousin, Kenneth, December, here.
faith and let it go at that,"
But the red-hailed passer slugger,
DRIVING TO HOLE No. 1 Course on New Year's Day the foursome are James Edscored 29 points to lead Dil- Tuskegee and LeMoyne set is Cleophus Hudson of 891 the first day the course was wards, Bridges Pyles and Oen took a dim view of the for a sporting
Mans declared.
lard's ball control attack. The some kind of record at the foul Hanley St., (right) who is desegregated. Hudson is a Lawrence Daugherty and his National Footbell League's goods convenHe gave no hint how much
Nevels, a pair of slick work- line. The officials awarded 92 leading the foursome which supervisor at Kennedy VA son. (Staff Photos by With- playoff games for second- tion, said he
he would ask for over the
parwas
"in
no
ing Detroiters, also were the free-throws in the game, 51 to played at Pine Hill Golf hospital. Other members of ers)
estimated 838,000 he received
place teams, instituted last
shining lights in Dillard's LeMoyne. and 41 to their SIAC
in 1961.
year as a post-season attrac- ticular hurry"
to
sign
his
con90-76 win over Arkansas A & M opponent. Both teams were off
WANTS HIS WORTH
tion for tourist trade under
tract
for
next
el Pine Bluff in their first game. with their accuracy on foul
The fact that Mickey Mantle
Florida!s sunny skies.
Dillard will return to Mem- shots, Tuskegee connecting on
already has signed his 19011
Jurgensen, who set two year.
phis January 15 to match 24 charity tosses and LeMoyne
contract for approximately
league passing records a n d "I haven't
Maria
baskets with high-scoring Le- cashing in with 25.
$85,000 makes no difference to
tied another in 1961, suffered' even seen my
oyne. The Blue Devils are Tennessee A & I State dea severe separation of his right contract yet," declared Maria, Mans, he pointed out.
l•Tulf Coast Conference mem- feated Seattle University 101shoulder — his throwing arm— who is said to be expecting "I'm not interested in what
bers. They have won three con- 97, in overtime for one of the
as the Eagles were trounced by around $70,000 for hitting 61 others make," he said, "just
secutive titles in that circuit. Nashville school's most imporso long as I get what's corn.
the Detroit Lions in the play- home runs last season.
Charles Hicks and Bob tant victories last week. The
ing to me."
off Bowl game at Miami Sat- RECEIVES LETTER
ZURICH, Switzerland — urday.
Weeden, two former Melrose Tigers were rated second best
"A registered letter arrived
Maria said he weighs Ile
High School stalwarts, gave in the country in the AP poll.
(UPI) — Max Angst, one of
Eagles offensive tackle J. D. at my home (Raytown, Mo.) pounds and expects to start the
the world's leading bobsled- Smith suffered a broken leg while I was in California. I season around 209.
Memphians a personal interest Sporting a 5-1 record, Tennesin last week's Rose Bowl game see was ranked behind Evansders, was banned for life by in the same game and it will presume it's my contract. I He added that he doesn't
between UCLA and Minne- ville, Indiana. The poll included
the Swiss Bobsleigh Federa- be in a cast for the next sev- won't know what it calls for feel the banquet circuit has
tion and his colleague, Han s eral months. Both players until I get home sometime hurt him although he admitted
sota. Both players were on the NAIA schools predominantly.
Zoller, was suspended for three were chosen for the league's Tuesday."
he doesn't care for "the travelroster of UCLA. Their former
years.
coach, Joe Westerbrook, has
No matter what the figures ing part of it."
11-Star Game at Los Angeles
since retired from the coaching
The Swiss Federation said next Sunday, and of course, in the contract are, however,
ranks; however, he recalls
Mans indicated he didn't exthe suspensions were levied will miss the game.
some of his best seasons were
because the two men behaved
It first w a s feared that pect to sign. Not the first conCOUPON
made possible by the exploits
in an "unsportsmanlike" man- Jurgensen's injury might end tract, anyway.
of the two former all-Memphis
Maria said he had promised
ner at the 1961 World Cham- his pro career.'
gridders.
pionships at Lake Placid, N. But, Dr. Mike Mandarino. general manager Roy Homey
Westerbrook is the assistant
Y., and on unspecified earlier former Eagles player and to talk terms the next time
principal of Booker T. Washoccasions. No further details now team physician, who will he came to New York. That
Good For 254
ington High School. Weeden
were outlined.
operate on Jurgensen Tuesday will be impossible this time,
played center at Melrose and
Zoller, the 1957 world cham- (10 a.m.) said he felt certain however, since Hamey is va- JAMI SON BARBER SHOP
Hicks at end. At UCLA,
pion, was suspended until that the quarterback "should cationing in Arizona.
2355 Pork Avene•
Hicks played tackle and end.
March 31, 1964. Angst won a be all right for next season. "FR be back here the 20th
FA 4-9148
The UCLA coach, Bill Barnes,
bronze medal at the 1964 He might even be playing of this month," Mans said. "I'll
)NLY
LIMITED TIME(
Is also a Memphian and gradbasketball in about eight see him then."
Olympic
Games.
uate of Central High School.
PUTTING FOR THE fourth were the first of about 20
Hiuney and Mans spoke
they planned to weeks."
Both
said
Esker Harris, another Melhole is James Smith, 1590 Negro men and women to
While the residents of the Dianne Circle, while A. E. play a round at Pine Hill appeal the suspension.
se product, played in the
At Lake Placid, N.Y., Stan
area started off
1956 Rose Bowl Game for the Birmingham
Turner is holding the flag. golf course after it was deYear without the use Turner is head of the science segregated on Jan. 1. Also Benham, vice-chairman of the
the
New
"UCLA's. Like Hicks, Harris
organizing committee for the
recreational faciwas an outstanding student. of parks and desegregation the department at Manassas high desegregated was Ri•er 1961 World Championships,
lities to avoid
View.
Ray2135
at
lives
Harris went to California with
school. He
said he could think of no-trea"City of Good Abode" stuck its
scrapbook dominated by his chest out and started integrat- ner st. Smith and Turner
son for the Swiss action. Benboxing achievements. It was ing its first golf course Pine
ham said he raced against both
surprising to learn he had de- Hill, on Jan. 1. The cold weathmen on several occasions and
veloped into a top flight lines- er didn't match the sport (golf)
found them to be "sportsmen."
man. He was selected on the but it brought many warm
"I was sorry to hear of their
All-Pacific Coast squad his thoughts to the mind of 20 golfsuspensions," Benham said.
junior year. He was one of the ers who came to make the day
Switzerland's leading sports
Los Angeles players who was a reality. You visioned future
newspaper, 'Sport," asked the
aisle to play only five games games you would soon enjoy
Federation to outline its dehis senior year because UCLA in new surroundings to be shartailed charges against Angst
and Southern California were ed when old man sol smile
and Zoller.
HUNKY DORY
penalized for violating the aid down on you. The proud feelBROTHER BOB
to athletes' rule.
6 to 8:30, 11 to 1:30
ing of knowing you reside in
4
to
to
2
6,
10
to
11,
1:30
BOWLING BOOM
LEMOYNE STREAK HALTED a Southern city that is obeying
Booker T. Washington points of Washington.
NEW YORK— (UPI) — SevLeMoyne was involved in The Law of the Land.
Lester
eral U. S. manufacturers of
having two streaks broken last The golfers and their order bounced back after being upset In other games,
Car- bowling equipment are cashing
week. Tuskegee Institute be- on the first tee:
by Douglass in the semi-finals downed Bertrand 77-59;
came the first team to defeat Aubrey Turner. and James of the LeMoyne Holiday Tour- ver had all starters to hit in in on the bowling craze in Euthe Mad Magicians on the Bruce Smith, Cleophus Hudson Lawin pulverizing rope. Brunswick Corp., which
the big orie, double figures
Hall floor this season. The 108- rence Dougherty, Bridges Pyes, nament to win
Hamilton 94-61; Manassas plas- will open three centers in Ger103 Tuskegee victory was the Willie Hill and James (Gump) edging Lester 54-50 at Wash- tered Hamilton with 59-40 de- many and one In Holland this
third consecutive loss suffered EdwaGds. Mesdames Kathleen ington last Friday. Lester de- feat. Melrose journeys to Doug- fall, plans to assemble alleys
by the young Magicians. The (Kat) Johnson, Odessa Dickens. feated Douglass for the Le- lass in an important clash with in Peru and, Japan in the near
er setbacks were to Jack- Florence M. Scott, Athea Pyles Moyne title. The Warriors were the Red Devils, Friday night. future. American Machine &
, n State College and Missis. and Helen Tarpley. John Gor- not to be denied in their first Bertrand will try to make Man- Foundry will build five centers
• ippl Vocational College In the don, Leon Griffin, Paul (Nick) meeting with Lester. The win assas their second victim on in. West Germany.
Magnolia Holiday Tournament Nichols and Edward Lewis jr., gave Washington an undisputed the Tigers' court on the same
LONG DRIVE
A
at Jackson, bliss. In the Jack- observing the tee were Rob- lead in the prep league. Both night.
W L Pct. NEW YORK — (UPI) — Exson loss, David Gaines tallied ert Crawford, Frances Rodgers had identical 5-0 records upon SCHOOL
game.
CANE COLE
6 0 1,000 perts, on paving materials say
GOLDEN GIRL
and Lil. First lady to reach entering the
Washington
43 points.
833 it would take the average per5 1
The Purple Wave invaded the green was Mrs. Athea Py- It was the red hot outside Lester
to Sign Off
3
3
8:30 to 10, 2 to
600 son 11 years to drive the more
3 2
Alabama last weekend to en• les. Best golfer among the men shooting of guard Sherman Douglass
Lester's
spelled
that
Yates
500 than 3 million miles of rural
3 3
Manassas
Their longest losing skein of ,the was Cleophus Hudson who had
500 highways in the United States.
3 3
Muon. Last Friday Stillman of seven pars for nine holes. The downfall. The tricky southpaw Carver
them
most
of
points,
22
scored
coffee
served
500 assuming he drove 8 hours per
2 2
Tuscaloosa was bumped 114- hospitality and
Melrose
jump shots near the top of Bertrand
0 5
000 day at an average speed of 40
80 with Alabama State hitting was the greatest.
the circle. For awhile, Wash000 mph.
0 8
ington appeared to be making
a rout of the game, racing to
a 20-6 quarter lead. It was 3321,- at the half. The Warriors
kept that margin until late in
the final quarter when the
Lions rallied to within three
BOWUNG BAG
en,
el
puns...
•
/km Ilisdhig Iii
MEN, AT LAST IT'S HERE
take New ii,A15011511 And (non Lite
Ebonite—Columbia—Brunswick
FULL SET OF TOOLS
4 dietern otoarstion 1131M1 ORES take.
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Lester Downs Bertrand 77-59
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FARM FOR SALE!

Attention, Bowlers!

FREE!

*

BEN WOOD BOWLER'S SUPPLY
Yorr Bowling Iquipment N•oslquort•rs

2975 LAMAR

FA 7-5122

120 Acres
I Near Cairo, IV.
$14,000 TERMS

an ones niitWe Waver 411 • •NrSI
:Wit MAMMA Otilr M 00 too •
week wooly Menev-back 4 not satin
Met 3 Ottitiot, Sone COD Ched,
w Money Order NOW

THE RUMTOREX CO.
239 E. 115th St..

BON

17

NEW YORK 29, N. Y.

CONTACT.

PARKER HOUSE SAUSAGE CO.
4605 S. State St.. Chicago 9,111., KE 8-1112

0

REUBEN
WASHINGTON
Sunday — Sign On

To Sign Off
4

1
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Hubbard Named DOWN
TO EARTH
To Justice Dept.
Farm Talk

fewer acres of cropland and
with much less labor than a
decade ago. Larger inputs of
farm machinery, other production assets, and fertilizer replaced the reduced use of la.
Att. Gen. Robert F. Kennedy
and labor.
has announced the- appointToday, fewer farm worker4
supply more people than ever
ment of Maceo W. Hubbard as
Employment Policy Officer of 1962 AGRICULTURAL
This improved level of in• before. Farmers move into the
OUTLOOK
decade of the 1960's with an efcome to farmers is above the
the Department of Justice.
ficient agricultural plant a n d
The current farm income saaverage of
Hubbard, an attorney and
t:at-7>n is brighter than for some well below recent years but is face the prospect that agriculincomes in the im- ture will continue to produce
staff assistant to the Assistant
years. Larger cash receipts and mediate postwar period. Realiz- 'ood and fiber in excess of prosAttorney General, Civil Rights increased
Government p a y- ed net income of farm operators pective domestic and foreign
Division, will assume the new ments under new agricultu
ral has trended downward in most outlets at satisfactory prices.
position in addition to his other program will raise realized net postwar years, while nonfarm The tremendous productive
income of farm operators this incomes have continued to rise. capacity of agriculture has
duties.
conyear.
The farmers' share of the Na- tributed to a continuing buildHe succeeds Laurence H.
Expanding economic actlyity tion's income is smaller but up of stocks, mostly of grains
Axman, an attorney in the De- and record
shipments abroad it is going to a smaller number in recent years. Wheat and corn
partment's Civil Division, who promise some
increase in out- of farmers and to fewer farm are the major stock problems
is retiring.
lets for farm products. Gross people.
for the 1961-62 marketing year.
By executive order, each ex- •ncome to farmers are expected
Farm ootput has expanded In brief the 1962 Agriculturecutive agency appoints an to rise further in 1962, assum- `aster than domestic and fore- al Situation and Outlook is
employment policy officer, in- ing average growing conditions ign outlets for food #nd fiber. brighter than it bas been in
dependent of its personnel of- and a continuation of price Larger marketings have been ;everal years. Larger cash refice, to handle complaints re- supports and other farm pro- accompanied by lower prices ceipts and increased GovernMITCHELL'S BOOSTERS— forms for football and bas- Albert Harris, Mrs. Mary A. Goner
and a continued build up in ment payments under new p
garding hiring, promotion and grams.
al Perkins. Marion
Citisens of the Walker Home ketball teams and the band. Wtushen, William Hughes, Tolliver
other personnel matters.
B u t prices paid by farmers stocks particularly of grains. grams will raise realized ne
, Ed Knight, coach;
community are seeking to Enthusiastic workers on the president of the Mitchell
Hubbard has been in the de- will continue high and some Even with the cutback in out- income of farm operators this
George Whitney Mrs. Mattis
have a football team in the project are pictured here af- Road high school Boosters; Lewis, Charlie .
partment for 15 years, first in rise in farm production ex- put of feed grains and wheat year.
Ware, D. L.
field for Mitchell Road high ter a recent meeting. Seated Mrs. N. A. Crawford. Isaiah Wrushen,
the Civil Rights section of the penses now appears likely. On this year combined output of
Rev. Rich Richardschool in the fall of 1962, and on front row, from left, are Goodrich, Mrs. Ford Nelson
son, and Alonzo Weaver, Criminal Division and then in barance, realized net income crops and livestock products
already they have started a Mrs. William Hughes, Martin and Mrs. Gr et tie Adair.
the Civil Right division from of farm operators is expected will be close to last year's recprincipal of the school.
drive to raise $6,000 for uni- Robinson, Mrs. Clara Harris, Standing. same order,
to change little in 1982 from rd high. An effective F eed
are
its establishment in 1958.
Grain and Wheat Program will
58 Premier Lincoln
He was born in Forsyth, Ga., levels estimated for 1961.
limit output of grain again.
was graduati d from Lincoln
1479 Central Avenue
But large carryover stocks and '
university in Oxford. Pa.. and SMOKERS PAY
My Baby-Taking Care of Car"
a further increase in production
Beautiful Chines* Ned
Harvard University Law NEW
Looks Better Than New Inside and
YORK — (U P I) — w Ill assure continued
large Out Equipped
School, and practiced law in State taxes
With Record Player
on tobacco products supplies of food and
And All Other Powers
fiber in
Philadelphia before going into rose nearly 50
per cent during 1962.
35,000 Miles
Price $1700.50
governm
ent
work.
By GLORIA TUCKER
the two year period 1959-80, FARM OPERAT
ORS
Call JA 6-6360
He and his wife live in the according to the
trade
publiThe rapid expansion in farm
•••••••••••••••••••••• District of Columbi
Ask For A. D. Aaron
a.
cation Tobacco News.
output has been achieved on
NEW YEAR
Well, I certainly hope you
enjoyed your 'holiday vacation
as much as I did.
Before we left school for the
holidays the Student Council
held its installation. S e r vices by candle light. The officers were installed by Mrs. A.
McEwen Williams, the speaker
tor the program.
The president James Gray
made a very inspirational
inaugural address, in which he
included his code of ethics for
the school year. That evening
we had an inauguration PlatHELP WANTED
SAVE 511$ — Buy Thousands of Times
AGENTS WANTED
ter Party.
at wholesale. Send $1 00 %refundable)
15 GOOD WORKERS
for large Illustrated catalog. Armone
HOME ECONOMICS
of California, P.O. Box 3187. Holly429 South Main
Full or pert time in Memphis Bend
wood, California.
postcard with name, address, and
The twelfth grade home eco$90 Weekly Earnings
telephone to Dept D. 147 3. Mist.
10 WO?vsEta ford
nomics class' last project was io MEN
%re
Drive,
- 45. High School
$10.00 DOWN
vten eith vales experience orogen.,
litCSON. AR17,0NA
a wedding reception. This
Won oe neat in appearance. Car I.
apply
Own a beautiful home site on
,,,,,,ry. Able to furnish 11,ind.
topic was chosen to familiarize
LIVE - IN MAIDS, NEW
FULLER PRODUCTS
Grenada Lake in Carver
Pkt0MultON TO
the girls with the proper proYORK $130 - $220 MONTH
Point
Subdivision - Easy
QUALIFIED MEN
cedures of such an occasion.
terms,
wonderful resort area
20-35 YEARS
The participants of the receivWrits
US. CIVIL SERVICE TESTS! Tickets, expenses advanced. Send Details to NO. So: Ill — 01rIne for fishing, boating, s w i ming line were chosen by draw- Mem-wome
REFERENCES.
n, 10-52. Start high as
ming, hiking and just plain
MALLORY AGENCY, LY 34200
Mademoiselle magazine's 1961 Merit Award winners, chosen
MAIDS - N.Y. TO 11410 WE. TICKETS
S102.00 a week. Preparatory trainfor signal achievement ing names.
5711 Merrick Rd.. Lynbrook, N.Y.
rent - Jobs waiting U & M Agey. living. Call me for corn ple
ing
until
appointed
Thousand
.
s
of
luring the past year: (1) Jean Alice Szymanski, WAVE;(2) Grace
210 POST AVE.
information and pictures. M ,
Bumbry, opera singer They were: bride, Miss Vir- jabs open. Exp•ri•nc• usually unFor Sale
ginia Nelson, groom Kennett nec•ssory. FREE Informatio on
WESTBURY. N. Y.
'3) Monica Vitti, Italian actress;(4) Carole Eisner, fashion designe
Ruby Pant - BR 6-7090.
r;(5) Laura M. Roth Wilkins, best man, Willie Le- jobs, isolari••, requirements. nWritel
FAMILY PLOT
_
icientist; (6) Carla Fracci, ballet dancer; (7) Hope Murrow
TODAY giving phone. Lincoln Will Sell Chzlyrx -7-761,:aving Town
Live
In
Maids
, social worker (shown here mons; maid of honor, Ethel S•rvice, Pekin 74, Illinois,
Baker Electrlc Co., Inc.
with her husband and daughter); (8) Joan Baez, folk singer;
New York
(9) Chryssa, Greek artist. Evans, bridemaids Dorothy
2219 Young Ave.
Satterfield, Gloria Tucker,
N.Y. LIVE - IN JOSS
8130 - 6720 M,,N I H A-36
'10) Nanette Edmonds Wachter, fashion director.
YEARS
Ticket*,
You
need
expenses
•
friend in N.Y. Let Mr.
•d4anred. Sand Ref
Doris Mayfield, Catherine WilBR 6-0016
Venal.
FOR SALE
Harold of the Mallory Agency be
liams, Lil/ye Williams, Samella
your friend. He guarantees you a
Pict Up Payments On
8gArLORY AGENVY. LY 3-2200
live-Is
In
Job
Icensed
a
Bonded Electricians
&
good
home,
870
*Meg
paying
Rd., LynOtook, N.Y.
F.ench Provincial F,,rnitu,e
Epps; parents of the bride
530 to 850 a week, free roam, meala,
1_,vino Room - pin•ng Roan
TN. He advances his tickets and
Free Estimates
Shirley Gallium and Otis ElSodium
chloride
— common
expenses to N.Y. Write. giving refBedroom and Stereo
der, parents of the groom Ceerences to. Mr. Harold. The Mallory salt — has been called
T•lephan• Of. 5-9357
the We wire new room additions,
Agency 578 memos Rosa. Lynn.
lestine Vann and Eugene
"edible
gem."
It
is the only ranges, dryers, air conditioners,
brook, N. Y.
Campbell.
stone eaten directly by man. hot water
heaters, electric heat.
CLUB NEWS
There is a new club around
Carver High School composed
An estimated 2.2 million ernment service. None of these
of young ladies only.
white-collar employees (Pia- figures differ markedly from
The name of this club is the
fessional. clerical, and sales) those for 1958.
254 SOUTH LAUDERDALE STREET
JAckson 6-2523
"Sophisticates." Its purpose is
were union members, 8.000 The: survey covered 184 naprovide
to
wholesome activitional
The
annual
and
Christm
internat
as
ional
party
unions
more than the 1958 estimated
ties for young ladies and to
level. About two-thials of all which negotiate with employ- for members of the Southern develop their moral
standards.
ers
in
Belles
Bridge
two
or
club
more
was
states.
held
Of
white-collar members were in
Their colors are beige and
non-manufacturing industries. these, 134 were AFL-CIO af on Dec. 26, at the Club Flabrown and their motto is "He
mingo.
the remainder were somewhat finales.
The . tables reserved for Who Doesn't Advance Falls
more heavily concentrated in Other findings are:
Behinds." The Officers are:
government than in manufac- Ten unions accounted for al- members, their husbands and
most half of the total member- escorts were decorated with president, Beatrice Rush, viceturing industries.
striking center pieces consist- president Carla Cunningham,
Nearly 8.6 million union ship.
members were in manufactur- Despite the slow growth in ing of candles, holly, silver secretary, Joyce Britton, treasing industries, 8.4 million in total membership during the balls, tinsel and berries com- urer, Yvonne Hill; chaplain.
THE "Y" FACILITIES ARE TO SERVE
private nonrnanufacturing, and past two years; one third of plimenting the silver trays of Hone Watts; parliamentarian,
YOUR NEEDS AND INTERESTS
the remainder — 1.1 million — the unions for which compar- hors d'oeuvres of pickled Dorothy Daily; reporters, Dein Federal, State or local gov- able data were available re- shrimp, canapes, dips, chips lois Strickland and Alberta
I.
19.Dormit
ory
Rooms: — Clean, Comfort/ibis., Modern
Greer. The advisors are Mrs.
Furniture,
ported gains or losses of 10 and other delicacies.
Private Bath — Clean Wash Rooms
Jackie Knight and Miss Car— Showers .
per cent or more. For the dec- Members and guests enjoyed
Weekly
Rates:
$5
—
$10
lotte Brooks.
2. Modern Swimming Pool
ade 1951-60. three out of four performing such dances as the
Year Round Swimming: 75,30 ff. —
unions experienced similar twist, roach, pony and other DID YOU KNOW?
Diving — Swimming — Wading Sections.
Underwater Lighting —
Lazell
Harris
steps
has
put
Frank
during
Beautiful
fluctuations.
the party.
Sun Deck. Holds AA Rating.
McRee down for A. J. Al3 Regulatior Gym Equipped with Stags:
Reports submitted by State Those present for the cele- bright?
Spectators Section with
/200 sealing capacity - For Leagues.
Lazell is better known
bration were Mr. and Mrs.
Tournaments. Compstative
The students of Cummings bodies of the AFL-CIO indiMatches. Classes - Boeing - Communit
as "Miss High school U.S.A."
y Programs
Elementary school have been cate that one-half of the Fed- Garmer Currie, Mr. and Mrs.
4
7-large Club Rooms: Club
Edward
Meetings
Conway
B.
- Classes - Forums Evans.
telling
is
MauMr. and Mrs.
busy as beavers gathering, com- eration's membership is concenConferences - Teas — Socials
William
William
rice
son
"hit
to
Hampton
the
, Miss Mary
piling and editing news for trated in five states — New
their first newspaper which York, Pennsylvania, Califor- E. Lewis, Miss Gwendolyn road"
JOIN THE "V" TODAY:
McEwen
,
Beaumon Savage, Lloyd Stovall, a big prize
nia. Illinois, and Ohio.
will be published soon.
ANNUAL RATES S7
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By James G. Gregory

FOR SALE

Electronics Technician Named One of IC";;;;;"1:14.;114
'The TenYoung Women of the Year'

Advertise In The Want-Ad Section
Call

JAckson 6-8397

3 Lines For 2 Weeks

.70

3 MEN

Union Membership Increased Southern Belles
Among White-Collar Workers Twist, Pony At
Club Flamingo
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ABE SCHARFF BRANCH

YMCA

LEDS YOUR SUPPORT NOM
JOIN TODAY!

You Can Earn Cash By Selling
The Tri-State Defender

Cummings School
Starts Newspaper

Call or Come In Today.
Hurry! Call JA. 6-8397 Now!
236 So, Wellington St.

SALESMEN AND
SALESWOMEN WANTED

Pre-School Ass'n
Elects Officers

Florida NIM Admitted

The New Tri-State Defender
235 South Wellington Street
JAckson 6-8397

— $10 — $25
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